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FRED Modeling Language Reference

Return to docs home
Welcome to the reference pages for the FRED Modeling Language™, part of our offering for Framework for Reconstructing Epidemiological Dynamics, or FRED. FRED is a programming language for writing agent-based models.
This reference document is focused on the specific language elements available within a FRED program. For information on compiling and executing FRED programs, please see the documentation for the FRED Modeling Platform™.
If you have questions about the company or are interested in speaking with our sales, recruiting, or other teams, please
visit the Epistemix website.
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CHAPTER

ONE

ORGANIZATION

This document is organized alphabetically by the first letter of each language element. Simply pick the first letter of
the option below to see a list. If you cannot find an item, please use the Search bar on this page. If an item is still not
found, please contact us so we can help you find the appropriate reference.

1.1 Symbols
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language symbols.

1.1.1 # (pound)
A single-line comment in a FRED program.
Synopsis
# This is a comment

Description
The pound (#) symbol represents a comment in FRED. The remainder of the line is ignored and is not included in the
compiled program.
Examples
The following code includes two examples of a one-line comment.
# This is a comment
state Hungry {
# This is also a comment
wait(4)
default(BuyFood)
}
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See Also
comment

1.1.2 _ (underscore)
Represents the current item in an evaluation expression.
Synopsis
Description
Certain actions and functions in FRED and evaluated in pair-context, meaning that the action or function refers to
both the agent performing the action or function and one or more other agents or values, called the other agent or
value. In such actions or functions, the special variable “_” is used as a place-holder representing the other agent or
value. When the action or function is evaluated, any occurrence of the _ symbol is replaced with the other item.
Examples
The following code sets the personal list variable my_household_ages_list to the list of ages of members of the
agent’s household:
my_household_ages_list = apply(members(Household), ask(_,age))
The function members(Household) returns a list of agent IDs. The function ask(_,age) returns the age of one agent
in the list. The apply() function returns the list of values returned when ask(_,age) is evaluated for each agent in the
list, Note that this example could also be accomplished by the following: .. code-block:: fred
my_household_ages_list = ask(members(Household), age)
The next example creates a list with values twice that of the original list.
# After this code executes, y_list = list(2,4,6,8,10)
x_list = list(1,2,3,4,5)
y_list = apply(x_list, 2 * _)
The functions that set the variable “_” are:
apply(list-expression, pair-expression)
filter_agents(agent-list, pair-test1, ..., pair-testN)
index_agents(agent-list, pair-test1, ..., pair-testN)
The actions that set the variable “_” are:
tell(agent-list, variable, pair-expression)
set_weight_to(network, agent-list, pair-expression)
set_weight_from(network, agent-list, pair-expression)

4
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See Also
apply(), filter_agents(), index_agents(), set_weight_to(), set_weight_from(), tell()

1.2 Starts with A
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter A.

1.2.1 abort()
Causes FRED to terminate immediately.
Synopsis
abort()

Description
This action causes FRED to terminate with an error message:
FRED ERROR: Agent <id> aborts in condition <cond_name> state <state_name> on sim day <N>␣
˓→sim date <YYYY-MM-DD>: <rule_containing_abort>

Parameters
This function has no parameters.
Examples
If an agent under 18 enters state B below,
condition FOO {
...
state B {
if (age < 18) then abort()
...
}
}
then FRED exits with an error message like:
FRED terminated with errors:
===================================
RUN1: FRED ERROR: Agent 164581176 aborts in condition FOO state B on sim day 10 sim date␣
˓→2020-01-11:
if (age<18) then abort()

1.2. Starts with A
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Note
The abort() action provides functionality normally associated with an assert() operator because FRED prints the rule
that causes an abort.

1.2.2 abs()
Returns the absolute value of the input value.
Synopsis
abs(x)

Description
The abs() function calculates the absolute value of a single input value.
Parameters
x
an expression that evaluates to a numeric value
Returns
The absolute value of the given value.
Examples
The following statement finds the absolute value of 2, which is also 2.
abs(2)
This example sets a variable to the value 2, which is the absolute value of −2.
my_variable = abs(-2)

Errors
It is an error if a non-numeric variable is supplied as a parameter.

6
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See Also
ceil(), floor()

1.2.3 acos()
Calculates the arc cosine of the given value.
Synopsis
acos(x)

Description
This function calculates the arc cosine, or inverse cosine, of the given value.
Parameters
x
a numeric expression.
Returns
The arc cosine of x. The result is in the closed interval [0, 𝑝𝑖].
See Also
sin(), sinh(), asin(), asinh(), cos(), cosh(), acosh(), tan(), tanh(), atan(), atan2(), atanh()

1.2.4 acosh()
Calculates the inverse hyperbolic cosine of the given value.
Synopsis
acosh(x)

1.2. Starts with A
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Description
This function calculates the inverse hyperbolic cosine of the given value.
Parameters
x
a numeric expression.
Returns
The inverse hyperbolic cosine of x. The result is in the range [0, +𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦].
See Also
sin(), sinh(), asin(), asinh(), cos(), cosh(), acos(), tan(), tanh(), atan(), atan2(), atanh()

1.2.5 add()
Returns the result of adding two values or adding a value to each item in a list or adding pairwise the items in two lists.
Synopsis
add(x, y)

Description
If x and y are single-valued expression, the function returns the sum of the two given values.
If one the arguments is a single-valued expression and the other is a list-expression, then the function returns is a list
of values consisting of the sum of the single value and each item in the list.
If both arguments are list-expressions, then the function returns is a list of values consisting of the sum of the corresponding items in each list. In this case, the lists must have the same number of items.
This function is the prefix notation for the expression x + y.
Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a number or a list.
y
An expression that evaluates to a number or a list.

8
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Returns
The result is a single value if both arguments are single-valued expressions; otherwise the result is a list.
Errors
If both arguments are list-expressions, a run-time error occurs if the lists have different lengths.
Examples
z = add(1, 2)
z = 1 + 2

# z = 3
# z = 3

my_list = list(1, 2, 3)
new_list = add(my_list, 4) # new_list = list(5, 6, 7)
new_list = my_list + 4
# new_list = list(5, 6, 7)
new_list = 4 + my_list
# new_list = list(5, 6, 7)
new_list = my_list + my_list

# new_list = list(2, 4, 6)

See Also
div(), sub(), mult(), mod()

1.2.6 add_edge_from()
Adds an edge connecting the agent from another agent or list of agents in a given network.
Synopsis
add_edge_from(network, agent)
add_edge_from(network, agent-list)

Description
If an edge doesn’t exist in the given network from a given agent ID to the current agent, then the edge is created.
Otherwise, the action has no effect. If the second argument is a list expression, then edges are created from each agent
in the list.
For undirected networks, because direction does not matter, both add_edge_from() and add_edge_to() have the same
effect of adding an undirected edge between the current and other agents.

1.2. Starts with A
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Parameters
network
The name of the network to manipulate.
agent
An expression that evaluates to the ID of an agent.
agent-list
A list of agent ids.
Examples
Suppose we have a directed network NETWORK with three agents agent1, agent2, and agent3 with agent ids id1,
id2, and id3 respectively. Presuming there are no current edge connections, an edge to agent1 from agent2 can be
created with the following action rule:
if (id == id1) then add_edge_from(NETWORK, id2)
More simply, either of the following statements would assign an edge from agent2 to the current agent.
add_edge_from(NETWORK, id2)
add_edge_from(NETWORK, ask(agent2,id))
Alternately, edges to agent1 from agent2 and agent3 can be created with the action rule:
if (id == id1) then add_edge_from(NETWORK, list(id2, id3))
As another example, the following statement creates an edge from each member of the agent’s household to the agent
itself.
add_edge_from(NETWORK, members(Household))

Note
If an expression does not evaluate to an agent ID, then this action has no effect.
See Also
add_edge_from(), add_edge_to(), delete_edge_to(), is_connected_from(), is_connected_to()

1.2.7 add_edge_to()
Adds an edge connecting the current agent to another agent or list of agents in a network.
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Synopsis
add_edge_to(network, agent)
add_edge_to(network, agent-list)

Description
If an edge doesn’t exist in the given network from the current agent to a given agent, then the edge is created. Otherwise,
the action has no effect. If the second argument is a list expression, then edges are created to each agent in the list.
For undirected networks, because direction does not matter, both add_edge_from() and add_edge_to() have the
same effect of adding an undirected edge between the current and other agents.
Parameters
network
The name of the network to manipulate.
agent
An expression that evaluates to the ID of an agent.
agent-list
A list of agent ids.
Examples
If there is a directed network named NETWORK with three agents, agent1 and agent2, with agent ids id1 and id2
respectively, with no edge connections, then an edge from agent1 to agent2 can be created with the following action
rule: .. code-block:: fred
if (id == id1) then add_edge_to(NETWORK, id2)
For additional examples, see the examples given for add_edge_from().
Note
If an expression does not evaluate to an agent ID, then this action has no effect.
See Also
delete_edge_from(), add_edge_to(), add_edge_from(), is_connected_to(), is_connected_from()

1.2. Starts with A
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1.2.8 add_site()
Adds a new site to a given place.
Synopsis
add_site(place, site_id, latitude, longitude, elevation)

Description
This function adds a new site to the named place, assigning the given site_id, latitude, longitude, and elevation. The
agent creating a site with this action also becomes a member of the new site.
Parameters
place
A valid place name.
site_id
The ID for the new site.
latitude
The latitude for the new site.
longitude
The longitude for the new site.
elevation
The elevation for the new site.
Examples
Suppose a place called Stadium exists to represent American football stadiums, and we want to add sites for the
Pittsburgh Steelers’ stadium and the Baltimore Ravens’ stadium. The following lines would add these sites, and make
the adding agent a member (or attendee) of the two stadiums.
# Add the actual locations for the Steelers' and Ravens' stadiums.
add_site(Stadium, 100, 40.446686, -80.015851, 725.0)
add_site(Stadium, 200, 39.273498, -76.620330, 185.0

Note
Sites can alternatively be defined for a given place type in the place block. For example:
place my_place {
site = 1, 48.8566, 2.3522, 0
site = 2, 51.5072, 0.1276, 0
}

12
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See Also
site

1.2.9 add_to_schedule()
Adds open hours to the schedule for a place.
Synopsis
add_to_schedule(place_type, day_string, open_hour, open_minute, close_hour, close_minute)

Description
Adds a range of hours for a location to be open for a given place type.
Note that this does not mean that the place will close at the close time specified by this action’s parameters necessarily.
This action only adds open hours to the schedule. If a place has a schedule that specifies that it is open after the times
specified in close_hour and close_minute, the closing time will not be affected.
Parameters
place_type
The type of place for which scheduled open hours are to be added.
day_string
The days of the week for which scheduled open hours are to be added. Valid values are:
• Everyday
• Weekdays
• Weekends
• Sun
• Mon
• Tue
• Wed
• Thu
• Fri
• Sat
open_hour
The hour for the place to open. This can be in form of a range on a 24 hour clock (0-23), or a 12-hour time string
(e.g. 12am, 9pm, etc.).
open_minute
The minute for the place to open (0-59).
close_hour
The final hour of the range for which open hours to be added. This can be in form of a range on a 24 hour clock
(0-23), or a 12-hour time string (e.g. 12am, 9pm, etc.)
1.2. Starts with A
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close_minute
The final minute of the range for which open hours to be added (0-59).
Example
agents.txt
ID
123
main.fred
simulation {
start_date = 2022-Jan-01
end_date = 2022-Jan-03
locations = none
default_model = none
}
startup {
read_agent_file(agents.txt)
add_to_schedule(Work,Everyday,12am,0,3pm,59)
print("-- Work is open from 0000-1559 --")
}
agent_startup {
join(Work)
}
place Work {
site = 555,0,0,0
}
condition IsOpenChecker {
start_state = Start
state Start {
print("Work is open at ", mod(now, 24), "?: ", is_open(Work))
wait(8)
next()
}
}
condition ScheduleAdjuster {
meta_start_state = Start
state Start {
wait(24)
next(OpenLater)
}
state OpenLater {
remove_from_schedule(Work, Everyday, 12am, 00, 1am, 30)
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

print("-- Work is now open from 0131-1559 --")
wait(24)
next(StayOpenTil6pm)
}
state StayOpenTil6pm {
add_to_schedule(Work, Everyday, 12, 0, 18, 0)
print("-- Work is now open from 0131-1800 --")
wait()
next(Excluded)
}
}
Executing the above results in the following output:
-- Work
Work is
Work is
Work is
-- Work
Work is
Work is
Work is
-- Work
Work is
Work is
Work is

is open from 0000-1559 -open at 0?: 1
open at 8?: 1
open at 16?: 0
is now open from 0131-1559 -open at 0?: 0
open at 8?: 1
open at 16?: 0
is now open from 0131-1800 -open at 0?: 0
open at 8?: 1
open at 16?: 1

See Also
remove_from_schedule() reset_schedule()

1.2.10 adjust_contacts()
Group agent action which adjusts the contact rate of the associated group.

1.2. Starts with A
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Synopsis
adjust_contacts(value)

Description
The base contract rate for the group associated with this group agent is multiplied by the given value. The effect is to
change the number of contacts among the agents attending the group. This may change the rate of transmissions that
occur within the group. This change remains in effect until the group agent adjusts the contacts again. To return the
group to the original contact rate, an group agent can call adjust_contacts(1.0).
Parameters
value
An expression that evaluates to a numeric value.
Examples
The following statement would double the base contact rate for a group called Group1.
if (is_group_agent(Group1)) then adjust_contacts(2)
After the group agent performs this action, the contact rate could be reset to the original value with:
if (is_group_agent(Group1)) then adjust_contacts(1)

See Also
contact_prob, contact_rate

1.2.11 african_american
The value of the race factor for African American agents.
Synopsis
african_american

Description
This constant represents the value of the race factor for African American agents. The associated numeric value is 2.

16
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Examples
African American agents can be sent to the state Select with the following transition rule.
if (race == african_american) then next(Select)
or equivalently with with the following.
if (race == 2) then next(Select)

Notes
See the unknown_race entry for a complete list of racial values.
See Also
race, unknown_race, white, american_indian, alaska_native, tribal, asian, hawaiian_native, other_race, multiple_race

1.2.12 age
The integer portion of the agent’s age in years.
Synopsis
age

Description
This factor evaluates to the age of the agent in years as an integer. This drops any decimal portion of the agent’s age in
years.
Examples
Suppose an agent is 33.75 years old. In this case age evaluates to 33.
As a more interesting example, the following code defines a list containing a transmission value for each decade (0 to
9, 10 to 19, and so forth). The following lines would set the agent’s trans value to the appropriate value in the list,
based on the agent’s age.
trans_by_decade = list(0.12, 0.23, 0.34, 0.35, 0.36, 0.37, 0.45, 0.46, 0.56, 0.67, 0.67)
# This assumes agents do not live post 110 years old
INFLUENZA.trans = trans_by_decade[age / 10)
If the agent is 12.34 (or 12.98) years old`, then the above statements would set the trans property for the INFLUENZA
condition to the value 0.23.

1.2. Starts with A
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See Also
age_in_days, age_in_years

1.2.13 age_in_days
The age of the agent in days.
Synopsis
age_in_days

Description
This factor evaluates to the integer number of days since agent’s assigned birthday.
This calcuation is exact for agents born during the simulation period.
For agents with birthday’s prior to the simulation start_date, the calculation assumes 365.25 days per year; that is,
it may not be accurate due to leap days.
Examples
my_age_in_whole_weeks = int(age_in_days / 7)

See Also
age, age_in_years

1.2.14 age_in_years
The current age of the agent in years, including fractional parts of the year.
Synopsis
age_in_years

Description
This factor evaluates to an approximation of the number of years since the agent’s assigned birthday, using the formula
age_in_days / 365.25.
The result is a real number; that is, if age_in_days is 1500 then age_in_years evaluates to 4.106776. To get the
number of whole years, use age.
This calcuation of age_in_days is exact for agents born during the simulation period. For agents with birthday’s prior
to the simulation start_date, the calculation of age_in_days assumes 365.25 days per year; that is, it may not be
accurate due to leap days.
18
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Examples
Suppose an agent is 1500 days old, as determined by age_in_days. In this case, age_in_years evaluates to 4.
106776.
See Also
age age_in_days real_age

1.2.15 alaska_native
The value of the race factor for Alaska Native agents.
Synopsis
alaska_native

Description
This constant represents the value of the race factor for Alaskan Native agents. The associated numeric value is 4.
Examples
Alaska Native agents can be sent to the state Select with the following transition rule.
if (race == alaska_native) then next(Select)
or with the rule
if (race == 4) then next(Select)

Notes
See the unknown_race entry for a complete list of racial values.
See Also
race, unknown_race, white, african_american, american_indian, tribal, asian, hawaiian_native, other_race, multiple_race
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1.2.16 american_indian
The value of the race factor for American Indian agents.
Synopsis
american_indian

Description
This constant represents the value of the race factor for American Indian agents. The associated numeric value is 3.
Examples
American Indian agents can be sent to the state Select with the following transition rule.
if (race == american_indian) then next(Select)
or with the rule
if (race == 3) then next(Select)

Notes
See the unknown_race entry for a complete list of racial values.
See Also
race, unknown_race, white, african_american, alaska_native, tribal, asian, hawaiian_native, other_race, multiple_race

1.2.17 apply()
Returns a list of the value of the expression in the second argument, evaluated with respect to each item in the first
argument.
Synopsis
apply(list-expression, pair-expression)
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Description
This function returns a list of values evaluated using a given expression. The first argument specifies the list of values
to apply using the expression in the second argument.
In the expression to evaluate, the special variable “_” is a place-holder for the values applied from the given
list-expression.
Parameters
list-expression
An expression that evaluates to a list of numeric values.
pair-expression
An expression which is applied using each numeric value from the list.
Returns
Returns a list of the same length as the given list-expression, where each entry in the list is formed by applying
the corresponding value in the list to the given pair-expression.
Examples
The following example returns a list with values twice the size of the input list:
apply(distance_list, 2 * _)
For example:
distance_list = list(10, 20, 30, 50)
roundtrip_list = apply(distance_list, 2 * _)
After this example, roundtrip_list would hold the list (20, 40, 60, 100).
See Also
filter_values(), index_values(), index_agents(), intersection(), union(), select(), pair-expression

1.2.18 Apr
Represents the month of April.
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Synopsis
Apr

Description
This is the three-letter representation for the month of April that can be used to specify date values within FRED.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until April 25:
wait(until(Apr, 25))
The start date in a simulation block can be set to April 10, 2020 using the following statement.
start_date = 2020-Apr-10

Note
This must be capitalized, the uncapitalized apr is not recognized.
See Also
Jan, Feb, Mar, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec

1.2.19 arg_sort()
Returns a list of indices that would sort a given list.
Synopsis
arg_sort(list-expression)

Description
This function determines how to sort the given list, and then returns the list of indices that should be used to sort the
list. Note that list indices in FRED are 0-based, in that 0 refers to the first item in the list.
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Parameters
list-expression
An expression that evaluates to a list.
Returns
A list of indices that would sort the the given list.
Examples
The following example returns the list [3, 2, 0, 1], corresponding to the indices to use when sorting the list [8, 9,
10, 11].
arg_sort([10,11,9,8])

See Also
filter_by_index(), filter_values(), find_index(), index_agents(), index_values(), shuffle(), sort()

1.2.20 asian
The value of the race factor for Asian agents.
Synopsis
asian

Description
This constant represents the value of the race factor for Asian agents. The associated numeric value is 6.
Examples
Asian agents can be sent to the state Select with the following transition rule.
if (race == asian) then next(Select)
or with the rule
if (race == 6) then next(Select)
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Notes
See the unknown_race entry for a complete list of racial values.
See Also
race, unknown_race, white, african_american, american_indian, alaska_native, tribal, hawaiian_native, other_race,
multiple_race

1.2.21 asin()
Calculates the arc sine of the given value.
Synopsis
asin(x)

Description
This function calculates the arc sine, or inverse sine, of the given value.
Parameters
• x

a numeric expression.

Returns
The arc sine of x. The result is in the closed interval [−𝑝𝑖/2, 𝑝𝑖/2].
See Also
sin(), sinh(), asinh(), cos(), cosh(), acos(), acosh(), tan(), tanh(), atan(), atan2(), atanh()

1.2.22 asinh()
Calculates the inverse hyperbolic sine of the given value.
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Synopsis
asinh(x)

Description
This function calculates the inverse hyperbolic sine of the given value.
Parameters
x
a numeric expression
Returns
The inverse hyperbolic sine of x.
See Also
sin(), sinh(), asin(), cos(), cosh(), acos(), acosh(), tan(), tanh(), atan(), atan2(), atanh()

1.2.23 ask()
Retrieve data about another agent, a list of other agents, or a group agent.
Synopsis
ask(agent-id, expression)
ask(group, expression)
ask(agent-list, single-valued-expression)

Description
This function returns the value of the given expression, evaluated with respect to the given agent or list of agents. This
returns a single value if a single agent is given; or a list of values of the same size if a list of agents is given.
If the first argument is the name of a group, such as School or Workplace, then the agent is the group agent representing
the calling agent’s group of that type.
If there is no such agent or the agent is the current agent, this function returns 0.
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Parameters
agent-id
an expression that evaluates to the ID of an agent.
group
the name of a group.
agent-list
a list-expression that evaluates to a list of agent ids.
expression
Either a single-valued expression or a list expression.
single-valued-expression
A single-valued expression (which cannot be a list).
Returns
The first two forms return a single value if the second argument is a single-valued expression, and a list of the second
argument is a list.
The third form must have a single-valued expression for the second argument, and it return a list with one value per
agent listed in the first argument.
The value or values returned are determined by evaluating the second argument with respect to the other agent or agents.
Examples
The following sets the value of sibling_age to the age of the agent whose ID is stored in the variable my_sibling:
sibling_age = ask(my_sibling, age)
The following sets the value of the list variable sibling_friend_list to the list of agent IDs stored in the sibling’s
personal list variable my_friend_list:
sibling_friend_list = ask(my_sibling, my_friend_list)
The following sets my_household_ages_list to a list of the ages of the members of the agent’s household:
my_household_ages_list = ask(members(household), age)
Suppose the calling agent is a member of a group called Theater. Then the following sets available_tickets to the
value of the my_tickets personal variable for the group agent of the agent’s Theater:
available_tickets = ask(Theater, my_tickets)
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See Also
tell()

1.2.24 assign_agent_to_place()
Causes an agent to join a place.
Synopsis
assign_agent_to_place(place-id, agent-id)

Description
The agent with ID agent-id joins the place with place ID place-id.
If the agent already belongs to group of the given type, the agent first quits that group before joining the specified group.
If the group already has maximum size, the action has no effect.
Parameters
place-id
An expression that evaluates to a valid place ID.
agent-id
An expression that evaluates to a valid oridinary agent ID.
Errors
A runtime error occurs if either argument does not evaluate to a valid ID.
Examples
A mother agent can enroll a child agent in her household as follows
new_agent_id = new_agent()
assign_agent_to_place(Household, new_agent_id)

See Also
assign_agent_to_network(), join(), quit()
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1.2.25 assign_agent_to_network()
Causes an agent to join a network.
Synopsis
assign_agent_to_network(network-name, agent-id)

Description
The agent with ID agent-id joins the named network.
Parameters
network-name
The name of a network in the model.
agent-id
An expression that evaluates to a valid oridinary agent ID.
Errors
A runtime error occurs if the second argument does not evaluate to a valid agent ID.
Examples
A mother agent can enroll a child agent in an Offspring network as follows
new_agent_id = new_agent()
assign_agent_to_network(Offspring, new_agent_id)

See Also
assign_agent_to_place(), join(), quit()

1.2.26 atan()
The arctangent of the given value.
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Synopsis
atan(x)

Description
This function calculates the arc tangent, or inverse tangent, of the given value.
Parameters
x
The argument of the arc tangent function.
Returns
The arctangent of x. The result is in the closed interval [−𝑝𝑖/2, +𝑝𝑖/2].
See Also
sin(), sinh(), asin(), asinh(), cos(), cosh(), acos(), acosh(), tan(), tanh(), atan2(), atanh()

1.2.27 atan2()
Calculates the two parameter inverse tangent using the given values.
Synopsis
atan2(y, x)

Description
This function calculates the two parameter inverse tangent, and returns the principal value of the inverse tangent of 𝑦/𝑥
using the signs of both arguments to determine the quadrant of the returned value.
Parameters
y
a numeric expression.
x
a numeric expression.
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Returns
The arc tangent of y/x, using the signs of both arguments to determine the quadrant of the return value.
See Also
sin(), sinh(), asin(), asinh(), cos(), cosh(), acos(), acosh(), tan(), tanh(), atan(), atanh()

1.2.28 atanh()
Calculates the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the given value.
Synopsis
atanh(x)

Description
This function calculates the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the given value.
Parameters
x
a numeric expression
Returns
The inverse hyperbolic tangent of x.
See Also
acos(), acosh(), asin(), asinh(), atan(), atan2() cos(), cosh(), sin(), sinh(), tan(), tanh()

1.2.29 attend()
Agent action to cancel skips (absenses) at a group or a set of specified groups.
Synopsis
attend(<group_name>,...,<group_name>)
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Description
This action cancels any previously define skips for the listed groups. If the list is empty, the agent resumes its normal
schedule of group activities.
Parameters
<group_name>
Name of group(s) that the agent will be absent from.
Examples
If an agent is absent from a group, Group1, then that agent can cancel the absence with:
attend(Group1)

See Also
skip()

1.2.30 Aug
Represents the month of August.
Synopsis
Aug

Description
This is the three-letter representation for the month of August that can be used to specify date values within FRED.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until August 25:
wait(until(Aug,25))
The start date in a simulation block can be set to August 10, 2020 using the following statement.
start_date = 2020-Aug-10
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Note
This must be capitalized, the uncapitalized aug is not recognized.
See Also
Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec

1.3 Starts with B
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter B.

1.3.1 bernoulli()
Returns 1 with probability p; 0 otherwise.
Synopsis
bernoulli(p)

Description
Returns the result of a bernoulli trial with probability of success p.
Parameters
p
a probability value between 0 and 1.0.
Returns
Returns 1 with probability p; 0 otherwise.
Examples
30% of agents can be sent to state Selection with the rule:
if(bernoulli(0.3)==1) then next(Selection)
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1.3.2 binomial()
Returns integer values according to a binomial discrete distribution.
Synopsis
binomial(t, p)

Description
Returns integers according to a binomial discrete distribution. This distribution produces random integers in the range
[0, 𝑡], where each value represents the number of successes in a sequence of t trials, each with a probability of success
equal to p.
Parameters
t
A numeric expression representing the range of the distribution.
p
A numeric expression representing the probability of success for each trial.
Returns
This returns integer values between 0 and t, inclusive. The values are based on a binomial discrete distribution with
range t and probability 𝑝.

1.3.3 birth_year
Year of the agent’s birth.
Synopsis
birth_year

Description
Agent factor that returns the year of the agent’s birth.
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Examples
The birth year of each agent can be stored in a user-defined personal variable my_birth_year with the action rule:
my_birth_year = birth_year

See Also
age_in_years, age_in_days, age

1.3.4 boarder
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
boarder

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
Boarders can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == boarder) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandchild, in_law, other_relative,
housemate, partner, foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

1.4 Starts with C
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter C.
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1.4.1 cauchy()
Returns floating point numbers according to a Cauchy distribution.
Synopsis
cauchy(a, b)

Description
This function returns a random variate of a Cauchy distribution, also known as a Lorenz distribution. It produces
random numbers as the result of dividing two independent standard normal random variables (normal with = 0.0 and
= 1.0), like a Student-t distribution with one degree of freedom.
The function returns a single value for the current agent that is consistent with the distribution. Over a large number of
agents, the returned values will collectively represent the specified distribution.
Parameters
a
A numeric expression representing the location parameter for the distribution.
b
A numeric expression representing the scale parameter for the distribution.
Returns
Returns a floating point number consistent with the specified distribution.
See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(), normal(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.4.2 ceil()
Calculates the ceiling of a given value.
Synopsis
ceil(x)
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Description
Ths function returns the ceiling of the given value, which is the smallest integer greater than or equal to the value.
Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a numeric value.
Returns
Returns the smallest integer value greater than or equal to x.
Examples
The following examples all return the integer 21:
ceil(20.01)
ceil(20.23)
ceil(20.78)
ceil(21)

See Also
floor(), int(), max(), min(), round()

1.4.3 chi_squared()
Returns floating point numbers according to a chi-squared distribution.
Synopsis
chi_squared(n)

Description
Returns floating point numbers according to a chi-squared distribution. This distribution produces random numbers
as if the square of n independent standard normal random variables (normal with = 0.0 and = 1.0) were aggregated,
where n is the distribution parameter, known as degrees of freedom.
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Parameters
n
An expression that evaluates to a numeric value, representing the degrees of freedom for the distribution.
Returns
Returns floating point numbers according to a chi-squared distribution.
See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(),
normal(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.4.4 child
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
child

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
childs can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == child) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, sibling, parent, grandchild, in_law, other_relative, boarder,
housemate, partner, foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop
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1.4.5 clear()
Clear a table or a list_table variable.
Synopsis
clear(table-name)

Description
All items in the named table variable are erased.
Parameters
table-name
The name of a table or a list_table variable.
See Also
erase()

1.4.6 clear_schedule()
Clears a schedule for a specified place.
Synopsis
If called by the meta agent:
clear_schedule(place_type)
If called by a group agent:
clear_schedule()

Description
By clearing a schedule, a place is set such that it is always closed.
This action can be called by either a group agent or the meta agent.
If called by the meta agent, all sites of the given place type have their schedules cleared.
If called by a group agent, the site associated with the group agent has its schedule cleared.
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Parameters
place_type
The place type for which the schedules of all sites are to cleared.
Examples
simulation {
start_date = 2022-Jan-01
end_date = 2022-Jan-02
locations = none
default_model = none
}
startup {
read_agent_file(agents.txt)
add_to_schedule(Work,Everyday,12am,0,11pm,59)
print("-- Work is open from 0000-2359 --")
}
agent_startup {
join(Work)
}
place Work {
site = 555,0,0,0
}
condition IsOpenChecker {
start_state = Start
state Start {
print("Work is open at ", mod(now, 24), "?: ", is_open(Work))
wait(12)
next()
}
}
condition ScheduleAdjuster {
meta_start_state = Start
state Start {
wait(24)
next(ClearSchedule)
}
state ClearSchedule {
clear_schedule(Work)
print("-- Work Schedule is now cleared --")
wait()
next(Excluded)
}
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

}
Running the above results in the following output:
-- Work
Work is
Work is
-- Work
Work is
Work is

is open from 0000-2359 -open at 0?: 1
open at 12?: 1
Schedule is now cleared -open at 0?: 0
open at 12?: 0

See Also
add_to_schedule(), remove_from_schedule(), reset_schedule()

1.4.7 close()
Closes a group.
Synopsis
close(group)

Description
If the current agent is a group agent, then this action closes the group associated with this agent as long as the agent
remains in the current state. Once the agent leaves the current state, the group is open according to its defined schedule.
If the current agent is not a group agent, then this function has no effect.
Examples
A group agent for a Stadium group can close the associated site with the following rule.
close()

See Also
is_open() is_temporarily_closed()
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1.4.8 comment
Declares a comment block
Synopsis
comment [<comment_id>] { ... }

Description
This introduces a comment block, used to provided documentation or metadata for a model or model file. The # (pound)
symbol can be used for single-line comments. Comment blocks are optional and are ignored by the FRED compiler.
It is considered good practice to include metadata about a model at the top of main file. This might include a model
name, the author or contributors, the creation date, and last modification data of the model.
Comment blocks may appear anywhere in the program and may include other code blocks within the comment.
Examples
This example shows a possible metadata block.
comment Metadata {
Model Name: Pandemic Influenza
Author: John Doe
Created: 01-Jan-2021
Modified: 05-Jun-2021
This model implements a pandemic influenza disease....
}

Notes
Comment blocks were added in FRED 7.1
See Also
# (pound)

1.4.9 condition
Declares a condition block
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Synopsis
condition <condition_name> {
# INITIAL STATES
start_state = <state_name>
meta_start_state = Excluded
group_start_state = Excluded
# TRANSMISSION PROPERTIES
transmission_mode = none | proximity |
transmissibility = 0
exposed_state = none
transmission_network_name = none

network | environmental

# OUTPUT PROPERTIES
output = 1
}

Description
A “condition block” defines a condition to track within the population. Conditions may represent diseases, behaviors,
beliefs, or any other aspect of the population of interest to the modeler. A FRED program may include any number of
conditions. The set of properties for conditions is shown in the synopsis. Each property has a default value as shown.
Examples
A condition named TEST can be initialized with:
condition TEST {
...
}

Errors
It is an error for two separate conditions to have the same name.
See Also
comment, condition, configuration, parameters, simulation, state, variables
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1.4.10 configuration
Declares a configuration block
Synopsis
configuration { ... }

Description
The configuration block is internal to FRED and is automatically included within a FRED program. This block defines
default values for simulation variables as well as values for properties that control the operation of the FRED system.
The configuration block is included in the system file FRED/library/Config/Config.fredmod.
Typically, a program should not alter the default configuration settings.
See Also
simulation

1.4.11 contact_prob
Sets the hourly rate at which agents contact each other in a given mixing group
Synopsis
contact_prob = <number>

Description
One of two contact modes in mixing groups; the other is contact_rate. In contact_prob, each transmissible agent
has a fixed probability of contacts with any other agent within any given hour that the mixing group is in operation. In
this mode, the total number of potential transmission contacts for a given condition in a mixing group during its open
hours on a given day is given by the formula:
contacts = (hourly contact probability of group) * (number of members of the group -1) *
(number of transmissible agents) * (transmissibility of the condition) * (duration of the
meeting in the group)
To select transmission by probability mode, the definition of the Place or Network type includes the following properties:
place <place-name> {
contact_prob = <number>
contact_prob_for_<condition_name> = <number>
}
network <network-name> {
contact_prob = <number>
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

contact_prob_for_<condition_name> = <number>
}
The first property specifies the contact probability per hour for all conditions. If a property of the second form occurs,
it overrides the first property for the named Condition.
Examples
The contact rate of a Place such as households can be set at the start of the simulation with:
place Household {
contact_prob = 0.3
}

Notes
The conversion from contact_rate to contact_prob for an equal number of contacts is:
contact_prob = contact_rate/(number of members of the mixing group - 1)
The group agent for individual mixing groups can change the effective contact rate using the adjust_contacts() function.
See Also
contact_rate, adjust_contacts()

1.4.12 contact_rate
Set the hourly rate at which agents contact each other in a given mixing group
Synopsis
contact_rate = <value>

Description
One of two contact modes in mixing groups; the other is contact_prob. In contact_rate, each transmissible agent
has a fixed number of contacts with other agents within any given hour that the mixing group is in operation. In this
mode, the total number of potential transmission contacts for a given condition in a mixing group during its open hours
on a given day is given by the formula:
contacts = (hourly contact rate of group) * (number of transmissible agents) *
(transmissibility of the condition) * (duration of the meeting in the group)
To select transmission by contact_rate, the definition of the Place or Network type includes the following properties:
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place <place-name> {
contact_rate = <number>
contact_rate_for_<condition_name> = <number>
}
network <network-name> {
contact_rate = <number>
contact_rate_for_<condition_name> = <number>
}
The first property specifies the contact rate per hour for all conditions. If a property of the second form occurs, it
overrides the first property for the named Condition.
Examples
The contact rate of a places such as households can be set at the start of the simulation with:
place Household {
contact_rate = 0.16692
}

Notes
The conversion from contact_rate to contact_prob for an equal number of contacts is:
contact_prob = contact_rate/(number of members of the place - 1)
The group agent for individual mixing groups can change the effective contact rate using the adjust_contacts() function.
See Also
contact_prob adjust_contacts()

1.4.13 cos()
Calculates the cosine of a given value.
Synopsis
cos(x)
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Description
This function returns the cosine of the given value. The value x is taken as a value in radians.
Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a numeric value, treated as radians.
Returns
The cosine of the given value.
See Also
acos(), acosh(), asin(), asinh(), atan(), atan2(), atanh(), cosh(), sin(), sinh(), tan(), tanh()

1.4.14 cosh()
Calculates the hyperbolic cosine of a given value.
Synopsis
cosh(x)

Description
This function returns the hyperbolic cosine of the given value x.
Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a numeric value.
Returns
The hyperbolic cosine of of the given value x,
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See Also
sin(), sinh(), asin(), asinh(), cos(), acos(), acosh(), tan(), tanh(), atan(), atan2(), atanh()

1.4.15 current_count()
The number of agents currently in the given state
Synopsis
current_count(condition-name.state-name)
current_count(condition-name.state-name, group-name)

Description
This function returns the number of agents currently in the given state. Note that the state is named using the notation
<condition-name>.<state-name>.
The second form restricts the count to the agents who are members of the agent’s group.
Parameters
condition-name
The name of a condition defined in the model.
state-name
The name of a state within the condition.
group-name
The name of a mixing group defined in the model.
Returns
Returns a non-negative integer value.
Examples
my_sick_housemates = current_count(INF.Sick, Household)

See Also
daily_count(), total_count()
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1.4.16 current_state()
The current state of the agent in the given condition
Synopsis
current_state(condition-name)

Description
This function returns the index of the current state of agent in the given condition.
Parameters
condition-name
The name of a condition defined in the model.
Returns
This function returns the index of the current state of agent in the given condition.
The states of each condition are numbered in the order they are defined in the model, with Start always numbered 0
and Excluded always the last state in the condition.
The index of state State in condition COND can be referred to with the notation COND.State, so the value of this
function can be compared for equality with the symbolic names of the states.
Examples
if (current_state(INF) == INF.Exposed) then ...

See Also
prev_state()

1.5 Starts with D
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter D.
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1.5.1 daily_count()
The number of agents that entered the given state on the previous day.
Synopsis
daily_count(condition-name.state-name)

Description
This function returns the number of agents that entered the given state on the previous day.
Parameters
condition-name
The name of a condition defined in the model.
state-name
The name of a state within the condition.
Returns
Returns a non-negative integer value.
Examples
my_newly_sick_agents = daily_count(INF.Sick)

See Also
current_count(), total_count()

1.5.2 date
Returns integer of current day in fred simulation.
Synopsis
date
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Description
Same as today. Returns an integer value equal to 10000*year + 100*month + day_of_month to allow comparisons
between dates.
Examples
If the current date in the model is Jan 1st 2021, then the agent will go to the Close state with the following transition
rule:
if (date == 20210101) then next (Close)

See Also
today, day_of_week, day_of_month, day_of_year, month, year

1.5.3 day_of_month
Returns the day of the month of the current day in a simulation.
Synopsis
day_of_month

Description
Returns an integer representing the day of the month in a simulation, with values 1. . . 31.
Examples
The transition rule below sends agents to the Closed state if the current day is the 10th day of the month:
if (day_of_month == 10) then next(Closed)

See Also
today, date, day_of_week, day_of_year, month, year
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1.5.4 day_of_week
Returns the day of the week of the current day in a simulation.
Synopsis
day_of_week

Description
Returns an integer representing the day of the week in a simulation, coded: Sun= 0, Mon= 1, . . . , Sat= 6.
Examples
The transition statement below sends agents to the Closed state if the day of the week is 0 (Sunday):
if (day_of_week == 0) then next(Closed)

See Also
today, date, day_of_month, day_of_year month, year

1.5.5 day_of_year
Returns the day of the year in the simulation.
Synopsis
day_of_year

Description
Returns an integer representing the day of the year in the simulation, with Jan-01 having the value 1 and Dec-31 having
the value 365 in non-leap year and 366 in leap years.
Examples
The transition statement below sends agents to the Closed state if the current simulation day is January 1st:
if (day_of_year == 1) then next(Closed)
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See Also
today, date, day_of_month, day_of_week, month, year

1.5.6 days
Simulation property for setting the number of days for a simulation.
Synopsis
days = <number>

Description
This probably defines the length of the simulation in days. If this property is 0 or not defined, then an end_date setting
is required to define the last day of the simulation. This property can only appear in a simulation block.
The value for days should be a non-negative number representing the number of days in the simulation.
Examples
The following sets the end date of a simulation to Dec 31st, 2020. The end_date is used since the value of days is
zero.
simulation {
locations = Pittsburgh_PA
state_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Dec-31
days = 0
}
In this example, days is set to a positive value (10) so the end_date is ignored and the simulation runs for 10 days,
until January 11, 2020.
simulation {
locations = Pittsburgh_PA
state_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Dec-31
days = 10
}
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See Also
start_date, end_date, simulation

1.5.7 Dec
Three-letter representation of December.
Synopsis
Dec

Description
This is a three-letter representation of December that can be used to specify a date value.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until December 25:
wait(until(Dec,25))
The start date below is set with the month specified by Dec:
start_date = 2020-Dec-10

Errors
Dec must be capitalized; Uncapitalized dec will not work.
See Also
Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov

1.5.8 default()
Transition rule that sets the default transition state for the current state.
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Synopsis
default()
default(state-name)

Description
This function defines the default transition from the current state to a new state. An agent entering the associated state
will typically transition to a new state after a defined waiting period. If an agent does not satisfy a transition rule using
a next() function, then the agent is transition to the default transition state.
If default() is invoked with no arguments, then the current agent will transition to the same state by default.
Parameters
state-name
The valid name of a state within the current condition as the target of the transition.
Returns
This function has no return value.
Examples
In the following Exposed state the next() statement transitions agents to the InfectionsAsymptomatic state with
a 33% probability, Otherwise, agents are transitioned to the default InfectiousSymptomatic state.
state Exposed {
INFLUENZA.sus = 0
wait(24 * lognormal(1.9, 1.23))
next(InfectiousAsymptomatic) with prob(0.33)
default(InfectiousSymptomatic)
}
Here are some examples using default statements taken from the SCHOOL condition in the school-closure example
that is discussed in the FRED Tutorials Documentation.
state Start {
wait(0)
if (is_group_agent(School)) then next(CheckEpidemic)
if (is_member(School)) then next(StudentSchoolOpen)
default(Excluded)
}
state CheckEpidemic {
wait(0)
if (school_closure_policy == LOCAL_CLOSURE) then next(CheckLocalEpidemic)
if (school_closure_policy == GLOBAL_CLOSURE) then next(CheckGlobalEpidemic)
default(CheckCalendar)
}
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Note: A state can only have one default transition, and and the calculation to determine the transition probability
described for next() transitions does not include any default rules.

See Also
next(), state

1.5.9 default_value
Set the default value to return when a lookup operation in a table fails to find the specified key
Synopsis
<table-variable>.default_value = <value>

Description
Table items can be accessed using the function lookup or by using the notation shown:
my_value = lookup(table_name, key)
my_value = table_name[key]
When looking up values in a table, an error occurs if the key does not exist, unless the table has a default_value
property, in which case the default value is returned as the value of the lookup.
Examples
The following declares a table variable called lookup_table1 with a default value of -1.
variables {
table lookup_table1
lookup_table1.default_value = -1
}

See Also
table, lookup()
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1.5.10 delete_edge_from()
Deletes the edge connecting from a given agent to this agent, or from a list of agents to this agent, within a given
network.
Synopsis
delete_edge_from(network, agent)
delete_edge_from(network, agent-list)

Description
If an edge exists in the given network from a given agent ID to the current agent, then the edge is deleted. Otherwise,
the action has no effect. If the second argument is a list expression, then edges are deleted from each agent in the list.
For undirected networks, because direction does not matter, both delete_edge_from() and delete_edge_to()
have the same effect of deleting an undirected edge between the current and other agents.
Parameters
network
The name of the network to manipulate.
agent
An expression that evaluates to the ID of an agent.
agent-list
A list of agent ids.
Examples
If there is a directed network named NETWORK with three agents, agent1 agent2 and agent3, with agent ids, id1 id2
and id3 respectively, connected with an edge to agent1 from agent2 and another edge to agent1 from agent3, then the
edge to agent1 from agent2 can be deleted with the following action rule:
if (id == id1) then delete_edge_from(NETWORK, id2)
In the same scenario described above, both connections can be deleted with the action rule:
if (id == id1) then delete_edge_from(NETWORK, list(id2,id3))
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See Also
delete_edge_to(), add_edge_to(), add_edge_from(), is_connected_to(), is_connected_from()

1.5.11 delete_edge_to()
Deletes the edge connecting this agent to a given agent, or from this agent to a list of agents, within a given network.
Synopsis
delete_edge_to(network, agent)
delete_edge_to(network, agent-list)

Description
If an edge exists in the given network from the current agent to a given agent ID, then the edge is deleted. Otherwise,
the action has no effect. If the second argument is a list expression, then edges from the current agent to each agent in
the list are deleted.
For undirected networks, because direction does not matter, both delete_edge_from() and delete_edge_to()
have the same effect of deleting an undirected edge between the current and other agents.
Parameters
network
The name of the network to manipulate.
agent
An expression that evaluates to the ID of an agent.
agent-list
A list of agent ids.
Examples
If there is a directed network named NETWORK with three agents, agent1 agent2 and agent3, with agent ids, id1 id2
and id3 respectively, connected with an edge from agent1 to agent2 and another edge from agent1 to agent3, then the
edge from agent1 to agent2 can be deleted with the following action rule:
if (id == id1) then delete_edge_to(NETWORK, id2)
In the same scenario described above, both connections can be deleted with the action rule:
if (id == id1) then delete_edge_to(NETWORK, list(id2,id3))
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See Also
add_edge_from(), add_edge_to(), delete_edge_from(), is_connected_from(), is_connected_to()

1.5.12 die()
Causes the current agent to terminate (die).
Synopsis
die()

Description
This function causes the current agent to die. The agent is immediately removed from the population, including all
mixing groups and conditions, and no longer participates in the simulation.
Parameters
This function has no parameters.
Examples
An agent with ID id1 can be selected to die with the action rule:
if (id == id1) then die()
As a more interesting example, the following code shows how agents might behave in a Hospitalized state where
30% of agents do not recover (and die) and the remaining agents recover.
state Hospitalized {
wait(2 * 24)
next(NoRecovery) with prob(0.3)
default(Recovered)
}
state NoRecovery {
die()
wait()
next()
}
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Notes
die() is synonomous with exit().
See Also
ref
exit(),
ref
give_birth()

1.5.13 dist()
Returns the distance in kilometers between two sites.
Synopsis
dist(site_id_1, site_id_2)

Description
This function returns the distance in kilometers between two sites. The sites are identified by their site id. Returns the
distance in km between the sites whose ids are represented by the arguments arg1 and arg2.
Parameters
arg1
The id of a location.
arg2
The id of another location.
Returns
The distance in kilometers between the two locations, as a decimal value.
Examples
If there are two locations with ids 000000001 and 000000002, then the distance between these two locations can be
determined and stored in a user-defined variable test_distance with:
test_distance = dist(000000001, 000000002)
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Notes
The distance returned by this expression is Cartesian distance, meaning that it is subject to distortion from the map
projection used. If the geographic coordinates are far apart, the result may not be extremely accurate.
See Also
distance(), site

1.5.14 distance()
Returns the Cartesian distance in kilometers between two geographic coordinates.
Synopsis
distance(lat1, long1, lat2, long2)

Description
This function calculates and returns the distance in kilometers between two points with the given latitude and longitude
values.
Parameters
lat1
The latitude of the first coordinate.
long1
The longitude of the first coordinate.
lat2
The latitude of the second coordinate.
long2
The longitude of the second coordinate.
Returns
The decimal value of the distance in kilometers between the two points (lat1, long1) and (lat2, long2).
Examples
If there are two locations with locations <40.441331568, -80.009499962> and <40.4472914, -80.0061645>,
then the distance between these two locations can be determined and stored in a user-defined variable test_distance
with:
test_distance = distance(40.441331568, -80.009499962, 40.4472914, -80.0061645)
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See Also
dist()

1.5.15 div()
Returns the quotient of dividend and a divisor parameters.
Synopsis
div(x, y)

Description
If x and y are single-valued expressions, the function returns the quotient of x, the dividend, and y, the divisor: x / y.
If the first argument is a single-valued expression and the second is a list-expression, the function returns a list of
quotients where the divisor is the first parameter and each value in the list is treated as a dividend.
If the first argument is a list-expression and the second is a single-valued expression, the function returns a list of
quotients where each value in the list is treated as a divisor, and the second parameter is the dividend.
If both arguments are list-expressions, then the function returns a list of the quotients of the items in the first list divided
by value at each corresponding index in the second list. In this case, the lists must have the same number of items.
This function is the prefix notation for the expression x / y.
Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a number or a list.
y
An expression that evaluates to a number or a list.
Returns
The result is a single value if both arguments are single-valued expressions; otherwise the result is a list.
Errors
If both arguments are list-expressions, a run-time error occurs if the lists have different lengths.
A run-time error occurs If the divisor is zero.
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Examples
z = div(12, 4)
z = 12 / 4
a_list
new_list =
new_list =
new_list =

# z = 3
# z = 3

= list(10, 20, 40)
div(a_list, 10) # new_list = list(1, 2, 4)
a_list / 10
# new_list = list(1, 2, 4)
10 / a_list
# new_list = list(1, 0.5, 0.25)

a_list = list(10, 20, 40)
b_list = list(2, 5, 8)
new_list = a_list / b_list # new_list = list(5, 4, 5)

See Also
add(), sub(), mult(), mod()

1.6 Starts with E
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter E.

1.6.1 edge
Network property that specifies an initial edge in the network
Synopsis
edge = <from-agent-id>, <to-agent-id>, <edge-weight>

Description
A network property that specifies an initial edge in the network.
Parameters
from-agent-id
An agent ID for the source of the edge.
to-agent-id
An agent ID for the destination of the edge.
edge-weight
A real number for the initial weight of the edge.
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Notes
If the network is undirected, two edges are added, one in each direction. Both edges have the same weight.
Examples
The following creates a network with two initial edges:
network MyNet {
edge = 123, 456, 1.0
edge = 456, 789, 0.5
}

See Also
edges

1.6.2 edges
Network property that reads in a file to create the initial edges in the network
Synopsis
edges = <file-with-edge.csv>

Description
This network property reads in a set of initial edges for the network from a csv file. Each row of the file must have the
format:
<from-agent-id>, <to-agent_id>, <edge-weight>
where the first two fields are agent IDs and the the third field is a numeric value.
Parameters
file-with-edges.csv
A comma-separated file with at least three columns.
Notes
If the network is undirected, two edges are added for each row in the file, one in each direction. Both edges have the
same weight.
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Examples
The following creates a network with two edges, one from agent 123 to agent 456, and one from agent 456 to agent
789. In adition, edges are read from each line in the file my_edges.csv:
network MyNet {
edge = 123, 456, 1.0
edge = 456, 789, 0.5
edges = my_edges.csv
}

See Also
edge

1.6.3 elevation()
Returns the elevation of the agent’s site for a given place, or the latitude of the agent itself.
Synopsis
elevation()
elevation(place_name)

Description
This function returns the elevation of the agent itself if no argument is given. Otherwise it returns the elevation of
the agent’s site for the given place name. For example, elevation(Workplace) returns the elevation of the agent’s
specific Workplace site.
Parameters
place_name
The name of a place that the agent can visit.
Returns
With no argument, this returns the elevation of the agent itself as a floating point number.
If place_name is given, then the elevation of the agent’s site for this place is returned.
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Examples
This statement returns the elevation of the agent’s school
elevation(School)
The following transition statement sends the agent to a LowerOxygen state if their elevation is greater than 10, 000.
if (elevation() > 10000) then next(LowerOxygen)

Errors
It is an error if the agent is not a member of the given place.
See Also
latitude(), longitude(), move()

1.6.4 enable_transmission_bias
Defines whether transmission in places takes age-bias into account.
Synopsis
enable_transmission_bias = <value>

Description
This simulation property enables transmission in places to take age-bias into account. This is enabled (true) by default,
allowing places to set an same_age_bias value to set the tendency of agents of similar age to interact within a given
place.
This property is set to 1 (true) or 0 (false).
Options
<value>
Whether to enable transmissions to take age-bias into account.
Examples
The following simulation disables age-bias during transmissions.
simulation {
locations = Allegheny_County_PA
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Dec-31
enable_transmission_bias = false
}
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See Also
same_age_bias

1.6.5 end_date
Simulation property for setting the end date of a simulation.
Synopsis
end_date = <date>

Description
This simulation property sets the end date of a simulation. Set in a simulation block.
A date in FRED is formatted as YYYY-MM-DD; that is, 4-digit year, two-digit month, two-digit day, separated by
dashes. For example, 2020-01-01 for January 1, 2020 or 2025-11-25 for November 25, 2025. The month (MM) can
be specified as a three-digit month name, as in 2020-Jan-01 or 2025-Nov-25. The leading zeros are also optional,
so 2020-1-1 or 2024-7-8 are valid for January 1, 2020 and July 8, 2024.
Examples
The following sets the end date of a simulation to Dec 31st, 2020:
simulation {
locations = Pittsburgh_PA
state_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Dec-31
days = 0
}
If days is set to a positive value, then it is used instead of end_date. The following results in end_date being ignored:
simulation {
locations = Pittsburgh_PA
state_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Dec-31
days = 10
}
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Notes
If days is used and set to a positive number, then it overwrites end_date.
See Also
start_date, days, simulation

1.6.6 epi_week
The 2-digit epidemiological week of the year.
Synopsis
epi_week

Description
The epidemiological week of the year, with possible values 1. . . ``53``.
An epidemiological week, commonly referred to as an epi week or a CDC week, is simply a standardized method of
counting weeks to allow for the comparison of data year after year.
The first epi week of the year ends, by definition, on the first Saturday of January that falls at least four days into the
month. Each epi week begins on a Sunday and ends on a Saturday.
Examples
If the current simulation day is Friday January 1st, 2021, then
epi_week
returns 53, as it is still the last epidemiological week of the epidemiological year 2020
See Also
epi_year

1.6.7 epi_year
The 4-digit epidemiological year.
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Synopsis
epi_year

Description
The 4-digit epidemiological year, the start and end of which correspond to the start and end of the first and last epidemiological weeks of the year.
Examples
If the current simulation day is Friday January 1st, 2021, then
epi_year
returns 2020, as it is still the last epidemiological week of the epidemiological year of 2020.
See Also
epi_week

1.6.8 eq()
Determines whether two values are equal.
Synopsis
eq(x, y)

Description
This function returns true (1) if the two arguments’ values are the same, and false (0) otherwise. This is equivalent
to the infix form x == y.
Parameters
x
A numeric expression that represents the first value.
y
A numeric expression that is compared to the first value.
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Returns
Returns 1 or true if x and y evaluate to the same value, and 0 or false otherwise.
Examples
Agents with an age equal to 18 can be filtered into the state Select with the transition rule:
if (eq(age, 18)) then next(Select)
This is equivalent to the infix form:
if (age == 18) then next(Select)

Errors
To use a numeric comparison operator within an expression, you must use the functional version of the operator. For
example:
# This is valid, and adds 1 to a if the agent's age is 10
a = a + eq(age, 10)
# This is not valid, and will result in a compiler error
a = a + (age == 10)

See Also
gt(), gte(), lt(), lte(), neq()

1.6.9 equal()
This function is equivalent to the eq() function. Please see the eq() reference page for more information.

1.6.10 erase()
Remove a key-value pair from a table or a list_table variable.
Synopsis
erase(table-name, key-expression)
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Description
This actions removes the key-value with the specified key from the specified table or list_table variable. If the key does
not exist, no action occurs.
Parameters
table_name
The name of a table or list_table variable
key_expression
An expression that evaluates to a possible key in the table.
See Also
clear()

1.6.11 exit()
Causes the current agent to terminate (exit).
Synopsis
exit()

Description
This function causes the current agent to exit. The agent is immediately removed from the population, including from
all mixing groups and conditions and no longer participates in the simulation.
Parameters
This function has no parameters.
Examples
An agent with ID id1 can be selected to exit with the action rule:
if (id == id1) then exit()
As a more interesting example, the following code shows how agents might behave in a Hospitalized state where
30% of agents do not recover (and exit) and the remaining agents recover.
state Hospitalized {
wait(2 * 24)
next(NoRecovery) with prob(0.3)
default(Recovered)
}
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

state NoRecovery {
exit()
wait()
next()
}

Notes
exit() is synonomous with die().
See Also
ref
die(),
ref
give_birth()

1.6.12 exp()
Returns the numerical value of the base 𝑒 risen to the power of the exponent passed as a parameter.
Synopsis
exp(x)

Description
This functions calculates and returns the numerical value of the base 𝑒 (Euler’s number) risen to the power of the
exponent passed as a parameter.
Parameters
x
A numeric expression to use as the exponent.
Returns
The value of 𝑒 raised to the power x.
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See Also
log()

1.6.13 exposed_state
Defines the state that represents agent exposure for this condition.
Synopsis
exposed_state = <state>

Description
This statement appears inside a condition block, outside of any state definitions, to define the exposure state for the
condition. This state is assigned to agents during the simulation when agents interact with other agents.
A condition is declared as a transmissible condition when a transmission_mode is assigned to the condition. It is an
error to declare an exposed state in a condition that is not transmissible.
A common pattern for transmissible conditions is that susceptible agents begin in a Start state and wait forever, from
where they are transferred to the defined exposure state as part of an import event or when they encounter another
infected agent during the simulation.
Examples
The following example show how an INFLUENZA condition might be defined using an exposed_state statement.
In this condition, some agents are assigned to the exposure state at the start of the simulation from the Import state
(not shown) while all others wait forever in the Susceptible state. When a susceptible agent encounters an infected
agent, for example, if an agent goes to work and interacts with one of the imported agents, then the susceptible agent
becomes infected and moves to Exposed state.
condition INFLUENZA {
transmission_mode = proximity
transmissibility = 1.0
start_state = Susceptible
exposed_state = Exposed
meta_start_state = Import
state Susceptible {
INFLUENZA.sus = 1
wait()
next()
}
state Exposed {
INFLUENZA.sus = 0
wait(24*lognormal(1.9,1.23))
next(InfectiousAsymptomatic) with prob(0.33)
default(InfectiousSymptomatic)
}
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

. . .
}

Errors
The given state must be a valid state. It is an error if the given state is not valid.
As mentioned in the description, it is also an error to use exposed_state in a non-transmissible condition.
See Also
Transmissibility, transmission_mode, was_exposed_in(), was_exposed_externally()

1.6.14 exponential()
Function that returns a variate of a exponential distribution.
Synopsis
exponential(<value>)

Description
Returns a variate of an exponential distribution.
This distribution produces random numbers where each value represents the interval between two random events that
are independent but statistically defined by a constant average rate of occurrence (its lambda, ).
Parameters
• lambda :
The rate of occurrence used in the distribution.
Returns
Returns a variate of an exponential distribution.
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Examples
The following state will make entering agents collectively wait with an exponential distribution(lambda = 0.1) of
individual hourly wait times:
state Test{
wait(exponential(0.1))
next(Excluded)
}

See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), negative_binomial(), normal(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.6.15 extreme_value()
Return a floating point number consistent with an extreme value distribution.
Synopsis
extreme_value(a, b)

Description
This function returns a variate of an extreme value distribution, as described at the link http://www.cplusplus.com/
reference/random/extreme_value_distribution/. This distribution produces random numbers where each value can be
interpreted as the extreme (maximum or minimum) of a number of samples of a random variable.
The function returns a single value for the current agent that is consistent with the distribution. Over a large number of
agents, the returned values will collectively represent the specified distribution.
Parameters
a
A numeric expression representing the first input for the distribution.
b
A numeric expression representing the second input for the distribution.
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Returns
Returns a floating point number consistent with the specified distribution
See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(),
normal(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.7 Starts with F
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter F.

1.7.1 Feb
Represents the month of February.
Synopsis
Feb

Description
This is the three-letter representation for the month of February that can be used to specify date values within FRED.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until February 25:
wait(until(Feb,25))
The start date in a simulation block can be set to February 10, 2020 using the following statement.
start_date = 2020-Feb-10

Note
This must be capitalized, the uncapitalized feb is not recognized.
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See Also
Jan, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec

1.7.2 female
The value of the sex factor for female agents.
Synopsis
female

Description
This is the value of the sex factor for female agents. The associated numeric value is 0.
Examples
Female agents can be sorted into the state Select with the transition rule
if (sex == female) then next(Select)
or equivalently with
if (sex == 0) then next(Select)

Note
This must be lower case, the capitalized Female is not recognized.
See Also
male, sex

1.7.3 file_buffer
Sets the file buffer size (in lines)
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Synopsis
file_buffer = <n>

Description
This simulation property sets the number of lines to be stored internally before printing a file to disk.
FRED maintains an internal buffer for global variable output files and for csv files created through open_file() and
print_file(). NOTE: the deprecated action print_cvs() still writes a line to the output file on each invocation.
For buffered files, the contents are stored internally until a certain number of lines is reached or until the end of the
run, at which point the contents are flushed to the file system. The number of lines is a simulation parameter with
default value of 10000. As a result, the maximum internal buffer size is less than 1 MB if each line has fewer than 100
characters.
All buffers are flushed to files before each snapshot.
Parameters
n
An integer.
Examples
The following code sets the file buffer size to 10,000 lines:
simulation {
file_buffer = 10000
}

See Also
simulation

1.7.4 filter_agents()
Returns a list of agents that satisfies the test argument with respect to the current agent.
Synopsis
filter_agents(agent-list, test)
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Description
This function filters the given agent-list using the provided test expression. In the test expression, agent properties
refer to the evaluating agent while the special variable “_” refers to the evaluated agent from the given list. For example,
the test expression age < ask(_,age) would compare the evaluating agent’s age against the age of each agent in the
list.
If multiple tests are desired, conditions can be chained together using the & character.
Parameters
agent-list
A list expression that evaluates to a list of agent ids.
test
A boolean expression used to evaluated the current agent against the given list of agents.
Returns
Returns a list of agents from the agent-list list that satisfies the test argument.
Examples
The following line sets the variable my_older_opposite_sex_friends to the list of agents in the current agent’s
School that are older than and have the opposite sex of the current agent.
my_older_opposite_sex_friends = filter_agents(members(School), age < ask(_,age) & sex !=␣
˓→ask(_,sex))

Errors
It is an error if the given list contains a number that is not an agent ID.
See Also
filter_by_index() filter_values() index_agents() index_values() list() pair-expression

1.7.5 filter_by_index()
Returns a list of agents taken from the given list based on the given list of indices.
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Synopsis
filter_by_index(agent-list, index-list)

Description
This function returns a subset of the given list agent-list. The second argument index-list specifies the index of
the agents to return from the list. It is an error if agent-list contains an invalid agent ID, or if index-list contains
an index that is outside the bounds of the given agent list.
Parameters
agent-list
A list expression that evaluates to a list of valid agent ids.
index-list
A list expression that evaluates to a set of valid index values for the agent list.
Returns
The list of items from agent-list whose index in this list matches one of the index_values given in index-list.
Examples
The following code assigns the variable new_list to the result of the filter, which is the list list(10,8,6).
agent_list = list(2,10,8,4,6)
index_list = index_values(agent_list, >, agent_list[0] + 3)
new_list = filter_by_index(agent_list, index_list)

See Also
list(), index_values(), index_agents(), filter_values()

1.7.6 filter_values()
Returns the list of the values that satisfy the given comparison.
Synopsis
filter_values(list-expression, operator, numeric-expression)
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Description
Returns the list of the values in the given list expression that satisfy the given comparison formed by the given operator
and numeric expression. For example, this might be used to determine the set of friends older than the current agent.
This function is useful to determine the subset of a list that meets a given criteria.
Parameters
list-expression
An expression that evaluates to a list of items to filter.
operator
A mathematical operator, one of <, <=, =, ==, >, >=, or !=.
numeric-expression
An expression that evaluated to a number to use as the comparison.
Returns
Returns a list with the values that satisfy the test of the given operator against the expression.
Examples
The following results in new_list equal to list(10,8,6):
old_list = list(2,10,8,4,6)
new_list = filter_values(old_list, >=, old_list[0] + 4)

See Also
list(), index_values(), index_agents()

1.7.7 find_index()
Returns the index of the value in a given list expression.
Synopsis
find_index(value, list-expression)
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Description
The find_index() function is used to find the index of a value in a list. Since lists are 0 indexed, the first item in the
list is index 0, the second is index 1, and so forth.
If the value occurs more than once in the list, then the index of the first value is returned. If the value is not found in
the list, then −1 is returned.
Parameters
value
An expression that evaluates to a single value, representing the value to find.
list-expression
An expression that evaluates to a list.
Returns
The index of the value in the list expression, or -1 if the value does not occur in the list.
Examples
Find the index of the value 2 from the list expression list(1,2,3). This returns 1.
find_index(2, list(1,2,3))
This example returns -1 since the value 5 is not in the list.
find_index(5, list(1,2,3))

See Also
select()

1.7.8 fisher_f()
Returns floating point numbers according to a Fisher-F distribution.
Synopsis
fisher_f(m, n)
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Description
Returns floating point numbers according to a Fisher-F distribution. This distribution produces random numbers as the
result of dividing two independent Chi-squared distributions of m and n degrees of freedom.
This function returns a variate of a Fisher-F distribution. This distribution is described at the link http://www.cplusplus.
com/reference/random/fisher_f_distribution/, and produces random numbers as the result of dividing two independent
Chi-squared distributions of m and n degrees of freedom.
The function returns a single value for the current agent that is consistent with the distribution. Over a large number of
agents, the returned values will collectively represent the specified distribution.
Parameters
m
A numeric expression representing the degree of freedom for the first Chi-squared distribution
n
A numeric expression representing the degree of freedom for the second Chi-squared distribution
Returns
Returns a floating point number consistent with the specified distribution
See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy() chi_squared(), extreme_value(), gamma(), gompertz(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(), normal(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.7.9 floor()
Returns the floor of the given value.
Synopsis
floor(x)

Description
This function returns the largest integer value less than or equal to the given value. For example, the floor of both values
5.3 and 5.99 is the integer 5.
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Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a number.
Returns
Returns the largest integer value less than or equal to x.
Examples
The following code evaluates to 100, since the floor function of each number evaluates to 20.
floor(20) + floor(20.14159) + floor(20.25) + floor(20.5) + floor(20.987654)

See Also
ceil(), int(), max(), min(), round()

1.7.10 foster_child
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
foster_child

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
foster_childs can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == foster_child) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandchild, in_law, other_relative,
boarder, housemate, partner, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop
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1.7.11 fred
This is a reserved word in FRED.
Description
As a reserved word in FRED, fred cannot be as a condition, place, state, variable or other name within a FRED model.

1.7.12 Fri
Represents Friday.
Synopsis
Fri

Description
This is the three-letter representation for Friday as a day of the week that can be used to specify date values within
FRED.
Examples
The following rule will make agents wait until the start of Friday:
wait(until(Fri))
A place MyPlace can be given a property statement to open for 2 hours at 6pm on Friday:
place MyPlace {
...
starts_at_6pm_on_Fri = 2
...
}

See Also
day_of_week, Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Sat
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1.8 Starts with G
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter G.

1.8.1 gamma()
Returns floating point numbers according to a gamma distribution.
Synopsis
gamma(, )

Description
This function returns a variate of a gamma distribution. This distribution is described at the link http://www.cplusplus.
com/reference/random/gamma_distribution/, and produces random numbers can be interpreted as the aggregation of
exponential distributions, each with as parameter.
The function returns a single value for the current agent that is consistent with the distribution. Over a large number of
agents, the returned values will collectively represent the specified distribution.
Parameters
A numeric expression representing the first input for the distribution.
A numeric expression representing the second input for the distribution.
Returns
Returns a floating point number consistent with a gamma distribution.
Examples
The following state will make entering agents collectively wait with a gamma distribution using the parameters = 5
and = 1. Each agent waits a random time, and collectively the agents entering this state have wait times consistent
with the gamma distribution formula.
state Test {
wait(gamma(5, 1))
next(Excluded)
}
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See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), geometric(), gompertz(), lognormal(),
negative_binomial(), normal(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.8.2 geometric()
Returns integral numbers according to a geometric distribution.
Synopsis
geometric(mean)

Description
This function returns a variate of a geometric distribution. This distribution is described at the link http://www.
cplusplus.com/reference/random/geometric_distribution/, and produces random positive random integers where each
value represents the number of unsuccessful trials before a first success in a sequence of trials, each with a probability
of success equal to the given mean.
The function returns a single value for the current agent that is consistent with the distribution. Over a large number of
agents, the returned values will collectively represent the specified distribution.
Parameters
mean
A numeric expression representing the mean value for the distribution.
Returns
Returns an integral number consistent with a geometric distribution.
Examples
The following state will make entering agents collectively wait with a geometric distribution of individual hourly wait
times.
state Test {
wait(geometric(1 / 0.3))
next(Excluded)
}
The following uses the same distribution to produce daily rather than hourly wait times.
state Test {
wait(24 * geometric(1 / 0.3))
next(Excluded)
}
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See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(), normal(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.8.3 get_container()
Returns the container ID of a given place.
Synopsis
get_container(place_type, place_id)

Description
A container is simply a place that contains a place. This function returns the ID of a place_type that contains the
provided place_id.
Parameters
place_type
The place type that supposedly contains place_id
place_id
The place ID that is supposedly contained in place_type
Returns
The container/place type ID of the specified place_id. Returns -1 if no such place exists.
Examples
container_id = get_container(School_District, School)
This returns the specific School_District that contains the agent’s School.

1.8.4 get_day_from_timestamp()
Returns the day value of a given timestamp.
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Synopsis
get_day_from_timestamp(timestamp)

Description
This function extracts and returns the day defined by a given timestamp. The timestamp must be formatted as either
YYYYMMDDHH or YYYYMMDD, where YYYY is a four-digit year, MM is a two-digit month, DD is a two-digit day, and HH is a
two-digit hour.
Parameters
<timestamp>
An expression representing a timestamp, formatted as either YYYYMMDDHH or YYYYMMDD.
Returns
The day value (an integer) of the given timestamp.
Examples
The following returns 2 since this timestamp represents January 2, 2021 at 12 noon.
get_day_from_timestamp(2021010212)

Errors
A timestamp that exceeds the 10-character format will return the first two of the last four digits.
get_day_from_timestamp(20205060787654321) returns 43.

That is,

A malformed timestamp that does not represent an actual date will not raise an error.
See Also
get_day_from_timestamp(), get_hour_from_timestamp(), get_month_from_timestamp(), get_year_from_timestamp()

1.8.5 get_group_agent()
Returns the ID of the group agent of a specified group.
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Synopsis
get_group_agent(group_name)

Description
If has_group_agent = 1 in a group, then this function will return the ID of the group agent created by FRED.
Parameters
<group_name>
A valid group name.
Returns
Returns the ID of a group agent. If the specified group has no group agent, then 0 is returned.
See Also
has_group_agent(), is_group_agent()

1.8.6 get_group_agents()
Returns a list of group agents of a specified group.
Synopsis
get_group_agents(group_name)

Description
Returns the list of group agent ids for the given group. If the group is a place, returns the list in the order in which
individual sites of that place are generated.
Parameters
<group_name>
A valid group name.
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Returns
Retrieves the list of group agents for sites of the given group_name.
Examples
Suppose the user defines a new Place called Pharmacy and generates two pharmacies, as per the following code.
place Pharmacy {
has_group_agent = 1
site = 942003001, 40.451164, -79.999803, 230.1
site = 942003002, 40.626449, -79.723195, 240.5
}
Then get_group_agents(Pharmacy) returns the agent IDs of the group agents for the two Pharmacy sites generated
above.
See Also
has_group_agent(), is_group_agent()

1.8.7 get_hour_from_timestamp()
Returns the hour value of a given timestamp.
Synopsis
get_hour_from_timestamp(timestamp)

Description
This function extracts and returns the hour defined by a given timestamp. The timestamp must be formatted as either
YYYYMMDDHH or YYYYMMDD, where YYYY is a four-digit year, MM is a two-digit month, DD is a two-digit day, and HH is a
two-digit hour.
Parameters
<timestamp>
An expression representing a timestamp, formatted as either YYYYMMDDHH or YYYYMMDD.
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Returns
The hour value (an integer) of the given timestamp.
Examples
The following returns 12 since this timestamp represents January 2, 2021 at 12 noon.
get_hour_from_timestamp(2021010212)

Errors
A timestamp that exceeds the 10-character format will return the last two digits.
get_day_from_timestamp(20205060787654321) returns 21.

That is,

A malformed timestamp that does not represent an actual date will not raise an error.
See Also
get_day_from_timestamp(), get_hour_from_timestamp(), get_month_from_timestamp(), get_year_from_timestamp()

1.8.8 get_keys()
Returns a list of keys from a table or list-table.
Synopsis
get_keys(table_name)
get_keys(list_table_name)

Description
This function returns the list of keys store in the indicated table or list-table.
Parameters
table_name
The name of a table variable or list-table variable.
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Returns
This function returns the list of keys store in the indicated table or list-table. The keys are sorted in ascending order.
If the table or list-table is empty, the function returns an empty list.
Examples
The following example sets the key_list to (10, 20, 30)
variables {
table some_table
}
clear(some_table)
some_table[40] = 1
some_table[30] = 2
some_table[10] = 3
some_table[20] = 4
erase(some_table,40)
key_list = get_keys(some_table)

See Also
clear(), erase(), get_values()

1.8.9 get_month_from_timestamp()
Returns the month value of a given timestamp.
Synopsis
get_month_from_timestamp(timestamp)

Description
This function extracts and returns the month defined by a given timestamp. The timestamp must be formatted as either
YYYYMMDDHH or YYYYMMDD, where YYYY is a four-digit year, MM is a two-digit month, DD is a two-digit day, and HH is a
two-digit hour.
Parameters
<timestamp>
An expression representing a timestamp, formatted as either YYYYMMDDHH or YYYYMMDD.
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Returns
The month value (an integer) of the given timestamp.
Examples
The following returns 1 since this timestamp represents January 2, 2021 at 12 noon.
get_month_from_timestamp(2021010212)

Errors
A timestamp that exceeds the 10-character format will evaluate the final 10 digits as a timestamp.
get_month_from_timestamp(20205069787654321) returns 65.

That is,

A malformed timestamp that does not represent an actual date will not raise an error.
See Also
get_day_from_timestamp(), get_hour_from_timestamp(), get_month_from_timestamp(), get_year_from_timestamp()

1.8.10 get_population()
Returns a list of the ordinary agents and group agents in a population.
Synopsis
get_population()

Description
This action can be used to retrieve a list of the agent IDs (both ordinary agents and group agents) of the population file
that was read into FRED on launch.
Returns
A list of ordinary agent IDs and group agent IDs that occur in the population.
Examples
simulation {
population_version = US_2010.v5
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jan-01
}
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

variables {
shared list population
}
condition TransmissionTest {
meta_start_state = MetaStart
state MetaStart {
population = get_population()
print("First ID in Jefferson County: ", population[0])
print("Last ID in Jefferson County: ", last(population))
print("Number of IDs in Jefferson County: ", length(population))
wait()
next()
}
}

See Also
list()

1.8.11 get_role()
The role id of the agent within a given group
Synopsis
get_role(<group-name>)

Description
Returns the role id of the agent in the given group. If the agent is not a member of any group of the given type, the
function returns -1.
The names of the roles are defined in the file role_metadata.txt in the synthetic population metadata directory.
The roles defined in the default synthetic popluation are:
GROUP,ROLE_0,ROLE_1
Household,child,adult
School,student,teacher
Grade,student,teacher
Workplace,worker,manager
Prison,resident,staff
Nursing_Home,resident,staff
College_Dorm,resident,resident
Barracks,resident,resident
State,resident,resident
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

County,resident,resident
Census_Tract,resident,resident
Block_Group,resident,resident

Parameters
<group-name>
The name of a declared group.
Errors
A compile-time error occurs if the named group is not declared in the model.
Examples
if (get_role(School) == teacher) then print("agent ", id, " is a teacher in school ",␣
˓→School)

1.8.12 get_same_age_bias()
Returns the agent’s group same_age_bias value.
Synopsis
get_same_age_bias

Description
This factor represents the tendency for agents of similar age to interact with one another in a given group.
Returns
Returns the same_age_bias value.
Example
A same_age_bias value is specified like so:
place Hogwarts {
same_age_bias = 42
}
When an agent is in Hogwarts, get_same_age_bias will return 42.
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1.8.13 get_size()
The number of members in a group agent’s group.
Synopsis
get_size()

Description
Returns the number of members in the group agent’s group.
Examples
If an agent is the group agent for a School, then the agent can find the size of the school with:
if (is_group_agent(School)) then my_school_size = get_size()

See Also
size()

1.8.14 get_transmissibility()
Returns the transmissibility value of a given condition.
Synopsis
get_transmissibility(condition)

Description
The transmissibility value represents how likely a transmission event will occur between a transmissible agent and a
susceptible agent. The higher the value, the greater chance of a transmission event occurring.
Parameters
condition
The condition name
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Returns
The transmissibility value of a condition
Examples
A transmissibility value is specified like so:
condition Influenza {
transmissibility = 1.0
}
A call to get_transmissibility(Influenza) will return 1.0.

1.8.15 get_values()
Returns a list of values from a table.
Synopsis
get_values(table_name)

Description
This function returns the list of values stored in the indicated table.
Parameters
table_name
The name of a table variable.
Returns
This function returns the list of values stored in the indicated table. The keys are sorted in ascending order of the keysa.
If the table is empty, the function returns an empty list.
Examples
The following example sets the value_list to (3, 4, 2)
variables {
table some_table
}
clear(some_table)
some_table[40] = 1
some_table[30] = 2
some_table[10] = 3
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

some_table[20] = 4
erase(some_table,40)
value_list = get_value(some_table)

See Also
clear(), erase(), get_keys()

1.8.16 get_year_from_timestamp()
Returns the year value of a given timestamp.
Synopsis
get_year_from_timestamp(timestamp)

Description
This function extracts and returns the year defined by a given timestamp. The timestamp must be formatted as either
YYYYMMDDHH or YYYYMMDD, where YYYY is a four-digit year, MM is a two-digit month, DD is a two-digit day, and HH is a
two-digit hour.
Parameters
<timestamp>
An expression representing a timestamp, formatted as either YYYYMMDDHH or YYYYMMDD.
Returns
The year value (an integer) of the given timestamp.
Examples
The following returns 2021 since this timestamp represents January 2, 2021 at 12 noon.
get_year_from_timestamp(2021010212)
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Errors
A timestamp that exceeds the 10-character format will evaluate the final 10 digits as a timestamp.
get_year_from_timestamp(20205069787654321) returns 9787.

That is,

A malformed timestamp that does not represent an actual date will not raise an error.
See Also
get_day_from_timestamp(), get_hour_from_timestamp(), get_month_from_timestamp(), get_year_from_timestamp()

1.8.17 getx()
Returns the horizontal coordinate of the agent’s site for a given place, or of the agent itself.
Synopsis
getx()
getx(place_name)

Description
This function returns the horizontal (x) coordinate of the agent itself if no argument is given. Otherwise it returns
the horizontal coordinate of the agent’s site for the given place name. For example, getx(Workplace) returns the
horizontal coordinate of the agent’s specific Workplace site.
The given coordinate is the distance in meters from the western edge of the simulation area, as defined by the locations
declared in the simulation block for the program.
Parameters
place_name
The name of a place that the agent can visit.
Returns
With no argument, this returns the x-coordinate of the agent itself as a floating point number.
If place_name is given, then the x-coordinate of the agent’s site for this place is returned.
Examples
The following example retrieves the x-coordinate of the current agent’s household.
getx(Household)
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Errors
If the current agent is not a member of the given place, then an error will occur. For example, it is an error to call
getx(School) if the current agent does not attend a school.
See Also
gety(), latitude(), longitude()

1.8.18 gety()
Returns the vertical coordinate of the agent’s site for a given place, or of the agent itself.
Synopsis
gety(place_name)

Description
This function returns the vertical (y) coordinate of the agent itself if no argument is given. Otherwise it returns the
vertical coordinate of the agent’s site for the given place name. For example, gety(Workplace) returns the vertical
coordinate of the agent’s specific Workplace site.
The given coordinate is the distance in meters from the southern edge of the simulation area, as defined by the locations
declared in the simulation block for the program.
Parameters
place_name
The name of a place that the agent can visit.
Returns
With no argument, this returns the y-coordinate of the agent itself as a floating point number.
If place_name is given, then the y-coordinate of the agent’s site for this place is returned.
Examples
The following example retrieves the y-coordinate of the current agent’s household.
gety(Household)
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Errors
If the current agent is not a member of the given place, then an error will occur. For example, it is an error to call
gety(School) if the current agent does not attend a school.
See Also
getx(), latitude(), longitude()

1.8.19 give_birth()
Create a new agent as an offspring of the current agent.
Synopsis
give_birth()

Description
This function creates a new agent who is the offspring of the acting agent. The race of the child is the same as the
parent. The sex of the child is randomly assigned with even probability between male and female.
Parameters
This function has no parameters.
Examples
An agent with ID 0001 can be selected to give birth with the following statement.
if (id == 0001) then give_birth()

See Also
ref
die()

1.8.20 global
Declares one or more global variables for use in the FRED program
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Synopsis
global <variable1> <variable2> ...

Description
A global statement declares one or more global variables. Variables must be defined within a variables block, where
they can also be set to an initial value.
A global variable can be accessed and modified by any agent.
Options
<variable1> <variable2> ...
The set of names to define as global variables, separated by a space.
Examples
The following declares two variables, g_variable1 and g_variable2, and sets the initial value of the first global
variable to 4, 907.
variables {
global g_variable1 g_variable2
g_variable1 = 4907
}

See Also
output

1.8.21 global_list
Declares one or more global list variables for use in the FRED program
Synopsis
global_list <list-variable1> <list-variable2> ...

Description
A global_list statement declares one or more global list variables, or just global lists. Lists must be defined within
a variables block, where they can also be set to an initial value.
A global list can be accessed or modified by any agent.
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Options
<list-variable1> <list-variable2> ...
The set of names to define as global list variables, separated by a space.
Examples
The following declares two global list variables, g_list1 and g_list2 and initializes the first list to contain the values
list(1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21).
variables {
global_list g_list1 g_list2
g_list1 = list(1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21)
}

See Also
global output

1.8.22 gompertz()
Returns floating point numbers according to a Gompertz distribution.
Synopsis
gompertz(n, b)

Description
This function returns a variate of a Gompertz distribution. This distribution behaves according to the formula 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 −
(𝑏/𝑛)*𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚))/𝑏. The two parameters are typically referred to as the shape (n) and scale (b) for the distribution.
The function returns a single value for the current agent that is consistent with the distribution. Over a large number of
agents, the returned values will collectively represent the specified distribution.
Parameters
n
A numeric expression representing the shape for the distribution.
b
A numeric expression representing the scale for the distribution.
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Returns
Returns a floating point number consistent with the specified distribution.
Examples
The following state will make entering agents collectively wait with a Gompertz distribution with shape 5 and scale 1)
of individual hourly wait times:
state Test {
wait(gompertz(5, 1))
next(Excluded)
}

See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(), normal(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.8.23 grandchild
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
grandchild

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
Agents who are defined as grandchildren can be filtered and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == grandchild) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, sibling, parent, in_law, other_relative, boarder, housemate, partner, foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop
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1.8.24 group_id()
Returns the ID of the group agent of a group.
Synopsis
group_id(group_name)
group_id(unique_group_id)

Description
The first form returns the ID the group agent for the executing agent’s group. Returns 0 if the agent is not a member of
the given group, or if the group does not have an group agent.
The second form returns the ID the group agent for the group whose unique group_id is provided. Returns 0 if the
argument is not the ID of a group, or if the group does not have an group agent.
Parameters
group_name
A valid group name.
unique_group_name
Expression that evaluates to a valid unique group ID.
Returns
Returns either the ID of an group agent or 0 if the agent is not a member of the given groop, or the argument is not a
valid group ID, or if the group does not have an group agent.
Notes
All group agents have IDs , 0, so the value of 0 indicates a missing repsonse.
Examples
Suppose the model declares that each school has an group agent. The the following would return the ID of the group
agent for the student’s specific school.
place School {
has_group_agent = 1
}
my_school_group_agent = group_id(School)
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See Also
is_group_agent()

1.8.25 group_start_state
The start state for group agents in a condition.
Synopsis
group_start_state = <state>

Description
This statement sets the initial state for group agents in the current condition. This value can be different for each
condition. The default start state for group agents is Excluded. This value must be set within the condition block,
outside of any state blocks.
Examples
The following condition SCHOOL_SCHEDULE establishes an initial group state GroupStart for the condition. This
might be used to permit group agents for a School place to manage the schedule for their schools, including the school
calendar and school closing policies.
condition SCHOOL_SCHEDULE {
start_state = Start`
group_start_state = GroupStart
...
state Start {
# initial state for regular agents
}
state GroupStart {
# initial state for group agents
}
...
}
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See Also
add_to_schedule(), is_group_agent(), meta_start_state, remove_from_schedule(), start_state

1.8.26 gt()
Returns true if one value is greater than another value.
Synopsis
gt(x, y)

Description
This function is the prefix notation for the expression x > y, returning 1 (true) if the first value is greater than the
second and 0 (false) otherwise.
Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a number.
y
An expression that evaluates to a number.
Returns
Returns 1 (true) if the x is greater than y and 0 (false) otherwise.
Examples
Agents with an age greater than 18 are filtered into the state Select with the following transition rule.
if (gt(age, 18)) then next(Select)
This is equivalent to the following infix form.
if (age > 18) then next(Select)

Errors
To use a numeric comparison operator within an expression, you must use the functional version of the operator. For
example:
a = a + gt(age, 10)
a = a + (age > 10)
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See Also
eq(), equal(), gte(), lt(), lte(), neq()

1.8.27 gte()
Returns whether one value is greater than or equal to another value.
Synopsis
gte(x, y)

Description
This function is the prefix notation for the expression x >= y, returning 1 (true) if the first value is greater than or
equal to the second and 0 (false) otherwise.
Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a number.
y
An expression that evaluates to a number.
Returns
Returns 1 (true) if the x is greater than or equal to y and 0 (false) otherwise.
Examples
Agents with an age greater than or equal to 18 are filtered into the state Select with the following transition rule.
if (gte(age, 18)) then next(Select)
This is equivalent to the following infix form.
if (age >= 18) then next(Select)

Errors
To use a numeric comparison operator within an expression, you must use the functional version of the operator. For
example:
a = a + gte(age, 10)
a = a + (age >= 10)
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See Also
eq(), equal(), gt(), lt(), lte(), neq()

1.9 Starts with H
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter H.

1.9.1 hawaiian_native
The value of the race factor for Hawaiian Native agents.
Synopsis
hawaiian_native

Description
Text of the value of the race factor for Hawaiian Native agents. The associated numeric value is 7.
Examples
Hawaiian Native agents can be sorted into the state Select with the transition rule
if (race == hawaiian_native) then next(Select)
or with the rule
if (race == 7) then next(Select)

Notes
The default racial codes are as follows:

Racial Numeric Code
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Table 1: Racial Codes
Racial Text Code
not specified
unknown
white
african_american
american_indian
alaska_native
tribal
asian
hawaiian_native
other_race
multiple_race
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See Also
race, unknown_race, white, african_american, american_indian, alaska_native, tribal, asian, other_race, multiple_race

1.9.2 has_group_agent()
Mixing group property that generates group agents.
Synopsis
<mixing-group-type> <mixing-group-name> {
has_group_agent = 1
}

Description
If this property is set, each instance of the mixing group is assigned an group agent that can set certain properties of
the mixing group, such as its opening and closing status and its contact rates. The property has value 0 by default (no
group agents).
Group agents represent the management of a group, rather than individual people. As such, group agents do not attend
the mixing group and are never exposed to transmissible conditions.
A group agent is associated with a single mixing group instance. For example, the following will generate one group
agent per school in the model.
place School {
has_group_agent = 1
}

Options
mixing-group-type
Either place or network
mixing-group-name
The name of the mixing group.
Examples
Give one or more examples of this item.
place School {
has_group_agent = 1
}
place Classroom {
has_group_agent = 1
}
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See Also
adjust_contacts(), close(), group_id(), group_start_state, is_group_agent()

1.9.3 hour
Integer of the current hour of the simulation.
Synopsis
hour

Description
The integer of the current hour of the simulation with range 0. . . ``23``
Examples
If the simulation is at the first hour of a given day, then
hour
returns 0.
See Also
year, month, today, date, day_of_year, day_of_month, day_of_week

1.9.4 household_relationship
Factor of the household relationship of an agent based on census data.
Synopsis
household_relationship

Description
Factor of the household relationship of an agent based on census data. The categories of household_relationships are:
householder
spouse
child
sibling
parent
grandchild
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

in_law
other_relative
boarder
housemate
partner
foster_child
other_non_relative
institutionalized_group_quarters_pop
noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

Examples
household_relationship can be used to select categories of agents. Parents can be selected and sent to the state
Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == parent) then next(Selection)

See Also
age boarder child foster_child householder housemate in_law institutionalized_group_quarters_pop noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop other_non_relative other_relative parent partner race sex sibling spouse

1.9.5 householder
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
householder

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
Agents who are householders can be filtered and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == householder) then next(Selection)
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See Also
household_relationship, spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandchild, in_law, other_relative, boarder, housemate, partner, foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

1.9.6 housemate
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
housemate

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
housemates can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == housemate) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandchild, in_law, other_relative,
boarder, partner, foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

1.10 Starts with I
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter I.

1.10.1 id
The current agent’s unique integer identifier
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Synopsis
id

Description
This factor represents the current agent ID, which is a unique integer identifier for an agent.
Agent ids are typically set in the synthetic population files.
Examples
If there is an agent with an id of 100 then the following statement would have only this agent perform the indicated
action.
if (id == 100) then <action>

1.10.2 if
Optionally execute an action or transition based on a given predicate.
Synopsis
if (predicate) then . . .

Description
The agent executes the given action or transition when the given predicate evaluates to 1 (true). The predicate is
evaluated with respect to the current agent, and in this manner an if statement allows individual agents to behave
differently within the same state.
Options
predicate
An expression that evaluates to true or false (1 or 0).
Examples
In this example state, the statements are evaluated based on the agent’s age. The final value of x will be 11 for agents
10 yrs old or younger, and 21 for all other agents.
state MyStateName {
if (age <= 10) then x = 10
if (age > 10) then then x = 20
x = x + 1
...
}
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Here are some examples with if in transition statements. These states are taken from the SCHOOL condition in the
school-closure example that is discussed in the FRED Tutorials Documentation.
state Start {
wait(0)
if (is_group_agent(School)) then next(CheckEpidemic)
if (is_member(School)) then next(StudentSchoolOpen)
default(Excluded)
}
state CheckEpidemic {
wait(0)
if (school_closure_policy == LOCAL_CLOSURE) then next(CheckLocalEpidemic)
if (school_closure_policy == GLOBAL_CLOSURE) then next(CheckGlobalEpidemic)
default(CheckCalendar)
}

See Also
next(), then

1.10.3 import_exposures()
Action for the meta agent to select a number of agents for exposure.
Synopsis
import_exposures(condition-name, expression)

Description
The first argument must be the name of declared condition. The expression is evaluated, and the meta agent selects
the specified number of agents from the population without replacement. Each of the selected agents is exposed to the
condition with a probability equal to that agent’s susceptibility to the condition.
Parameters
condition-name
A name of a delcared condition in the model.
expression
An expression that evaluates to the number of agents selected to be exposed by the meta agent.
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Examples
The meta agent will select ten agents for exposure to INFLUENZA with:
import_exposures(INFLUENZA, 10)

Errors
A run-time error occurs if the expression evaluates to a negative number or a number greater than the population size.
A run-time error occurs if the action is executed by a non-meta agent.
See Also

1.10.4 in_law
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
in_law

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
in_laws can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == in_law) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandchild, other_relative, boarder,
housemate, partner, foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

1.10.5 include
Include the contents of the given file into the FRED program.
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Synopsis
include <filename>

Description
This statement allows users to write modular FRED programs by using separate .fred files for each condition in a
model. In addition, parameters and variables can be specified in their own .fred files. The include statement inserts
the contents of the given file at the point where the include statement appears when the program is compiled.
Examples
Here we show include statements being used to include two .fred files called simpleflu.fred and params.fred
into a FRED program. params.fred is assumed to be in the same directory as the file that contains the include
statement. The full path to simpleflu.fred is given relative to the FRED_PROJECT directory that must be specified
as an environment variable.
include $FRED_PROJECT/FRED-tutorials/simpleflu/simpleflu.fred
include params.fred

Environment
In addition to the FRED_PROJECT environment variable used in the above example, include statements can make use
of the FRED_PATH environment variable. See the FRED Modeling Language Guide for details about how include
statements interact with FRED_PATH.
Errors
If fred_compile cannot locate the file indicated by an include statement, it will raise an error. For example, if a
FRED main.fred file included the line
include simpleflu.fred
but the file simpleflu.fred did not exist in the same directory as main.fred, the following error would be raised.
fred_compile -p main.fred
===================================
FRED Error (file ./main.fred):
Cannot open file simpleflu.fred
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Notes
This statement was introduced in FRED 7. By convention, FRED files use the extension .fred, although this is not
enforced by the FRED compiler.

1.10.6 index_agents()
Returns a list of indexes of agents from a list that satisfies the test argument.
Synopsis
index_agents(agent-list, test)

Description
Returns a list of indexes of agents from a list that the test argument. The test can consist of multiple conditions.
In the test expressions, agent properties refer to the evaluating agent while the special variable “_” refers to the evaluated
agent from the given list. For example, the test expression age < ask(_,age) would compare the evaluating agent’s
age against the age of each agent in the list.
Parameters
agent-list
A list expression that evaluates to a list of agent ids.
test
A boolean expression used to evaluated the current agent against the given list of agents.
Returns
A list of indexes of agents from agent-list that satisfies the test argument.
Examples
The following sets the list my_list to the list of indexes of agents from the evaluating agent’s school who are male and
older than 15:
my_list = index_agents(members(School), ask(_,sex)==male & ask(_,age)>15)
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See Also
filter_agents() filter_by_index() filter_values() index_values() list() pair-expression

1.10.7 index_values()
List function that returns the list of the index values that satisfy the given test.
Synopsis
index_values(list-expression, operator, expression)

Description
List function that returns the list of the index values that satisfy the given test.
Parameters
list-expression
list the funciton is applied to.
operator
mathematical comparison operator: <, <=, >, >=, ==, or !=.
expression
expression that <op> is applied to in relation to <list_expr>.
Returns
Sub-list of the index values that satisfy the given test.
Examples
The following results in index_list equal to list(1,2,4):
old_list = list(2,10,8,4,6)
index_list = index_values(old_list, >, old_list[0] + 3)

Errors
Use of the prefix form, such as gt rather than infix form >, for <op> results in an error.
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See Also
list(), filter_by_index(), index_agents(), filter_values()

1.10.8 inlinks()
Get the list of agents that have links to the current agent in a directed network.
Synopsis
inlinks(network_name)

Description
Get the list of agents that have links to the current agent in a directed network.
Parameters
network_name
A valid directed network name.
Returns
Returns a list of agent IDs. The list may be empty.
Errors
A compiler error occurs if the network does not exist or is undirected.
Examples
my_suppliers = inlinks(my_supply_chain_network)

See Also
links() outlinks()
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1.10.9 institutionalized_group_quarters_pop
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
institutionalized_group_quarters_pop

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
institutionalized_group_quarters_pops can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == institutionalized_group_quarters_pop) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandchild, in_law, other_relative, boarder,
housemate, partner, foster_child, other_non_relative, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

1.10.10 int()
The integer part of a numeric value
Synopsis
int(x)

Description
This function returns the integer part of a numerical value. In other words, int(x) returns floor(x) if x is non-negative
and ceil(x) if x is negative.
Parameters
x
A numerical expression.
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Returns
Returns the integer part of a numerical value.
Examples
my_x = int(2.1 + 1.6)
my_x = int(-2.1 - 1.6)

# my_x = 3
# my_x = -3

See Also
ceil(), floor(), round()

1.10.11 intersection()
Returns a list of unique items that occur in two lists, sorted in increasing order.
Synopsis
intersection(list-expression-1, list-expression-2)

Description
Returns a list of unique items that occur in both lists, sorted in increasing order.
Parameters
list-expression-1
First of two lists whose intersection is being taken.
list-expression-2
Second of two lists whose intersection is being taken.
Returns
Returns a list of unique items that occur in both lists, sorted in increasing order.
Examples
The following returns [4,5]:
intersection([1,2,3,4,5],[0,4,5,6])
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See Also
union(), set_difference()

1.10.12 is_at()
Agent predicate that checks if an agent is currently attending a group type.
Synopsis
is_at(group-name)

Description
True if the agent is currently attending the specified group type.
Parameters
group-name
The group being checked.
Examples
If an agent is a member of a school, then during the active hours of the group the agent will attend unless other rules
tell them otherwise. While the agent is attending school,
is_at(School)
returns TRUE.
See Also
skip(), is_skipping(), is_group_agent(), is_member(), join(), attend(), quit()

1.10.13 is_connected_from()
Agent predicate that checks if the agent is connected from another agent in a specified network.
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Synopsis
is_connected_from(agent-d, network-name)

Description
An agent predicate that checks if the agent has an edge connecting from another agent in a specified network.
For undirected networks, is_connected_from() and is_connected_to() are logically equivalent.
Parameters
agent_id
The id of the agent from whom the connection is being checked.
network-name
The name of the network in which the connection is being checked.
Returns
1 if the evaluating agent has an edge directed from the agent with ID of <agent_id> in a directed network, <network>.
0 otherwise.
In an undirected network, 1 is returned if there is an edge connecting the two agents in the network. 0 otherwise.
Examples
If there is a directed network named NETWORK with two agents, agent1 and agent2, with agent ids, 0001 0002
respectively, with an edge from agent1 to agent2, but no edge from agent2 to agent1, then:
is_connected_from(0002, NETWORK)
returns 0 when evaluated by agent1 and
is_connected_from(0001, NETWORK)
returns 1 when evaluated by agent2.
In the same situation but where NETWORK is an undirected network where agent1 and agent2 have an edge connecting
them:
is_connected_from(0002, NETWORK)
returns 1 when evaluated by agent1 and
is_connected_from(0001, NETWORK)
returns 1 when evaluated by agent2.
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See Also
is_connected_to(), add_edge_to(), add_edge_from(), delete_edge_to(), delete_edge_from()

1.10.14 is_connected_to()
Agent predicate that checks if the agent is connected to another agent in a specified network.
Synopsis
is_connected_to(agent-id, network-name)

Description
An agent predicate that checks if the agent has an edge to another agent in a specified network.
For undirected networks, is_connected_from() and is_connected_to() are logically equivalent.
Parameters
agent-id
The id of the agent to whom the connection is being checked.
network-name
The name of the network in which the connection is being checked.
Returns
1 if the evaluating agent has an edge directed to the agent with ID of <agent_id> in a directed network, <network>.
0 otherwise.
In an undirected network, 1 is returned if there is an edge connecting the two agents in the network. 0 otherwise.
Examples
If there is a network named NETWORK with two agents, agent1 and agent2, with agent ids, 0001 0002 respectively,
with an edge from agent1 to agent2, but no edge from agent2 to agent1, then:
is_connected_to(0002, NETWORK)
returns 1 when evaluated by agent1 and
is_connected_to(0001, NETWORK)
returns 0 when evaluated by agent2.
In the same situation but where NETWORK is an undirected network where agent1 and agent2 have an edge connecting
them:
is_connected_to(0002, NETWORK)
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returns 1 when evaluated by agent1 and
is_connected_to(0001, NETWORK)
returns 1 when evaluated by agent2.
See Also
add_edge_from(), add_edge_to(), delete_edge_from(), delete_edge_to(), is_connected_from()

1.10.15 is_date_in_range()
Tests whether the simulation date falls in a given range of calendar dates.
Synopsis
is_date_in_range(date1, date2)

Description
True if the simulation date falls in the given range of dates, inclusive.
Parameters
date1
A fixed string of the form MMM-DDD where MMM is a three
letter abreviated for the name of a month, and DD is a two digit day-of the month.
date2
A fixed string of the form MMM-DDD where MMM is a three
letter abreviated for the name of a month, and DD is a two digit day-of the month.
Examples
For example, the following predicate is true if the current simulation date is between December 10 and January 1,
including those dates:
if (is_date_in_range(Dec-10,Jan-01)) ...
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Errors
A compilation area occurs if the date arguments cannot be parsed.

1.10.16 is_directed
Network property that indicates whether the network is directed or undirected
Synopsis
network <network-name> {
is_directed = <n>
}

Description
If a network is directed, then adding an edge from agent i to agent j does not result in an edge back from j to i.
If a network is undirected, then adding an edge from agent i to agent j also creates an edge from j to i.
Networks are directed by default. To declare a network to be undirected, set is_directed to 0.
Parameters
• <n> :
0 for undirected, 1 for directed (the default).
Examples
The following defines Partner to be an undirected network:
network Partner {
is_directed = 0
}

See Also

1.10.17 is_file_open()
Determines whether a file was previously opened.
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Synopsis
is_file_open(filename)

Description
This function checks whether the given filename has been opened by the open_file() function.
Parameters
filename
The name of a file.
Returns
Returns 1 (true) if the given filename has already been opened by a prior call to open_file(); and 0 (false)
otherwise.
Examples
Here is a simply program demonstrating the use of this function. The PRINT_CENTENARIANS condition puts any agents
over 99 years old into the PrintAgentData state where basic agent data is printed out during each time step (each
simulation hour).
simulation {
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
start_date = 2022-Jan-01
end_date = 2022-Jan-03
}
condition PRINT_CENTENARIANS {
start_state = Start
state Start {
if (is_file_open(out.csv) == false) then open_file(out.csv, Run, ID, SimDay,␣
˓→Hour, RealAge)
wait(0)
if (age > 99) then next(PrintAgentData)
default(Excluded)
}
state PrintAgentData {
print_file(out.csv, sim_run, id, sim_day, hour, real_age)
wait(1)
next(PrintAgentData)
}
}
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See Also
open_file() print_file()

1.10.18 is_group_agent()
Agent predicate that checks if the evaluating agent is the group agent of a group.
Synopsis
is_group_agent(group-name)

Description
Predicate that checks if the evaluating agent evaluating agent is the group agent of a group of the given type.
Parameters
group-name
The group being checked.
Returns
True if the evaluating agent is the group agent of a group of the given type. False otherwise.
Examples
If there is a network, NETWORK, with an group agent, then this group agent can be selected with the conditional:
if (is_group_agent(NETWORK)) then ...

See Also
skip(), is_skipping(), is_at(), is_member(), join(), attend(), quit()

1.10.19 is_group_open()
Determines whether a group is open.
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Synopsis
is_group_open()

Description
This action must be called by a group agent. It checks whether the group associated with a group agent is open at the
current simulation step.
Returns
Returns 1 (true) if the group associated with the group_agent caller is open; and 0 (false) otherwise.
Examples
simulation {
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jan-01
locations = none
default_model = none
}
place my_place {
has_group_agent = 1
site = 0, 0, 0, 0
}
startup {
add_to_schedule(my_place,Everyday,2am,0,11pm,0)
}
condition TestCondition {
group_start_state = GroupAgentStateA
start_state = Excluded
state GroupAgentStateA {
if (is_group_open()) then print("my_place is open at step ", now)
if (not(is_group_open())) then print("my_place is closed at step ", now)
wait(3)
next(GroupAgentStateB)
}
state GroupAgentStateB {
if (is_group_open()) then print("my_place is open at step ", now)
if (not(is_group_open())) then print("my_place is closed at step ", now)
wait(0)
next(Excluded)
}
}
Executing the above results in the following output:
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my_place is closed at step 0
my_place is open at step 3

See Also
add_to_schedule() is_group_agent() remove_from_schedule() reset_schedule()

1.10.20 is_in_list()
Predicate that checks if an item is in a list.
Synopsis
is_in_list(list-expression, expression)

Description
This expression evaluates to true if the value of the list expression parameter contains an item with a value matching
the second argument.
Parameters
list-expression
The list being checked.
expression
The value to search the list for.
Returns
True (1) if the value of the list-expression has an item whose value is expression. False (0) otherwise.
Examples
If there is a list of agents, Agent_List, then the following conditional applies only to agents whose id is in the list:
if (is_in_list(Agent_List, id)) then ...
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See Also
is_in_range(), list()

1.10.21 is_in_range()
Checks if a value is in a range.
Synopsis
is_in_range(expression, lower_bound, upper_bound)

Description
Checks if expression is within the range of lower_bound and upper_bound, inclusive.
Parameters
• expression
The value being checked
• lower_bound
the lower bound of the range
• upper_bound
the upper bound of the range
Returns
True if the value of expression is between the lower_bound and upper_bound, inclusive. False otherwise.
Examples
The following selects agents from ages 18 through 21:
if (is_in_range(age, 18, 21)) then ...

See Also
is_in_list()
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1.10.22 is_member()
predicate that checks if the evaluating agent is a member of a group
Synopsis
is_member(group)

Description
Checks if the evaluating agent is a member of a group.
Parameters
• group
The mixing group being checked. This can be a place or a network.
Returns
True if the agent is a member of group. False otherwise.
Examples
If there is a network, Agent_Network, then the following conditional applies only to agents who are members of the
group:
if (is_member(Agent_Network)) then ...

See Also
skip(), is_skipping(), is_group_agent(), is_at(), is_meta_agent(), is_open(), join(), attend(), quit()

1.10.23 is_meta_agent()
Predicate that checks if the evaluating agent is the meta agent.
Synopsis
is_meta_agent()
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Description
Checks if the evaluating agent is the meta agent.
Returns
This returns 1 (true) if the agent is the meta agent; and 0 (false) otherwise.
Examples
The following conditional’s body is only applied to the meta agent.
if (is_meta_agent()) then ...

See Also
skip(), is_skipping(), is_at(), is_group_agent(), join(), attend(), quit()

1.10.24 is_open()
Determine whether the agent is both a member of a group and that the group being checked is currently open.
Synopsis
is_open(group_type)

Description
This function returns true if the agent is a member of a group of the given group type and the group is currently open.
That is, the current hour is among the business hours for the group type and the group has not been closed by a group
agent.
Parameters
group_type
A valid group type, either a place or a network, that should be checked.
Returns
Returns 1 (true) if the current agent is a member of a group of the given type and is currently open. Otherwise, this
returns 0 (false).
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Examples
If there is a network, Agent_Network, then the following conditional applies to agents who are members of the network
when the group is open.
if (is_open(Agent_Network)) then ...

See Also
skip(), is_skipping(), is_at(), is_temporarily_closed(), is_group_agent(), join(), quit()

1.10.25 is_restart()
Determine whether the simulation job is a restart after a snapshot.
Synopsis
is_restart()

Description
This predicate returns true if the current FRED job is a restart of a previous FRED job.
Returns
Returns 1 (true) if the current job is a restart of a snapshot job. Otherwise, this returns 0 (false).
Examples
if (is_snapshot()) then policy = new_policy

See Also
snapshots, snapshot_date, snapshot_final, snapshot_interval

1.10.26 is_skipping()
Agent predicate that checks if an agent is skipping attendance for a group.
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Synopsis
is_skipping(group-name)

Description
Action rule performed by an agent. Returns False if the agent is a member of the specified group (e.g. place or
network) type and is currently in an attending state with respect to the group type. Returns True if the agent is skipping
attendance or if the agent is not a member of the group.
Parameters
group-name
The group being checked.
See Also
attend(), is_group_agent(), is_at(), is_member(), join(), quit(), skip()

1.10.27 is_temporarily_closed()
Determine whether the agent is a member of a group and the group is currently closed.
Synopsis
is_temporarily_closed(group_type)

Description
This function returns true if the agent is a member of a group of the given group type and the group is currently closed.
Parameters
group_type
A valid group type, either a place or a network, that should be checked.
Returns
Returns 1 (true) if the current agent is a member of a group of the given type and is currently closed. Otherwise, this
returns 0 (false).
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Examples
If there is a network, Agent_Network, then the following conditional applies to agents who are members of the network
when the group is closed.
if (is_temporarily_closed(Agent_Network)) then ...

See Also
skip(), is_skipping(), is_at(), is_group_agent(), is_open(), join() quit()

1.11 Starts with J
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter J.

1.11.1 Jan
Three-letter representation of January.
Synopsis
Jan

Description
This is a three-letter representation of January that can be used to specify a date value.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until January 25:
wait(until(Jan,25))
The start date below is set with the month specified by Jan:
start_date = 2020-Jan-10

Errors
Jan must be capitalized; Uncapitalized jan will not work.
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See Also
Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Jan

1.11.2 join()
Agent action to join a mixing group.
Synopsis
join(group-name)
join(group-name, site-id-expression)

Description
The first form causes the agent to join a random site of the given group type.
The second form causes the agent to join a specific site of the given group type. The specific group that the agent joins
is the value of site_id_expression, treated as a unique identifier for a specific site of the group type. This form
only applies to places.
If the agent already belongs to group of the given type, the agent first quits that group before joining the specified group.
If the group already has maximum size, the action has no effect.
Parameters
group-name
Name of the group being joined
site-id-expression
Site ID of the place being joined
Examples
An agent can enroll in the same school as a friend with:
join(School, ask(my_friend,School))
An agent can join a network with:
join(my_network)
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See Also
quit(), site

1.11.3 Jun
Three-letter representation of June.
Synopsis
Jun

Description
This is a three-letter representation of June that can be used to specify a date value.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until June 25:
wait(until(Jun,25))
The start date below is set with the month specified by Jun:
start_date = 2020-Jun-10

Errors
Jun must be capitalized; Uncapitalized jun will not work.
See Also
Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Jun

1.11.4 Jul
Three-letter representation of July.
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Synopsis
Jul

Description
This is a three-letter representation of July that can be used to specify a date value.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until July 25:
wait(until(Jul,25))
The start date below is set with the month specified by Jul:
start_date = 2020-Jul-10

Errors
Jul must be capitalized; Uncapitalized jul will not work.
See Also
Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Jul

1.12 Starts with L
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter L.

1.12.1 last()
Retrieve the last item in a list.
Synopsis
last(list-expression)
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Description
Returns the value of the last item from the list parameter. Throws an error.
Parameters
list-expression
An expression that evaluates to a list, including the name of a list variable.
Examples
A_list = list(1,2,3)
my_last_item = last(A_list)

# my_last_item is now 3

Errors
It is an error if the list is empty.
See Also
length(), list(), pop(), push()

1.12.2 latitude()
Returns the latitude of the agent’s site for a given place, or the latitude of the agent itself.
Synopsis
latitude()
latitude(place_name)

Description
This function returns the latitude of the agent itself if no argument is given. Otherwise it returns the latitude of the
agent’s site for the given place name. For example, latitude(Workplace) returns the latitude of the agent’s specific
Workplace site.
If no parameter was provided, this function returns the latitude of the agent itself if no argument is given. Note that the
coordinates of the agent are not updated unless the agent has been moved with the move() action.
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Parameters
place_name
The name of a place that the agent can visit.
Returns
With no argument, this returns the latitude of the agent itself as a floating point number.
If place_name is given, then the latitude of the agent’s site for this place is returned.
Examples
This statement returns the latitude of the agent’s school
latitude(School)
The following transition statement sends the agent to a StartWinter state if their latitude is greater than 39.
if (latitude() > 39) then next(StartWinter)

Errors
It is an error if the agent is not a member of the given place.
See Also
elevation(), longitude(), move()

1.12.3 length()
Return the length of a list expression.
Synopsis
length(list-expression)

Description
The length() function is used to find the number of elements in a list. Since lists are 0-indexed, the index of the last
item in a list of length 𝑛 is 𝑛 − 1.
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Parameters
list-expression
an expression that evaluates to a list
Returns
The length of the list expression.
Examples
Find the length of a list. This returns 3.
length(list(1,1,1))
Find the value of the last element in a list X. This sets last_item to 5.
X = list(1,2,3,4,5)
last_item = X[length(X)-1]

Errors
It is an error if the argument to length() is not a list-expression.
See Also
list()

1.12.4 links()
Get the list of agents that have links with the current agent in an undirected network.
Synopsis
links(network_name)

Description
Get the list of agents that have links with the current agent in an undirected network.
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Parameters
network_name
A valid directed network name.
Returns
Returns a list of agent IDs. The list may be empty.
Errors
A compiler error occurs if the network does not exist or is directed.
Examples
my_friends = links(my_friend_network)

See Also
inlinks() outlinks()

1.12.5 list()
Initializes a list of values using a list-expression
Synopsis
list(expression-list)

Description
The list() function returns a list containing the values represented by a given set of expressions. Each expression
must evaluate to a numeric value or a list. list expressions are flattened into the larger single list.
Parameters
expressions
A comma-separated list of expressions or list expressions to assign to the list.
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Returns
The list consisting of the given values, flattened into a single list.
Examples
This first example initialize a global list Primes to the first 10 prime numbers.
global_list Primes
Primes = list(2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29)
In this second example, each agent has a list-variable that is initialized to that agent’s ID number, age (as an integer),
sex (1 = M, 0 = F), and race code as defined in synthetic population.
personal_list my_attribute_list
my_attribute_list = list(id, age, sex, race)
In this final example, a new list is built from an existing list.
old_list = list(1, 2, 3)
new_list = list(10, old_list, 20, 30)
After this code, the list new_list will contain the list (10, 1, 2, 3, 20, 30).
Errors
It is an error if a value is not a numeric expression.
See Also
select()

1.12.6 list_table
Declares one or more list_table variables for use in the FRED program
Synopsis
list_table <variable1> <variable2> ...

Description
A list_table statement declares one or more list_tables. List_tables must be defined within a variables block.
Like dictionaries in python, list_tables are mutable associative arrays consisting of key-value pairs that can be accessed
via the key of each pair. Each key is paired with a single value.
Keys are real numbers, and values are lists.
A list_table variable is global and may be accessed or changed by any agent.
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List_table variables are always initialized as empty lists.
List_table items can be set using the action set or by an assignment statement:
set(list_table_name, key, list-value)
list_table_name[key] = list-value
List_table items can be accessed using the function lookup_list or by using the notation shown:
my_list = lookup_list(list_table_name, key)
my_list = list_table_name[key]
When looking up list-values in a table, an error occurs if the key does not exist.
List_table items can be erased using the action erase:
erase(list_table_name, key)
All list_table items can be erased using the action clear:
clear(list_table_name)

Options
Table variables are declared with a variables block and may include optional properties output and
output_interval.
variables {
list_table <table_name>
<list_table_name>.output = 0/1
<list_table_name>.output_interval = <N_days>
}
If the output property is defined, the list_table is output to a file named <path-to-job-results>/RUN<n>/LIST/
<list_table_name>.txt (same as global lists).
If the output_interval property is defined, the list_table is output every N simulation days to a file named
<path-to-job-results>/RUN<n>/LIST/<list_table_name>-<day>.txt
List_table output files have one value per line and follow the format:
KEY_1
LENGTH_1
LIST_ITEM_11
...
LIST_ITEM_1(LENGTH_1)
KEY_2
LENGTH_2
LIST_ITEM_21
...
LIST_ITEM_2(LENGTH_2)
...
The keys are sorted in ascending order.
List_table output files can be retrieved using the fred_get_list command.
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Examples
The following declares a list_table variable called lookup_table1. The table is output to a file at the end of a run.
variables {
list_table lookup_table1
lookup_table1.output = 1
}

See Also
clear(), default_value, erase(), global, global_list, lookup_list(), set(), table

1.12.7 location_codes
The FIPS codes for known US locations
Synopsis
<location_name>

Description
The text constants in the first column below can be used to represent the FIPS codes in the second column.
Note: codes are represented a numbers internally, so when printing FIPS codes, any leading zero will not be printed.
Table 2: Location Codes
Location Name

AL
AK
AZ
AR
CA
CO
CT
DE
DC
FL
GA
HI
ID
IL
IN
IA
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Location
FIPS
Code
01
02
04
05
06
08
09
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
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Table 2 – continued from previous page
Location Name

KS
KY
LA
ME
MD
MA
MI
MN
MS
MO
MT
NE
NV
NH
NJ
NM
NY
NC
ND
OH
OK
OR
PA
RI
SC
SD
TN
TX
UT
VT
VA
WA
WV
WI
WY
Aleutians_East_County_AK
Aleutians_West_Census_Area_AK
Anchorage_County_AK
Bethel_Census_Area_AK
Bristol_Bay_County_AK
Denali_County_AK
Dillingham_Census_Area_AK
Fairbanks_AK
Fairbanks_North_Star_County_AK
Haines_County_AK
Hoonah-Angoon_Census_Area_AK
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Code
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56
02013
02016
02020
02050
02060
02068
02070
02090
02090
02100
02105
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Table 2 – continued from previous page
Location Name

Juneau_County_AK
Kenai_Peninsula_County_AK
Ketchikan_Gateway_County_AK
Kodiak_Island_County_AK
Lake_and_Peninsula_County_AK
Matanuska-Susitna_County_AK
Nome_Census_Area_AK
North_Slope_County_AK
Northwest_Arctic_County_AK
Petersburg_Census_Area_AK
Prince_of_Wales-Hyder_Census_Area_AK
Sitka_County_AK
Skagway_County_AK
Southeast_Fairbanks_Census_Area_AK
Valdez-Cordova_Census_Area_AK
Wade_Hampton_Census_Area_AK
Wrangell_County_AK
Yakutat_County_AK
Yukon-Koyukuk_Census_Area_AK
Anniston-Oxford_AL
Auburn-Opelika_AL
Autauga_County_AL
Baldwin_County_AL
Barbour_County_AL
Bibb_County_AL
Blount_County_AL
Bullock_County_AL
Butler_County_AL
Calhoun_County_AL
Chambers_County_AL
Cherokee_County_AL
Chilton_County_AL
Choctaw_County_AL
Clarke_County_AL
Clay_County_AL
Cleburne_County_AL
Coffee_County_AL
Colbert_County_AL
Conecuh_County_AL
Coosa_County_AL
Covington_County_AL
Crenshaw_County_AL
Cullman_County_AL
Dale_County_AL
Dallas_County_AL
DeKalb_County_AL
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Location
FIPS
Code
02110
02122
02130
02150
02164
02170
02180
02185
02188
02195
02198
02220
02230
02240
02261
02270
02275
02282
02290
01015
01081
01001
01003
01005
01007
01009
01011
01013
01015
01017
01019
01021
01023
01025
01027
01029
01031
01033
01035
01037
01039
01041
01043
01045
01047
01049
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Location Name

Elmore_County_AL
Escambia_County_AL
Etowah_County_AL
Fayette_County_AL
Franklin_County_AL
Gadsden_AL
Geneva_County_AL
Greene_County_AL
Hale_County_AL
Henry_County_AL
Houston_County_AL
Jackson_County_AL
Jefferson_County_AL
Lamar_County_AL
Lauderdale_County_AL
Lawrence_County_AL
Lee_County_AL
Limestone_County_AL
Lowndes_County_AL
Macon_County_AL
Madison_County_AL
Marengo_County_AL
Marion_County_AL
Marshall_County_AL
Mobile_AL
Mobile_County_AL
Monroe_County_AL
Montgomery_County_AL
Morgan_County_AL
Perry_County_AL
Pickens_County_AL
Pike_County_AL
Randolph_County_AL
Russell_County_AL
Shelby_County_AL
St_Clair_County_AL
Sumter_County_AL
Talladega_County_AL
Tallapoosa_County_AL
Tuscaloosa_County_AL
Walker_County_AL
Washington_County_AL
Wilcox_County_AL
Winston_County_AL
Arkansas_County_AR
Ashley_County_AR
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01051
01053
01055
01057
01059
01055
01061
01063
01065
01067
01069
01071
01073
01075
01077
01079
01081
01083
01085
01087
01089
01091
01093
01095
01097
01097
01099
01101
01103
01105
01107
01109
01111
01113
01117
01115
01119
01121
01123
01125
01127
01129
01131
01133
05001
05003
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Location Name

Baxter_County_AR
Benton_County_AR
Boone_County_AR
Bradley_County_AR
Calhoun_County_AR
Carroll_County_AR
Chicot_County_AR
Clark_County_AR
Clay_County_AR
Cleburne_County_AR
Cleveland_County_AR
Columbia_County_AR
Conway_County_AR
Craighead_County_AR
Crawford_County_AR
Crittenden_County_AR
Cross_County_AR
Dallas_County_AR
Desha_County_AR
Drew_County_AR
Faulkner_County_AR
Franklin_County_AR
Fulton_County_AR
Garland_County_AR
Grant_County_AR
Greene_County_AR
Hempstead_County_AR
Hot_Spring_County_AR
Hot_Springs_AR
Howard_County_AR
Independence_County_AR
Izard_County_AR
Jackson_County_AR
Jefferson_County_AR
Johnson_County_AR
Lafayette_County_AR
Lawrence_County_AR
Lee_County_AR
Lincoln_County_AR
Little_River_County_AR
Logan_County_AR
Lonoke_County_AR
Madison_County_AR
Marion_County_AR
Miller_County_AR
Mississippi_County_AR
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Location
FIPS
Code
05005
05007
05009
05011
05013
05015
05017
05019
05021
05023
05025
05027
05029
05031
05033
05035
05037
05039
05041
05043
05045
05047
05049
05051
05053
05055
05057
05059
05051
05061
05063
05065
05067
05069
05071
05073
05075
05077
05079
05081
05083
05085
05087
05089
05091
05093
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Location Name

Monroe_County_AR
Montgomery_County_AR
Nevada_County_AR
Newton_County_AR
Ouachita_County_AR
Perry_County_AR
Phillips_County_AR
Pike_County_AR
Poinsett_County_AR
Polk_County_AR
Pope_County_AR
Prairie_County_AR
Pulaski_County_AR
Randolph_County_AR
Saline_County_AR
Scott_County_AR
Searcy_County_AR
Sebastian_County_AR
Sevier_County_AR
Sharp_County_AR
St_Francis_County_AR
Stone_County_AR
Union_County_AR
Van_Buren_County_AR
Washington_County_AR
White_County_AR
Woodruff_County_AR
Yell_County_AR
Apache_County_AZ
Cochise_County_AZ
Coconino_County_AZ
Flagstaff_AZ
Gila_County_AZ
Graham_County_AZ
Greenlee_County_AZ
La_Paz_County_AZ
Lake_Havasu_City-Kingman_AZ
Maricopa_County_AZ
Mohave_County_AZ
Navajo_County_AZ
Pima_County_AZ
Pinal_County_AZ
Prescott_AZ
Santa_Cruz_County_AZ
Tucson_AZ
Yavapai_County_AZ
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Code
05095
05097
05099
05101
05103
05105
05107
05109
05111
05113
05115
05117
05119
05121
05125
05127
05129
05131
05133
05135
05123
05137
05139
05141
05143
05145
05147
05149
04001
04003
04005
04005
04007
04009
04011
04012
04015
04013
04015
04017
04019
04021
04025
04023
04019
04025
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Location Name

Yuma_AZ
Yuma_County_AZ
Alameda_County_CA
Alpine_County_CA
Amador_County_CA
Bakersfield_CA
Butte_County_CA
Calaveras_County_CA
Chico_CA
Colusa_County_CA
Contra_Costa_County_CA
Del_Norte_County_CA
El_Centro_CA
El_Dorado_County_CA
Fresno_CA
Fresno_County_CA
Glenn_County_CA
Hanford-Corcoran_CA
Humboldt_County_CA
Imperial_County_CA
Inyo_County_CA
Kern_County_CA
Kings_County_CA
Lake_County_CA
Lassen_County_CA
Los_Angeles_County_CA
Madera_CA
Madera_County_CA
Marin_County_CA
Mariposa_County_CA
Mendocino_County_CA
Merced_CA
Merced_County_CA
Modesto_CA
Modoc_County_CA
Mono_County_CA
Monterey_County_CA
Napa_CA
Napa_County_CA
Nevada_County_CA
Orange_County_CA
Oxnard-Thousand_Oaks-Ventura_CA
Placer_County_CA
Plumas_County_CA
Redding_CA
Riverside_County_CA
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Location
FIPS
Code
04027
04027
06001
06003
06005
06029
06007
06009
06007
06011
06013
06015
06025
06017
06019
06019
06021
06031
06023
06025
06027
06029
06031
06033
06035
06037
06039
06039
06041
06043
06045
06047
06047
06099
06049
06051
06053
06055
06055
06057
06059
06111
06061
06063
06089
06065
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Location Name

Sacramento_County_CA
Salinas_CA
San_Benito_County_CA
San_Bernardino_County_CA
San_Diego-Carlsbad-San_Marcos_CA
San_Diego_County_CA
San_Francisco_County_CA
San_Joaquin_County_CA
San_Luis_Obispo-Paso_Robles_CA
San_Luis_Obispo_County_CA
San_Mateo_County_CA
Santa_Barbara_County_CA
Santa_Clara_County_CA
Santa_Cruz-Watsonville_CA
Santa_Cruz_County_CA
Santa_Rosa-Petaluma_CA
Shasta_County_CA
Sierra_County_CA
Siskiyou_County_CA
Solano_County_CA
Sonoma_County_CA
Stanislaus_County_CA
Stockton_CA
Sutter_County_CA
Tehama_County_CA
Trinity_County_CA
Tulare_County_CA
Tuolumne_County_CA
Vallejo-Fairfield_CA
Ventura_County_CA
Visalia-Porterville_CA
Yolo_County_CA
Yuba_County_CA
Adams_County_CO
Alamosa_County_CO
Arapahoe_County_CO
Archuleta_County_CO
Baca_County_CO
Bent_County_CO
Boulder_CO
Boulder_County_CO
Broomfield_County_CO
Chaffee_County_CO
Cheyenne_County_CO
Clear_Creek_County_CO
Conejos_County_CO
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06067
06053
06069
06071
06073
06073
06075
06077
06079
06079
06081
06083
06085
06087
06087
06097
06089
06091
06093
06095
06097
06099
06077
06101
06103
06105
06107
06109
06095
06111
06107
06113
06115
08001
08003
08005
08007
08009
08011
08013
08013
08014
08015
08017
08019
08021
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Location Name

Costilla_County_CO
Crowley_County_CO
Custer_County_CO
Delta_County_CO
Denver_County_CO
Dolores_County_CO
Douglas_County_CO
Eagle_County_CO
El_Paso_County_CO
Elbert_County_CO
Fort_Collins-Loveland_CO
Fremont_County_CO
Garfield_County_CO
Gilpin_County_CO
Grand_County_CO
Grand_Junction_CO
Greeley_CO
Gunnison_County_CO
Hinsdale_County_CO
Huerfano_County_CO
Jackson_County_CO
Jefferson_County_CO
Kiowa_County_CO
Kit_Carson_County_CO
La_Plata_County_CO
Lake_County_CO
Larimer_County_CO
Las_Animas_County_CO
Lincoln_County_CO
Logan_County_CO
Mesa_County_CO
Mineral_County_CO
Moffat_County_CO
Montezuma_County_CO
Montrose_County_CO
Morgan_County_CO
Otero_County_CO
Ouray_County_CO
Park_County_CO
Phillips_County_CO
Pitkin_County_CO
Prowers_County_CO
Pueblo_CO
Pueblo_County_CO
Rio_Blanco_County_CO
Rio_Grande_County_CO
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Location
FIPS
Code
08023
08025
08027
08029
08031
08033
08035
08037
08041
08039
08069
08043
08045
08047
08049
08077
08123
08051
08053
08055
08057
08059
08061
08063
08067
08065
08069
08071
08073
08075
08077
08079
08081
08083
08085
08087
08089
08091
08093
08095
08097
08099
08101
08101
08103
08105
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Routt_County_CO
Saguache_County_CO
San_Juan_County_CO
San_Miguel_County_CO
Sedgwick_County_CO
Summit_County_CO
Teller_County_CO
Washington_County_CO
Weld_County_CO
Yuma_County_CO
Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk_CT
Fairfield_County_CT
Hartford_County_CT
Litchfield_County_CT
Middlesex_County_CT
New_Haven-Milford_CT
New_Haven_County_CT
New_London_County_CT
Norwich-New_London_CT
Tolland_County_CT
Windham_County_CT
District_of_Columbia_County_DC
Dover_DE
Kent_County_DE
New_Castle_County_DE
Sussex_County_DE
Alachua_County_FL
Baker_County_FL
Bay_County_FL
Bradford_County_FL
Brevard_County_FL
Broward_County_FL
Calhoun_County_FL
Cape_Coral-Fort_Myers_FL
Charlotte_County_FL
Citrus_County_FL
Clay_County_FL
Collier_County_FL
Columbia_County_FL
DeSoto_County_FL
Dixie_County_FL
Duval_County_FL
Escambia_County_FL
Flagler_County_FL
Franklin_County_FL
Gadsden_County_FL
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Location
FIPS
Code
08107
08109
08111
08113
08115
08117
08119
08121
08123
08125
09001
09001
09003
09005
09007
09009
09009
09011
09011
09013
09015
11001
10001
10001
10003
10005
12001
12003
12005
12007
12009
12011
12013
12071
12015
12017
12019
12021
12023
12027
12029
12031
12033
12035
12037
12039
continues on next page
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Gilchrist_County_FL
Glades_County_FL
Gulf_County_FL
Hamilton_County_FL
Hardee_County_FL
Hendry_County_FL
Hernando_County_FL
Highlands_County_FL
Hillsborough_County_FL
Holmes_County_FL
Indian_River_County_FL
Jackson_County_FL
Jefferson_County_FL
Lafayette_County_FL
Lake_County_FL
Lakeland_FL
Lee_County_FL
Leon_County_FL
Levy_County_FL
Liberty_County_FL
Madison_County_FL
Manatee_County_FL
Marion_County_FL
Martin_County_FL
Miami-Dade_County_FL
Monroe_County_FL
Naples-Marco_Island_FL
Nassau_County_FL
Ocala_FL
Okaloosa_County_FL
Okeechobee_County_FL
Orange_County_FL
Osceola_County_FL
Palm_Bay-Melbourne-Titusville_FL
Palm_Beach_County_FL
Pasco_County_FL
Pinellas_County_FL
Polk_County_FL
Punta_Gorda_FL
Putnam_County_FL
Santa_Rosa_County_FL
Sarasota_County_FL
Sebastian-Vero_Beach_FL
Seminole_County_FL
St_Johns_County_FL
St_Lucie_County_FL

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
12041
12043
12045
12047
12049
12051
12053
12055
12057
12059
12061
12063
12065
12067
12069
12105
12071
12073
12075
12077
12079
12081
12083
12085
12086
12087
12021
12089
12083
12091
12093
12095
12097
12009
12099
12101
12103
12105
12015
12107
12113
12115
12061
12117
12109
12111
continues on next page
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Sumter_County_FL
Suwannee_County_FL
Taylor_County_FL
Union_County_FL
Volusia_County_FL
Wakulla_County_FL
Walton_County_FL
Washington_County_FL
Appling_County_GA
Atkinson_County_GA
Bacon_County_GA
Baker_County_GA
Baldwin_County_GA
Banks_County_GA
Barrow_County_GA
Bartow_County_GA
Ben_Hill_County_GA
Berrien_County_GA
Bibb_County_GA
Bleckley_County_GA
Brantley_County_GA
Brooks_County_GA
Bryan_County_GA
Bulloch_County_GA
Burke_County_GA
Butts_County_GA
Calhoun_County_GA
Camden_County_GA
Candler_County_GA
Carroll_County_GA
Catoosa_County_GA
Charlton_County_GA
Chatham_County_GA
Chattahoochee_County_GA
Chattooga_County_GA
Cherokee_County_GA
Clarke_County_GA
Clay_County_GA
Clayton_County_GA
Clinch_County_GA
Cobb_County_GA
Coffee_County_GA
Colquitt_County_GA
Columbia_County_GA
Cook_County_GA
Coweta_County_GA
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Location
FIPS
Code
12119
12121
12123
12125
12127
12129
12131
12133
13001
13003
13005
13007
13009
13011
13013
13015
13017
13019
13021
13023
13025
13027
13029
13031
13033
13035
13037
13039
13043
13045
13047
13049
13051
13053
13055
13057
13059
13061
13063
13065
13067
13069
13071
13073
13075
13077
continues on next page
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Crawford_County_GA
Crisp_County_GA
Dade_County_GA
Dawson_County_GA
DeKalb_County_GA
Decatur_County_GA
Dodge_County_GA
Dooly_County_GA
Dougherty_County_GA
Douglas_County_GA
Early_County_GA
Echols_County_GA
Effingham_County_GA
Elbert_County_GA
Emanuel_County_GA
Evans_County_GA
Fannin_County_GA
Fayette_County_GA
Floyd_County_GA
Forsyth_County_GA
Franklin_County_GA
Fulton_County_GA
Gainesville_GA
Gilmer_County_GA
Glascock_County_GA
Glynn_County_GA
Gordon_County_GA
Grady_County_GA
Greene_County_GA
Gwinnett_County_GA
Habersham_County_GA
Hall_County_GA
Hancock_County_GA
Haralson_County_GA
Harris_County_GA
Hart_County_GA
Heard_County_GA
Henry_County_GA
Houston_County_GA
Irwin_County_GA
Jackson_County_GA
Jasper_County_GA
Jeff_Davis_County_GA
Jefferson_County_GA
Jenkins_County_GA
Johnson_County_GA

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
13079
13081
13083
13085
13089
13087
13091
13093
13095
13097
13099
13101
13103
13105
13107
13109
13111
13113
13115
13117
13119
13121
13139
13123
13125
13127
13129
13131
13133
13135
13137
13139
13141
13143
13145
13147
13149
13151
13153
13155
13157
13159
13161
13163
13165
13167
continues on next page
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Jones_County_GA
Lamar_County_GA
Lanier_County_GA
Laurens_County_GA
Lee_County_GA
Liberty_County_GA
Lincoln_County_GA
Long_County_GA
Lowndes_County_GA
Lumpkin_County_GA
Macon_County_GA
Madison_County_GA
Marion_County_GA
McDuffie_County_GA
McIntosh_County_GA
Meriwether_County_GA
Miller_County_GA
Mitchell_County_GA
Monroe_County_GA
Montgomery_County_GA
Morgan_County_GA
Murray_County_GA
Muscogee_County_GA
Newton_County_GA
Oconee_County_GA
Oglethorpe_County_GA
Paulding_County_GA
Peach_County_GA
Pickens_County_GA
Pierce_County_GA
Pike_County_GA
Polk_County_GA
Pulaski_County_GA
Putnam_County_GA
Quitman_County_GA
Rabun_County_GA
Randolph_County_GA
Richmond_County_GA
Rockdale_County_GA
Rome_GA
Schley_County_GA
Screven_County_GA
Seminole_County_GA
Spalding_County_GA
Stephens_County_GA
Stewart_County_GA
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Location
FIPS
Code
13169
13171
13173
13175
13177
13179
13181
13183
13185
13187
13193
13195
13197
13189
13191
13199
13201
13205
13207
13209
13211
13213
13215
13217
13219
13221
13223
13225
13227
13229
13231
13233
13235
13237
13239
13241
13243
13245
13247
13115
13249
13251
13253
13255
13257
13259
continues on next page
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Sumter_County_GA
Talbot_County_GA
Taliaferro_County_GA
Tattnall_County_GA
Taylor_County_GA
Telfair_County_GA
Terrell_County_GA
Thomas_County_GA
Tift_County_GA
Toombs_County_GA
Towns_County_GA
Treutlen_County_GA
Troup_County_GA
Turner_County_GA
Twiggs_County_GA
Union_County_GA
Upson_County_GA
Walker_County_GA
Walton_County_GA
Ware_County_GA
Warren_County_GA
Washington_County_GA
Wayne_County_GA
Webster_County_GA
Wheeler_County_GA
White_County_GA
Whitfield_County_GA
Wilcox_County_GA
Wilkes_County_GA
Wilkinson_County_GA
Worth_County_GA
Hawaii_HI
Hawaii_County_HI
Honolulu_HI
Honolulu_County_HI
Kalawao_County_HI
Kauai_HI
Kauai_County_HI
Maui_County_HI
Adair_County_IA
Adams_County_IA
Allamakee_County_IA
Ames_IA
Appanoose_County_IA
Audubon_County_IA
Benton_County_IA

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
13261
13263
13265
13267
13269
13271
13273
13275
13277
13279
13281
13283
13285
13287
13289
13291
13293
13295
13297
13299
13301
13303
13305
13307
13309
13311
13313
13315
13317
13319
13321
15001
15001
15003
15003
15005
15007
15007
15009
19001
19003
19005
19169
19007
19009
19011
continues on next page
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Black_Hawk_County_IA
Boone_County_IA
Bremer_County_IA
Buchanan_County_IA
Buena_Vista_County_IA
Butler_County_IA
Calhoun_County_IA
Carroll_County_IA
Cass_County_IA
Cedar_County_IA
Cerro_Gordo_County_IA
Cherokee_County_IA
Chickasaw_County_IA
Clarke_County_IA
Clay_County_IA
Clayton_County_IA
Clinton_County_IA
Crawford_County_IA
Dallas_County_IA
Davis_County_IA
Decatur_County_IA
Delaware_County_IA
Des_Moines_County_IA
Dickinson_County_IA
Dubuque_IA
Dubuque_County_IA
Emmet_County_IA
Fayette_County_IA
Floyd_County_IA
Franklin_County_IA
Fremont_County_IA
Greene_County_IA
Grundy_County_IA
Guthrie_County_IA
Hamilton_County_IA
Hancock_County_IA
Hardin_County_IA
Harrison_County_IA
Henry_County_IA
Howard_County_IA
Humboldt_County_IA
Ida_County_IA
Iowa_County_IA
Jackson_County_IA
Jasper_County_IA
Jefferson_County_IA
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Location
FIPS
Code
19013
19015
19017
19019
19021
19023
19025
19027
19029
19031
19033
19035
19037
19039
19041
19043
19045
19047
19049
19051
19053
19055
19057
19059
19061
19061
19063
19065
19067
19069
19071
19073
19075
19077
19079
19081
19083
19085
19087
19089
19091
19093
19095
19097
19099
19101
continues on next page
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Johnson_County_IA
Jones_County_IA
Keokuk_County_IA
Kossuth_County_IA
Lee_County_IA
Linn_County_IA
Louisa_County_IA
Lucas_County_IA
Lyon_County_IA
Madison_County_IA
Mahaska_County_IA
Marion_County_IA
Marshall_County_IA
Mills_County_IA
Mitchell_County_IA
Monona_County_IA
Monroe_County_IA
Montgomery_County_IA
Muscatine_County_IA
O’Brien_County_IA
Osceola_County_IA
Page_County_IA
Palo_Alto_County_IA
Plymouth_County_IA
Pocahontas_County_IA
Polk_County_IA
Pottawattamie_County_IA
Poweshiek_County_IA
Ringgold_County_IA
Sac_County_IA
Scott_County_IA
Shelby_County_IA
Sioux_County_IA
Story_County_IA
Tama_County_IA
Taylor_County_IA
Union_County_IA
Van_Buren_County_IA
Wapello_County_IA
Warren_County_IA
Washington_County_IA
Wayne_County_IA
Webster_County_IA
Winnebago_County_IA
Winneshiek_County_IA
Woodbury_County_IA

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
19103
19105
19107
19109
19111
19113
19115
19117
19119
19121
19123
19125
19127
19129
19131
19133
19135
19137
19139
19141
19143
19145
19147
19149
19151
19153
19155
19157
19159
19161
19163
19165
19167
19169
19171
19173
19175
19177
19179
19181
19183
19185
19187
19189
19191
19193
continues on next page
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Worth_County_IA
Wright_County_IA
Ada_County_ID
Adams_County_ID
Bannock_County_ID
Bear_Lake_County_ID
Benewah_County_ID
Bingham_County_ID
Blaine_County_ID
Boise_County_ID
Bonner_County_ID
Bonneville_County_ID
Boundary_County_ID
Butte_County_ID
Camas_County_ID
Canyon_County_ID
Caribou_County_ID
Cassia_County_ID
Clark_County_ID
Clearwater_County_ID
Coeur_d’Alene_ID
Custer_County_ID
Elmore_County_ID
Franklin_County_ID
Fremont_County_ID
Gem_County_ID
Gooding_County_ID
Idaho_County_ID
Jefferson_County_ID
Jerome_County_ID
Kootenai_County_ID
Latah_County_ID
Lemhi_County_ID
Lewis_County_ID
Lincoln_County_ID
Madison_County_ID
Minidoka_County_ID
Nez_Perce_County_ID
Oneida_County_ID
Owyhee_County_ID
Payette_County_ID
Pocatello_ID
Power_County_ID
Shoshone_County_ID
Teton_County_ID
Twin_Falls_County_ID

164

Location
FIPS
Code
19195
19197
16001
16003
16005
16007
16009
16011
16013
16015
16017
16019
16021
16023
16025
16027
16029
16031
16033
16035
16055
16037
16039
16041
16043
16045
16047
16049
16051
16053
16055
16057
16059
16061
16063
16065
16067
16069
16071
16073
16075
16005
16077
16079
16081
16083
continues on next page
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Valley_County_ID
Washington_County_ID
Adams_County_IL
Alexander_County_IL
Bond_County_IL
Boone_County_IL
Brown_County_IL
Bureau_County_IL
Calhoun_County_IL
Carroll_County_IL
Cass_County_IL
Champaign_County_IL
Christian_County_IL
Clark_County_IL
Clay_County_IL
Clinton_County_IL
Coles_County_IL
Cook_County_IL
Crawford_County_IL
Cumberland_County_IL
Danville_IL
DeKalb_County_IL
De_Witt_County_IL
Decatur_IL
Douglas_County_IL
DuPage_County_IL
Edgar_County_IL
Edwards_County_IL
Effingham_County_IL
Fayette_County_IL
Ford_County_IL
Franklin_County_IL
Fulton_County_IL
Gallatin_County_IL
Greene_County_IL
Grundy_County_IL
Hamilton_County_IL
Hancock_County_IL
Hardin_County_IL
Henderson_County_IL
Henry_County_IL
Iroquois_County_IL
Jackson_County_IL
Jasper_County_IL
Jefferson_County_IL
Jersey_County_IL

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
16085
16087
17001
17003
17005
17007
17009
17011
17013
17015
17017
17019
17021
17023
17025
17027
17029
17031
17033
17035
17183
17037
17039
17115
17041
17043
17045
17047
17049
17051
17053
17055
17057
17059
17061
17063
17065
17067
17069
17071
17073
17075
17077
17079
17081
17083
continues on next page
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Jo_Daviess_County_IL
Johnson_County_IL
Kane_County_IL
Kankakee-Bradley_IL
Kankakee_County_IL
Kendall_County_IL
Knox_County_IL
LaSalle_County_IL
Lake_County_IL
Lawrence_County_IL
Lee_County_IL
Livingston_County_IL
Logan_County_IL
Macon_County_IL
Macoupin_County_IL
Madison_County_IL
Marion_County_IL
Marshall_County_IL
Mason_County_IL
Massac_County_IL
McDonough_County_IL
McHenry_County_IL
McLean_County_IL
Menard_County_IL
Mercer_County_IL
Monroe_County_IL
Montgomery_County_IL
Morgan_County_IL
Moultrie_County_IL
Ogle_County_IL
Peoria_County_IL
Perry_County_IL
Piatt_County_IL
Pike_County_IL
Pope_County_IL
Pulaski_County_IL
Putnam_County_IL
Randolph_County_IL
Richland_County_IL
Rock_Island_County_IL
Saline_County_IL
Sangamon_County_IL
Schuyler_County_IL
Scott_County_IL
Shelby_County_IL
St_Clair_County_IL
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Location
FIPS
Code
17085
17087
17089
17091
17091
17093
17095
17099
17097
17101
17103
17105
17107
17115
17117
17119
17121
17123
17125
17127
17109
17111
17113
17129
17131
17133
17135
17137
17139
17141
17143
17145
17147
17149
17151
17153
17155
17157
17159
17161
17165
17167
17169
17171
17173
17163
continues on next page
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Stark_County_IL
Stephenson_County_IL
Tazewell_County_IL
Union_County_IL
Vermilion_County_IL
Wabash_County_IL
Warren_County_IL
Washington_County_IL
Wayne_County_IL
White_County_IL
Whiteside_County_IL
Will_County_IL
Williamson_County_IL
Winnebago_County_IL
Woodford_County_IL
Adams_County_IN
Allen_County_IN
Bartholomew_County_IN
Benton_County_IN
Blackford_County_IN
Boone_County_IN
Brown_County_IN
Carroll_County_IN
Cass_County_IN
Clark_County_IN
Clay_County_IN
Clinton_County_IN
Columbus_IN
Crawford_County_IN
Daviess_County_IN
DeKalb_County_IN
Dearborn_County_IN
Decatur_County_IN
Delaware_County_IN
Dubois_County_IN
Elkhart-Goshen_IN
Elkhart_County_IN
Fayette_County_IN
Floyd_County_IN
Fountain_County_IN
Franklin_County_IN
Fulton_County_IN
Gibson_County_IN
Grant_County_IN
Greene_County_IN
Hamilton_County_IN

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
17175
17177
17179
17181
17183
17185
17187
17189
17191
17193
17195
17197
17199
17201
17203
18001
18003
18005
18007
18009
18011
18013
18015
18017
18019
18021
18023
18005
18025
18027
18033
18029
18031
18035
18037
18039
18039
18041
18043
18045
18047
18049
18051
18053
18055
18057
continues on next page
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Hancock_County_IN
Harrison_County_IN
Hendricks_County_IN
Henry_County_IN
Howard_County_IN
Huntington_County_IN
Jackson_County_IN
Jasper_County_IN
Jay_County_IN
Jefferson_County_IN
Jennings_County_IN
Johnson_County_IN
Knox_County_IN
Kokomo_IN
Kosciusko_County_IN
LaGrange_County_IN
LaPorte_County_IN
Lake_County_IN
Lawrence_County_IN
Madison_County_IN
Marion_County_IN
Marshall_County_IN
Martin_County_IN
Miami_County_IN
Michigan_City-La_Porte_IN
Monroe_County_IN
Montgomery_County_IN
Morgan_County_IN
Muncie_IN
Newton_County_IN
Noble_County_IN
Ohio_County_IN
Orange_County_IN
Owen_County_IN
Parke_County_IN
Perry_County_IN
Pike_County_IN
Porter_County_IN
Posey_County_IN
Pulaski_County_IN
Putnam_County_IN
Randolph_County_IN
Ripley_County_IN
Rush_County_IN
Scott_County_IN
Shelby_County_IN
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Location
FIPS
Code
18059
18061
18063
18065
18067
18069
18071
18073
18075
18077
18079
18081
18083
18067
18085
18087
18091
18089
18093
18095
18097
18099
18101
18103
18091
18105
18107
18109
18035
18111
18113
18115
18117
18119
18121
18123
18125
18127
18129
18131
18133
18135
18137
18139
18143
18145
continues on next page
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Spencer_County_IN
St_Joseph_County_IN
Starke_County_IN
Steuben_County_IN
Sullivan_County_IN
Switzerland_County_IN
Tippecanoe_County_IN
Tipton_County_IN
Union_County_IN
Vanderburgh_County_IN
Vermillion_County_IN
Vigo_County_IN
Wabash_County_IN
Warren_County_IN
Warrick_County_IN
Washington_County_IN
Wayne_County_IN
Wells_County_IN
White_County_IN
Whitley_County_IN
Allen_County_KS
Anderson_County_KS
Atchison_County_KS
Barber_County_KS
Barton_County_KS
Bourbon_County_KS
Brown_County_KS
Butler_County_KS
Chase_County_KS
Chautauqua_County_KS
Cherokee_County_KS
Cheyenne_County_KS
Clark_County_KS
Clay_County_KS
Cloud_County_KS
Coffey_County_KS
Comanche_County_KS
Cowley_County_KS
Crawford_County_KS
Decatur_County_KS
Dickinson_County_KS
Doniphan_County_KS
Douglas_County_KS
Edwards_County_KS
Elk_County_KS
Ellis_County_KS

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
18147
18141
18149
18151
18153
18155
18157
18159
18161
18163
18165
18167
18169
18171
18173
18175
18177
18179
18181
18183
20001
20003
20005
20007
20009
20011
20013
20015
20017
20019
20021
20023
20025
20027
20029
20031
20033
20035
20037
20039
20041
20043
20045
20047
20049
20051
continues on next page
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Ellsworth_County_KS
Finney_County_KS
Ford_County_KS
Franklin_County_KS
Geary_County_KS
Gove_County_KS
Graham_County_KS
Grant_County_KS
Gray_County_KS
Greeley_County_KS
Greenwood_County_KS
Hamilton_County_KS
Harper_County_KS
Harvey_County_KS
Haskell_County_KS
Hodgeman_County_KS
Jackson_County_KS
Jefferson_County_KS
Jewell_County_KS
Johnson_County_KS
Kearny_County_KS
Kingman_County_KS
Kiowa_County_KS
Labette_County_KS
Lane_County_KS
Lawrence_KS
Leavenworth_County_KS
Lincoln_County_KS
Linn_County_KS
Logan_County_KS
Lyon_County_KS
Marion_County_KS
Marshall_County_KS
McPherson_County_KS
Meade_County_KS
Miami_County_KS
Mitchell_County_KS
Montgomery_County_KS
Morris_County_KS
Morton_County_KS
Nemaha_County_KS
Neosho_County_KS
Ness_County_KS
Norton_County_KS
Osage_County_KS
Osborne_County_KS

170

Location
FIPS
Code
20053
20055
20057
20059
20061
20063
20065
20067
20069
20071
20073
20075
20077
20079
20081
20083
20085
20087
20089
20091
20093
20095
20097
20099
20101
20045
20103
20105
20107
20109
20111
20115
20117
20113
20119
20121
20123
20125
20127
20129
20131
20133
20135
20137
20139
20141
continues on next page
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Ottawa_County_KS
Pawnee_County_KS
Phillips_County_KS
Pottawatomie_County_KS
Pratt_County_KS
Rawlins_County_KS
Reno_County_KS
Republic_County_KS
Rice_County_KS
Riley_County_KS
Rooks_County_KS
Rush_County_KS
Russell_County_KS
Saline_County_KS
Scott_County_KS
Sedgwick_County_KS
Seward_County_KS
Shawnee_County_KS
Sheridan_County_KS
Sherman_County_KS
Smith_County_KS
Stafford_County_KS
Stanton_County_KS
Stevens_County_KS
Sumner_County_KS
Thomas_County_KS
Trego_County_KS
Wabaunsee_County_KS
Wallace_County_KS
Washington_County_KS
Wichita_County_KS
Wilson_County_KS
Woodson_County_KS
Wyandotte_County_KS
Adair_County_KY
Allen_County_KY
Anderson_County_KY
Ballard_County_KY
Barren_County_KY
Bath_County_KY
Bell_County_KY
Boone_County_KY
Bourbon_County_KY
Boyd_County_KY
Boyle_County_KY
Bracken_County_KY

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
20143
20145
20147
20149
20151
20153
20155
20157
20159
20161
20163
20165
20167
20169
20171
20173
20175
20177
20179
20181
20183
20185
20187
20189
20191
20193
20195
20197
20199
20201
20203
20205
20207
20209
21001
21003
21005
21007
21009
21011
21013
21015
21017
21019
21021
21023
continues on next page
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Breathitt_County_KY
Breckinridge_County_KY
Bullitt_County_KY
Butler_County_KY
Caldwell_County_KY
Calloway_County_KY
Campbell_County_KY
Carlisle_County_KY
Carroll_County_KY
Carter_County_KY
Casey_County_KY
Christian_County_KY
Clark_County_KY
Clay_County_KY
Clinton_County_KY
Crittenden_County_KY
Cumberland_County_KY
Daviess_County_KY
Edmonson_County_KY
Elliott_County_KY
Estill_County_KY
Fayette_County_KY
Fleming_County_KY
Floyd_County_KY
Franklin_County_KY
Fulton_County_KY
Gallatin_County_KY
Garrard_County_KY
Grant_County_KY
Graves_County_KY
Grayson_County_KY
Green_County_KY
Greenup_County_KY
Hancock_County_KY
Hardin_County_KY
Harlan_County_KY
Harrison_County_KY
Hart_County_KY
Henderson_County_KY
Henry_County_KY
Hickman_County_KY
Hopkins_County_KY
Jackson_County_KY
Jefferson_County_KY
Jessamine_County_KY
Johnson_County_KY

172

Location
FIPS
Code
21025
21027
21029
21031
21033
21035
21037
21039
21041
21043
21045
21047
21049
21051
21053
21055
21057
21059
21061
21063
21065
21067
21069
21071
21073
21075
21077
21079
21081
21083
21085
21087
21089
21091
21093
21095
21097
21099
21101
21103
21105
21107
21109
21111
21113
21115
continues on next page
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Kenton_County_KY
Knott_County_KY
Knox_County_KY
Larue_County_KY
Laurel_County_KY
Lawrence_County_KY
Lee_County_KY
Leslie_County_KY
Letcher_County_KY
Lewis_County_KY
Lincoln_County_KY
Livingston_County_KY
Logan_County_KY
Lyon_County_KY
Madison_County_KY
Magoffin_County_KY
Marion_County_KY
Marshall_County_KY
Martin_County_KY
Mason_County_KY
McCracken_County_KY
McCreary_County_KY
McLean_County_KY
Meade_County_KY
Menifee_County_KY
Mercer_County_KY
Metcalfe_County_KY
Monroe_County_KY
Montgomery_County_KY
Morgan_County_KY
Muhlenberg_County_KY
Nelson_County_KY
Nicholas_County_KY
Ohio_County_KY
Oldham_County_KY
Owen_County_KY
Owsley_County_KY
Pendleton_County_KY
Perry_County_KY
Pike_County_KY
Powell_County_KY
Pulaski_County_KY
Robertson_County_KY
Rockcastle_County_KY
Rowan_County_KY
Russell_County_KY

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
21117
21119
21121
21123
21125
21127
21129
21131
21133
21135
21137
21139
21141
21143
21151
21153
21155
21157
21159
21161
21145
21147
21149
21163
21165
21167
21169
21171
21173
21175
21177
21179
21181
21183
21185
21187
21189
21191
21193
21195
21197
21199
21201
21203
21205
21207
continues on next page
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Scott_County_KY
Shelby_County_KY
Simpson_County_KY
Spencer_County_KY
Taylor_County_KY
Todd_County_KY
Trigg_County_KY
Trimble_County_KY
Union_County_KY
Warren_County_KY
Washington_County_KY
Wayne_County_KY
Webster_County_KY
Whitley_County_KY
Wolfe_County_KY
Woodford_County_KY
Acadia_County_LA
Allen_County_LA
Ascension_County_LA
Assumption_County_LA
Avoyelles_County_LA
Beauregard_County_LA
Bienville_County_LA
Bossier_County_LA
Caddo_County_LA
Calcasieu_County_LA
Caldwell_County_LA
Cameron_County_LA
Catahoula_County_LA
Claiborne_County_LA
Concordia_County_LA
De_Soto_County_LA
East_Baton_Rouge_County_LA
East_Carroll_County_LA
East_Feliciana_County_LA
Evangeline_County_LA
Franklin_County_LA
Grant_County_LA
Iberia_County_LA
Iberville_County_LA
Jackson_County_LA
Jefferson_County_LA
Jefferson_Davis_County_LA
La_Salle_County_LA
Lafayette_County_LA
Lafourche_County_LA

174

Location
FIPS
Code
21209
21211
21213
21215
21217
21219
21221
21223
21225
21227
21229
21231
21233
21235
21237
21239
22001
22003
22005
22007
22009
22011
22013
22015
22017
22019
22021
22023
22025
22027
22029
22031
22033
22035
22037
22039
22041
22043
22045
22047
22049
22051
22053
22059
22055
22057
continues on next page
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Lincoln_County_LA
Livingston_County_LA
Madison_County_LA
Morehouse_County_LA
Natchitoches_County_LA
Orleans_County_LA
Ouachita_County_LA
Plaquemines_County_LA
Pointe_Coupee_County_LA
Rapides_County_LA
Red_River_County_LA
Richland_County_LA
Sabine_County_LA
St_Bernard_County_LA
St_Charles_County_LA
St_Helena_County_LA
St_James_County_LA
St_John_the_Baptist_County_LA
St_Landry_County_LA
St_Martin_County_LA
St_Mary_County_LA
St_Tammany_County_LA
Tangipahoa_County_LA
Tensas_County_LA
Terrebonne_County_LA
Union_County_LA
Vermilion_County_LA
Vernon_County_LA
Washington_County_LA
Webster_County_LA
West_Baton_Rouge_County_LA
West_Carroll_County_LA
West_Feliciana_County_LA
Winn_County_LA
Barnstable_County_MA
Barnstable_Town_MA
Berkshire_County_MA
Bristol_County_MA
Dukes_County_MA
Essex_County_MA
Franklin_County_MA
Hampden_County_MA
Hampshire_County_MA
Middlesex_County_MA
Nantucket_County_MA
Norfolk_County_MA

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
22061
22063
22065
22067
22069
22071
22073
22075
22077
22079
22081
22083
22085
22087
22089
22091
22093
22095
22097
22099
22101
22103
22105
22107
22109
22111
22113
22115
22117
22119
22121
22123
22125
22127
25001
25001
25003
25005
25007
25009
25011
25013
25015
25017
25019
25021
continues on next page
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Pittsfield_MA
Plymouth_County_MA
Suffolk_County_MA
Worcester_County_MA
Allegany_County_MD
Anne_Arundel_County_MD
Baltimore_MD
Baltimore_County_MD
Calvert_County_MD
Caroline_County_MD
Carroll_County_MD
Cecil_County_MD
Charles_County_MD
Dorchester_County_MD
Frederick_County_MD
Garrett_County_MD
Harford_County_MD
Howard_County_MD
Kent_County_MD
Montgomery_County_MD
Prince_George’s_County_MD
Queen_Anne’s_County_MD
Somerset_County_MD
St_Mary’s_County_MD
Talbot_County_MD
Washington_County_MD
Wicomico_County_MD
Worcester_County_MD
Androscoggin_County_ME
Aroostook_County_ME
Bangor_ME
Cumberland_County_ME
Franklin_County_ME
Hancock_County_ME
Kennebec_County_ME
Knox_County_ME
Lewiston-Auburn_ME
Lincoln_County_ME
Oxford_County_ME
Penobscot_County_ME
Piscataquis_County_ME
Sagadahoc_County_ME
Somerset_County_ME
Waldo_County_ME
Washington_County_ME
York_County_ME

176

Location
FIPS
Code
25003
25023
25025
25027
24001
24003
24510
24005
24009
24011
24013
24015
24017
24019
24021
24023
24025
24027
24029
24031
24033
24035
24039
24037
24041
24043
24045
24047
23001
23003
23019
23005
23007
23009
23011
23013
23001
23015
23017
23019
23021
23023
23025
23027
23029
23031
continues on next page
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Alcona_County_MI
Alger_County_MI
Allegan_County_MI
Alpena_County_MI
Ann_Arbor_MI
Antrim_County_MI
Arenac_County_MI
Baraga_County_MI
Barry_County_MI
Battle_Creek_MI
Bay_City_MI
Bay_County_MI
Benzie_County_MI
Berrien_County_MI
Branch_County_MI
Calhoun_County_MI
Cass_County_MI
Charlevoix_County_MI
Cheboygan_County_MI
Chippewa_County_MI
Clare_County_MI
Clinton_County_MI
Crawford_County_MI
Delta_County_MI
Dickinson_County_MI
Eaton_County_MI
Emmet_County_MI
Flint_MI
Genesee_County_MI
Gladwin_County_MI
Gogebic_County_MI
Grand_Traverse_County_MI
Gratiot_County_MI
Hillsdale_County_MI
Houghton_County_MI
Huron_County_MI
Ingham_County_MI
Ionia_County_MI
Iosco_County_MI
Iron_County_MI
Isabella_County_MI
Jackson_MI
Jackson_County_MI
Kalamazoo_County_MI
Kalkaska_County_MI
Kent_County_MI

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
26001
26003
26005
26007
26161
26009
26011
26013
26015
26025
26017
26017
26019
26021
26023
26025
26027
26029
26031
26033
26035
26037
26039
26041
26043
26045
26047
26049
26049
26051
26053
26055
26057
26059
26061
26063
26065
26067
26069
26071
26073
26075
26075
26077
26079
26081
continues on next page
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Keweenaw_County_MI
Lake_County_MI
Lapeer_County_MI
Leelanau_County_MI
Lenawee_County_MI
Livingston_County_MI
Luce_County_MI
Mackinac_County_MI
Macomb_County_MI
Manistee_County_MI
Marquette_County_MI
Mason_County_MI
Mecosta_County_MI
Menominee_County_MI
Midland_County_MI
Missaukee_County_MI
Monroe_MI
Monroe_County_MI
Montcalm_County_MI
Montmorency_County_MI
Muskegon-Norton_Shores_MI
Muskegon_County_MI
Newaygo_County_MI
Niles-Benton_Harbor_MI
Oakland_County_MI
Oceana_County_MI
Ogemaw_County_MI
Ontonagon_County_MI
Osceola_County_MI
Oscoda_County_MI
Otsego_County_MI
Ottawa_County_MI
Presque_Isle_County_MI
Roscommon_County_MI
Saginaw-Saginaw_Township_North_MI
Saginaw_County_MI
Sanilac_County_MI
Schoolcraft_County_MI
Shiawassee_County_MI
St_Clair_County_MI
St_Joseph_County_MI
Tuscola_County_MI
Van_Buren_County_MI
Washtenaw_County_MI
Wayne_County_MI
Wexford_County_MI

178

Location
FIPS
Code
26083
26085
26087
26089
26091
26093
26095
26097
26099
26101
26103
26105
26107
26109
26111
26113
26115
26115
26117
26119
26121
26121
26123
26021
26125
26127
26129
26131
26133
26135
26137
26139
26141
26143
26145
26145
26151
26153
26155
26147
26149
26157
26159
26161
26163
26165
continues on next page
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Aitkin_County_MN
Anoka_County_MN
Becker_County_MN
Beltrami_County_MN
Benton_County_MN
Big_Stone_County_MN
Blue_Earth_County_MN
Brown_County_MN
Carlton_County_MN
Carver_County_MN
Cass_County_MN
Chippewa_County_MN
Chisago_County_MN
Clay_County_MN
Clearwater_County_MN
Cook_County_MN
Cottonwood_County_MN
Crow_Wing_County_MN
Dakota_County_MN
Dodge_County_MN
Douglas_County_MN
Faribault_County_MN
Fillmore_County_MN
Freeborn_County_MN
Goodhue_County_MN
Grant_County_MN
Hennepin_County_MN
Houston_County_MN
Hubbard_County_MN
Isanti_County_MN
Itasca_County_MN
Jackson_County_MN
Kanabec_County_MN
Kandiyohi_County_MN
Kittson_County_MN
Koochiching_County_MN
Lac_qui_Parle_County_MN
Lake_County_MN
Lake_of_the_Woods_County_MN
Le_Sueur_County_MN
Lincoln_County_MN
Lyon_County_MN
Mahnomen_County_MN
Marshall_County_MN
Martin_County_MN
McLeod_County_MN

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
27001
27003
27005
27007
27009
27011
27013
27015
27017
27019
27021
27023
27025
27027
27029
27031
27033
27035
27037
27039
27041
27043
27045
27047
27049
27051
27053
27055
27057
27059
27061
27063
27065
27067
27069
27071
27073
27075
27077
27079
27081
27083
27087
27089
27091
27085
continues on next page
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Meeker_County_MN
Mille_Lacs_County_MN
Morrison_County_MN
Mower_County_MN
Murray_County_MN
Nicollet_County_MN
Nobles_County_MN
Norman_County_MN
Olmsted_County_MN
Otter_Tail_County_MN
Pennington_County_MN
Pine_County_MN
Pipestone_County_MN
Polk_County_MN
Pope_County_MN
Ramsey_County_MN
Red_Lake_County_MN
Redwood_County_MN
Renville_County_MN
Rice_County_MN
Rock_County_MN
Roseau_County_MN
Scott_County_MN
Sherburne_County_MN
Sibley_County_MN
St_Louis_County_MN
Stearns_County_MN
Steele_County_MN
Stevens_County_MN
Swift_County_MN
Todd_County_MN
Traverse_County_MN
Wabasha_County_MN
Wadena_County_MN
Waseca_County_MN
Washington_County_MN
Watonwan_County_MN
Wilkin_County_MN
Winona_County_MN
Wright_County_MN
Yellow_Medicine_County_MN
Adair_County_MO
Andrew_County_MO
Atchison_County_MO
Audrain_County_MO
Barry_County_MO

180

Location
FIPS
Code
27093
27095
27097
27099
27101
27103
27105
27107
27109
27111
27113
27115
27117
27119
27121
27123
27125
27127
27129
27131
27133
27135
27139
27141
27143
27137
27145
27147
27149
27151
27153
27155
27157
27159
27161
27163
27165
27167
27169
27171
27173
29001
29003
29005
29007
29009
continues on next page
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Barton_County_MO
Bates_County_MO
Benton_County_MO
Bollinger_County_MO
Boone_County_MO
Buchanan_County_MO
Butler_County_MO
Caldwell_County_MO
Callaway_County_MO
Camden_County_MO
Cape_Girardeau_County_MO
Carroll_County_MO
Carter_County_MO
Cass_County_MO
Cedar_County_MO
Chariton_County_MO
Christian_County_MO
Clark_County_MO
Clay_County_MO
Clinton_County_MO
Cole_County_MO
Columbia_MO
Cooper_County_MO
Crawford_County_MO
Dade_County_MO
Dallas_County_MO
Daviess_County_MO
DeKalb_County_MO
Dent_County_MO
Douglas_County_MO
Dunklin_County_MO
Franklin_County_MO
Gasconade_County_MO
Gentry_County_MO
Greene_County_MO
Grundy_County_MO
Harrison_County_MO
Henry_County_MO
Hickory_County_MO
Holt_County_MO
Howard_County_MO
Howell_County_MO
Iron_County_MO
Jackson_County_MO
Jasper_County_MO
Jefferson_County_MO

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
29011
29013
29015
29017
29019
29021
29023
29025
29027
29029
29031
29033
29035
29037
29039
29041
29043
29045
29047
29049
29051
29019
29053
29055
29057
29059
29061
29063
29065
29067
29069
29071
29073
29075
29077
29079
29081
29083
29085
29087
29089
29091
29093
29095
29097
29099
continues on next page
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Johnson_County_MO
Knox_County_MO
Laclede_County_MO
Lafayette_County_MO
Lawrence_County_MO
Lewis_County_MO
Lincoln_County_MO
Linn_County_MO
Livingston_County_MO
Macon_County_MO
Madison_County_MO
Maries_County_MO
Marion_County_MO
McDonald_County_MO
Mercer_County_MO
Miller_County_MO
Mississippi_County_MO
Moniteau_County_MO
Monroe_County_MO
Montgomery_County_MO
Morgan_County_MO
New_Madrid_County_MO
Newton_County_MO
Nodaway_County_MO
Oregon_County_MO
Osage_County_MO
Ozark_County_MO
Pemiscot_County_MO
Perry_County_MO
Pettis_County_MO
Phelps_County_MO
Pike_County_MO
Platte_County_MO
Polk_County_MO
Pulaski_County_MO
Putnam_County_MO
Ralls_County_MO
Randolph_County_MO
Ray_County_MO
Reynolds_County_MO
Ripley_County_MO
Saline_County_MO
Schuyler_County_MO
Scotland_County_MO
Scott_County_MO
Shannon_County_MO

182

Location
FIPS
Code
29101
29103
29105
29107
29109
29111
29113
29115
29117
29121
29123
29125
29127
29119
29129
29131
29133
29135
29137
29139
29141
29143
29145
29147
29149
29151
29153
29155
29157
29159
29161
29163
29165
29167
29169
29171
29173
29175
29177
29179
29181
29195
29197
29199
29201
29203
continues on next page
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Shelby_County_MO
St_Charles_County_MO
St_Clair_County_MO
St_Francois_County_MO
St_Louis_MO
St_Louis_County_MO
Ste_Genevieve_County_MO
Stoddard_County_MO
Stone_County_MO
Sullivan_County_MO
Taney_County_MO
Texas_County_MO
Vernon_County_MO
Warren_County_MO
Washington_County_MO
Wayne_County_MO
Webster_County_MO
Worth_County_MO
Wright_County_MO
Adams_County_MS
Alcorn_County_MS
Amite_County_MS
Attala_County_MS
Benton_County_MS
Bolivar_County_MS
Calhoun_County_MS
Carroll_County_MS
Chickasaw_County_MS
Choctaw_County_MS
Claiborne_County_MS
Clarke_County_MS
Clay_County_MS
Coahoma_County_MS
Copiah_County_MS
Covington_County_MS
DeSoto_County_MS
Forrest_County_MS
Franklin_County_MS
George_County_MS
Greene_County_MS
Grenada_County_MS
Hancock_County_MS
Harrison_County_MS
Hinds_County_MS
Holmes_County_MS
Humphreys_County_MS

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
29205
29183
29185
29187
29510
29189
29186
29207
29209
29211
29213
29215
29217
29219
29221
29223
29225
29227
29229
28001
28003
28005
28007
28009
28011
28013
28015
28017
28019
28021
28023
28025
28027
28029
28031
28033
28035
28037
28039
28041
28043
28045
28047
28049
28051
28053
continues on next page
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Issaquena_County_MS
Itawamba_County_MS
Jackson_County_MS
Jasper_County_MS
Jefferson_County_MS
Jefferson_Davis_County_MS
Jones_County_MS
Kemper_County_MS
Lafayette_County_MS
Lamar_County_MS
Lauderdale_County_MS
Lawrence_County_MS
Leake_County_MS
Lee_County_MS
Leflore_County_MS
Lincoln_County_MS
Lowndes_County_MS
Madison_County_MS
Marion_County_MS
Marshall_County_MS
Monroe_County_MS
Montgomery_County_MS
Neshoba_County_MS
Newton_County_MS
Noxubee_County_MS
Oktibbeha_County_MS
Panola_County_MS
Pearl_River_County_MS
Perry_County_MS
Pike_County_MS
Pontotoc_County_MS
Prentiss_County_MS
Quitman_County_MS
Rankin_County_MS
Scott_County_MS
Sharkey_County_MS
Simpson_County_MS
Smith_County_MS
Stone_County_MS
Sunflower_County_MS
Tallahatchie_County_MS
Tate_County_MS
Tippah_County_MS
Tishomingo_County_MS
Tunica_County_MS
Union_County_MS

184

Location
FIPS
Code
28055
28057
28059
28061
28063
28065
28067
28069
28071
28073
28075
28077
28079
28081
28083
28085
28087
28089
28091
28093
28095
28097
28099
28101
28103
28105
28107
28109
28111
28113
28115
28117
28119
28121
28123
28125
28127
28129
28131
28133
28135
28137
28139
28141
28143
28145
continues on next page
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Walthall_County_MS
Warren_County_MS
Washington_County_MS
Wayne_County_MS
Webster_County_MS
Wilkinson_County_MS
Winston_County_MS
Yalobusha_County_MS
Yazoo_County_MS
Beaverhead_County_MT
Big_Horn_County_MT
Blaine_County_MT
Broadwater_County_MT
Carbon_County_MT
Carter_County_MT
Cascade_County_MT
Chouteau_County_MT
Custer_County_MT
Daniels_County_MT
Dawson_County_MT
Deer_Lodge_County_MT
Fallon_County_MT
Fergus_County_MT
Flathead_County_MT
Gallatin_County_MT
Garfield_County_MT
Glacier_County_MT
Golden_Valley_County_MT
Granite_County_MT
Great_Falls_MT
Hill_County_MT
Jefferson_County_MT
Judith_Basin_County_MT
Lake_County_MT
Lewis_and_Clark_County_MT
Liberty_County_MT
Lincoln_County_MT
Madison_County_MT
McCone_County_MT
Meagher_County_MT
Mineral_County_MT
Missoula_MT
Missoula_County_MT
Musselshell_County_MT
Park_County_MT
Petroleum_County_MT

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
28147
28149
28151
28153
28155
28157
28159
28161
28163
30001
30003
30005
30007
30009
30011
30013
30015
30017
30019
30021
30023
30025
30027
30029
30031
30033
30035
30037
30039
30013
30041
30043
30045
30047
30049
30051
30053
30057
30055
30059
30061
30063
30063
30065
30067
30069
continues on next page
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Phillips_County_MT
Pondera_County_MT
Powder_River_County_MT
Powell_County_MT
Prairie_County_MT
Ravalli_County_MT
Richland_County_MT
Roosevelt_County_MT
Rosebud_County_MT
Sanders_County_MT
Sheridan_County_MT
Silver_Bow_County_MT
Stillwater_County_MT
Sweet_Grass_County_MT
Teton_County_MT
Toole_County_MT
Treasure_County_MT
Valley_County_MT
Wheatland_County_MT
Wibaux_County_MT
Yellowstone_County_MT
Alamance_County_NC
Alexander_County_NC
Alleghany_County_NC
Anson_County_NC
Ashe_County_NC
Avery_County_NC
Beaufort_County_NC
Bertie_County_NC
Bladen_County_NC
Brunswick_County_NC
Buncombe_County_NC
Burke_County_NC
Burlington_NC
Cabarrus_County_NC
Caldwell_County_NC
Camden_County_NC
Carteret_County_NC
Caswell_County_NC
Catawba_County_NC
Chatham_County_NC
Cherokee_County_NC
Chowan_County_NC
Clay_County_NC
Cleveland_County_NC
Columbus_County_NC

186

Location
FIPS
Code
30071
30073
30075
30077
30079
30081
30083
30085
30087
30089
30091
30093
30095
30097
30099
30101
30103
30105
30107
30109
30111
37001
37003
37005
37007
37009
37011
37013
37015
37017
37019
37021
37023
37001
37025
37027
37029
37031
37033
37035
37037
37039
37041
37043
37045
37047
continues on next page
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Craven_County_NC
Cumberland_County_NC
Currituck_County_NC
Dare_County_NC
Davidson_County_NC
Davie_County_NC
Duplin_County_NC
Durham_County_NC
Edgecombe_County_NC
Forsyth_County_NC
Franklin_County_NC
Gaston_County_NC
Gates_County_NC
Goldsboro_NC
Graham_County_NC
Granville_County_NC
Greene_County_NC
Greenville_NC
Guilford_County_NC
Halifax_County_NC
Harnett_County_NC
Haywood_County_NC
Henderson_County_NC
Hertford_County_NC
Hoke_County_NC
Hyde_County_NC
Iredell_County_NC
Jackson_County_NC
Jacksonville_NC
Johnston_County_NC
Jones_County_NC
Lee_County_NC
Lenoir_County_NC
Lincoln_County_NC
Macon_County_NC
Madison_County_NC
Martin_County_NC
McDowell_County_NC
Mecklenburg_County_NC
Mitchell_County_NC
Montgomery_County_NC
Moore_County_NC
Nash_County_NC
New_Hanover_County_NC
Northampton_County_NC
Onslow_County_NC

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
37049
37051
37053
37055
37057
37059
37061
37063
37065
37067
37069
37071
37073
37191
37075
37077
37079
37147
37081
37083
37085
37087
37089
37091
37093
37095
37097
37099
37133
37101
37103
37105
37107
37109
37113
37115
37117
37111
37119
37121
37123
37125
37127
37129
37131
37133
continues on next page
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Orange_County_NC
Pamlico_County_NC
Pasquotank_County_NC
Pender_County_NC
Perquimans_County_NC
Person_County_NC
Pitt_County_NC
Polk_County_NC
Randolph_County_NC
Richmond_County_NC
Robeson_County_NC
Rockingham_County_NC
Rowan_County_NC
Rutherford_County_NC
Sampson_County_NC
Scotland_County_NC
Stanly_County_NC
Stokes_County_NC
Surry_County_NC
Swain_County_NC
Transylvania_County_NC
Tyrrell_County_NC
Union_County_NC
Vance_County_NC
Wake_County_NC
Warren_County_NC
Washington_County_NC
Watauga_County_NC
Wayne_County_NC
Wilkes_County_NC
Wilson_County_NC
Yadkin_County_NC
Yancey_County_NC
Adams_County_ND
Barnes_County_ND
Benson_County_ND
Billings_County_ND
Bottineau_County_ND
Bowman_County_ND
Burke_County_ND
Burleigh_County_ND
Cass_County_ND
Cavalier_County_ND
Dickey_County_ND
Divide_County_ND
Dunn_County_ND

188

Location
FIPS
Code
37135
37137
37139
37141
37143
37145
37147
37149
37151
37153
37155
37157
37159
37161
37163
37165
37167
37169
37171
37173
37175
37177
37179
37181
37183
37185
37187
37189
37191
37193
37195
37197
37199
38001
38003
38005
38007
38009
38011
38013
38015
38017
38019
38021
38023
38025
continues on next page
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Eddy_County_ND
Emmons_County_ND
Foster_County_ND
Golden_Valley_County_ND
Grand_Forks_County_ND
Grant_County_ND
Griggs_County_ND
Hettinger_County_ND
Kidder_County_ND
LaMoure_County_ND
Logan_County_ND
McHenry_County_ND
McIntosh_County_ND
McKenzie_County_ND
McLean_County_ND
Mercer_County_ND
Morton_County_ND
Mountrail_County_ND
Nelson_County_ND
Oliver_County_ND
Pembina_County_ND
Pierce_County_ND
Ramsey_County_ND
Ransom_County_ND
Renville_County_ND
Richland_County_ND
Rolette_County_ND
Sargent_County_ND
Sheridan_County_ND
Sioux_County_ND
Slope_County_ND
Stark_County_ND
Steele_County_ND
Stutsman_County_ND
Towner_County_ND
Traill_County_ND
Walsh_County_ND
Ward_County_ND
Wells_County_ND
Williams_County_ND
Adams_County_NE
Antelope_County_NE
Arthur_County_NE
Banner_County_NE
Blaine_County_NE
Boone_County_NE

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
38027
38029
38031
38033
38035
38037
38039
38041
38043
38045
38047
38049
38051
38053
38055
38057
38059
38061
38063
38065
38067
38069
38071
38073
38075
38077
38079
38081
38083
38085
38087
38089
38091
38093
38095
38097
38099
38101
38103
38105
31001
31003
31005
31007
31009
31011
continues on next page
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Box_Butte_County_NE
Boyd_County_NE
Brown_County_NE
Buffalo_County_NE
Burt_County_NE
Butler_County_NE
Cass_County_NE
Cedar_County_NE
Chase_County_NE
Cherry_County_NE
Cheyenne_County_NE
Clay_County_NE
Colfax_County_NE
Cuming_County_NE
Custer_County_NE
Dakota_County_NE
Dawes_County_NE
Dawson_County_NE
Deuel_County_NE
Dixon_County_NE
Dodge_County_NE
Douglas_County_NE
Dundy_County_NE
Fillmore_County_NE
Franklin_County_NE
Frontier_County_NE
Furnas_County_NE
Gage_County_NE
Garden_County_NE
Garfield_County_NE
Gosper_County_NE
Grant_County_NE
Greeley_County_NE
Hall_County_NE
Hamilton_County_NE
Harlan_County_NE
Hayes_County_NE
Hitchcock_County_NE
Holt_County_NE
Hooker_County_NE
Howard_County_NE
Jefferson_County_NE
Johnson_County_NE
Kearney_County_NE
Keith_County_NE
Keya_Paha_County_NE

190

Location
FIPS
Code
31013
31015
31017
31019
31021
31023
31025
31027
31029
31031
31033
31035
31037
31039
31041
31043
31045
31047
31049
31051
31053
31055
31057
31059
31061
31063
31065
31067
31069
31071
31073
31075
31077
31079
31081
31083
31085
31087
31089
31091
31093
31095
31097
31099
31101
31103
continues on next page
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Kimball_County_NE
Knox_County_NE
Lancaster_County_NE
Lincoln_County_NE
Logan_County_NE
Loup_County_NE
Madison_County_NE
McPherson_County_NE
Merrick_County_NE
Morrill_County_NE
Nance_County_NE
Nemaha_County_NE
Nuckolls_County_NE
Otoe_County_NE
Pawnee_County_NE
Perkins_County_NE
Phelps_County_NE
Pierce_County_NE
Platte_County_NE
Polk_County_NE
Red_Willow_County_NE
Richardson_County_NE
Rock_County_NE
Saline_County_NE
Sarpy_County_NE
Saunders_County_NE
Scotts_Bluff_County_NE
Seward_County_NE
Sheridan_County_NE
Sherman_County_NE
Sioux_County_NE
Stanton_County_NE
Thayer_County_NE
Thomas_County_NE
Thurston_County_NE
Valley_County_NE
Washington_County_NE
Wayne_County_NE
Webster_County_NE
Wheeler_County_NE
York_County_NE
Belknap_County_NH
Carroll_County_NH
Cheshire_County_NH
Coos_County_NH
Grafton_County_NH

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
31105
31107
31109
31111
31113
31115
31119
31117
31121
31123
31125
31127
31129
31131
31133
31135
31137
31139
31141
31143
31145
31147
31149
31151
31153
31155
31157
31159
31161
31163
31165
31167
31169
31171
31173
31175
31177
31179
31181
31183
31185
33001
33003
33005
33007
33009
continues on next page
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Hillsborough_County_NH
Manchester-Nashua_NH
Merrimack_County_NH
Rockingham_County_NH
Strafford_County_NH
Sullivan_County_NH
Atlantic_City_NJ
Atlantic_County_NJ
Bergen_County_NJ
Burlington_County_NJ
Camden_County_NJ
Cape_May_County_NJ
Cumberland_County_NJ
Essex_County_NJ
Gloucester_County_NJ
Hudson_County_NJ
Hunterdon_County_NJ
Mercer_County_NJ
Middlesex_County_NJ
Monmouth_County_NJ
Morris_County_NJ
Ocean_City_NJ
Ocean_County_NJ
Passaic_County_NJ
Salem_County_NJ
Somerset_County_NJ
Sussex_County_NJ
Trenton-Ewing_NJ
Union_County_NJ
Vineland-Millville-Bridgeton_NJ
Warren_County_NJ
Bernalillo_County_NM
Catron_County_NM
Chaves_County_NM
Cibola_County_NM
Colfax_County_NM
Curry_County_NM
De_Baca_County_NM
Doña_Ana_County_NM
Eddy_County_NM
Farmington_NM
Grant_County_NM
Guadalupe_County_NM
Harding_County_NM
Hidalgo_County_NM
Las_Cruces_NM

192

Location
FIPS
Code
33011
33011
33013
33015
33017
33019
34001
34001
34003
34005
34007
34009
34011
34013
34015
34017
34019
34021
34023
34025
34027
34009
34029
34031
34033
34035
34037
34021
34039
34011
34041
35001
35003
35005
35006
35007
35009
35011
35013
35015
35045
35017
35019
35021
35023
35013
continues on next page
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Lea_County_NM
Lincoln_County_NM
Los_Alamos_County_NM
Luna_County_NM
McKinley_County_NM
Mora_County_NM
Otero_County_NM
Quay_County_NM
Rio_Arriba_County_NM
Roosevelt_County_NM
San_Juan_County_NM
San_Miguel_County_NM
Sandoval_County_NM
Santa_Fe_NM
Santa_Fe_County_NM
Sierra_County_NM
Socorro_County_NM
Taos_County_NM
Torrance_County_NM
Union_County_NM
Valencia_County_NM
Carson_City_NV
Churchill_County_NV
Clark_County_NV
Douglas_County_NV
Elko_County_NV
Esmeralda_County_NV
Eureka_County_NV
Humboldt_County_NV
Lander_County_NV
Las_Vegas-Paradise_NV
Lincoln_County_NV
Lyon_County_NV
Mineral_County_NV
Nye_County_NV
Pershing_County_NV
Storey_County_NV
Washoe_County_NV
White_Pine_County_NV
Albany_County_NY
Allegany_County_NY
Bronx_County_NY
Broome_County_NY
Cattaraugus_County_NY
Cayuga_County_NY
Chautauqua_County_NY

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
35025
35027
35028
35029
35031
35033
35035
35037
35039
35041
35045
35047
35043
35049
35049
35051
35053
35055
35057
35059
35061
32510
32001
32003
32005
32007
32009
32011
32013
32015
32003
32017
32019
32021
32023
32027
32029
32031
32033
36001
36003
36005
36007
36009
36011
36013
continues on next page
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Chemung_County_NY
Chenango_County_NY
Clinton_County_NY
Columbia_County_NY
Cortland_County_NY
Delaware_County_NY
Dutchess_County_NY
Elmira_NY
Erie_County_NY
Essex_County_NY
Franklin_County_NY
Fulton_County_NY
Genesee_County_NY
Greene_County_NY
Hamilton_County_NY
Herkimer_County_NY
Ithaca_NY
Jefferson_County_NY
Kings_County_NY
Kingston_NY
Lewis_County_NY
Livingston_County_NY
Madison_County_NY
Monroe_County_NY
Montgomery_County_NY
Nassau_County_NY
New_York_County_NY
Niagara_County_NY
Oneida_County_NY
Onondaga_County_NY
Ontario_County_NY
Orange_County_NY
Orleans_County_NY
Oswego_County_NY
Otsego_County_NY
Putnam_County_NY
Queens_County_NY
Rensselaer_County_NY
Richmond_County_NY
Rockland_County_NY
Saratoga_County_NY
Schenectady_County_NY
Schoharie_County_NY
Schuyler_County_NY
Seneca_County_NY
St_Lawrence_County_NY

194

Location
FIPS
Code
36015
36017
36019
36021
36023
36025
36027
36015
36029
36031
36033
36035
36037
36039
36041
36043
36109
36045
36047
36111
36049
36051
36053
36055
36057
36059
36061
36063
36065
36067
36069
36071
36073
36075
36077
36079
36081
36083
36085
36087
36091
36093
36095
36097
36099
36089
continues on next page
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Steuben_County_NY
Suffolk_County_NY
Sullivan_County_NY
Tioga_County_NY
Tompkins_County_NY
Ulster_County_NY
Warren_County_NY
Washington_County_NY
Wayne_County_NY
Westchester_County_NY
Wyoming_County_NY
Yates_County_NY
Adams_County_OH
Allen_County_OH
Ashland_County_OH
Ashtabula_County_OH
Athens_County_OH
Auglaize_County_OH
Belmont_County_OH
Brown_County_OH
Butler_County_OH
Carroll_County_OH
Champaign_County_OH
Clark_County_OH
Clermont_County_OH
Clinton_County_OH
Columbiana_County_OH
Coshocton_County_OH
Crawford_County_OH
Cuyahoga_County_OH
Darke_County_OH
Defiance_County_OH
Delaware_County_OH
Erie_County_OH
Fairfield_County_OH
Fayette_County_OH
Franklin_County_OH
Fulton_County_OH
Gallia_County_OH
Geauga_County_OH
Greene_County_OH
Guernsey_County_OH
Hamilton_County_OH
Hancock_County_OH
Hardin_County_OH
Harrison_County_OH

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
36101
36103
36105
36107
36109
36111
36113
36115
36117
36119
36121
36123
39001
39003
39005
39007
39009
39011
39013
39015
39017
39019
39021
39023
39025
39027
39029
39031
39033
39035
39037
39039
39041
39043
39045
39047
39049
39051
39053
39055
39057
39059
39061
39063
39065
39067
continues on next page
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Henry_County_OH
Highland_County_OH
Hocking_County_OH
Holmes_County_OH
Huron_County_OH
Jackson_County_OH
Jefferson_County_OH
Knox_County_OH
Lake_County_OH
Lawrence_County_OH
Licking_County_OH
Lima_OH
Logan_County_OH
Lorain_County_OH
Lucas_County_OH
Madison_County_OH
Mahoning_County_OH
Mansfield_OH
Marion_County_OH
Medina_County_OH
Meigs_County_OH
Mercer_County_OH
Miami_County_OH
Monroe_County_OH
Montgomery_County_OH
Morgan_County_OH
Morrow_County_OH
Muskingum_County_OH
Noble_County_OH
Ottawa_County_OH
Paulding_County_OH
Perry_County_OH
Pickaway_County_OH
Pike_County_OH
Portage_County_OH
Preble_County_OH
Putnam_County_OH
Richland_County_OH
Ross_County_OH
Sandusky_OH
Sandusky_County_OH
Scioto_County_OH
Seneca_County_OH
Shelby_County_OH
Springfield_OH
Stark_County_OH

196

Location
FIPS
Code
39069
39071
39073
39075
39077
39079
39081
39083
39085
39087
39089
39003
39091
39093
39095
39097
39099
39139
39101
39103
39105
39107
39109
39111
39113
39115
39117
39119
39121
39123
39125
39127
39129
39131
39133
39135
39137
39139
39141
39043
39143
39145
39147
39149
39023
39151
continues on next page
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Summit_County_OH
Trumbull_County_OH
Tuscarawas_County_OH
Union_County_OH
Van_Wert_County_OH
Vinton_County_OH
Warren_County_OH
Washington_County_OH
Wayne_County_OH
Williams_County_OH
Wood_County_OH
Wyandot_County_OH
Adair_County_OK
Alfalfa_County_OK
Atoka_County_OK
Beaver_County_OK
Beckham_County_OK
Blaine_County_OK
Bryan_County_OK
Caddo_County_OK
Canadian_County_OK
Carter_County_OK
Cherokee_County_OK
Choctaw_County_OK
Cimarron_County_OK
Cleveland_County_OK
Coal_County_OK
Comanche_County_OK
Cotton_County_OK
Craig_County_OK
Creek_County_OK
Custer_County_OK
Delaware_County_OK
Dewey_County_OK
Ellis_County_OK
Garfield_County_OK
Garvin_County_OK
Grady_County_OK
Grant_County_OK
Greer_County_OK
Harmon_County_OK
Harper_County_OK
Haskell_County_OK
Hughes_County_OK
Jackson_County_OK
Jefferson_County_OK

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
39153
39155
39157
39159
39161
39163
39165
39167
39169
39171
39173
39175
40001
40003
40005
40007
40009
40011
40013
40015
40017
40019
40021
40023
40025
40027
40029
40031
40033
40035
40037
40039
40041
40043
40045
40047
40049
40051
40053
40055
40057
40059
40061
40063
40065
40067
continues on next page
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Johnston_County_OK
Kay_County_OK
Kingfisher_County_OK
Kiowa_County_OK
Latimer_County_OK
Le_Flore_County_OK
Lincoln_County_OK
Logan_County_OK
Love_County_OK
Major_County_OK
Marshall_County_OK
Mayes_County_OK
McClain_County_OK
McCurtain_County_OK
McIntosh_County_OK
Murray_County_OK
Muskogee_County_OK
Noble_County_OK
Nowata_County_OK
Okfuskee_County_OK
Oklahoma_County_OK
Okmulgee_County_OK
Osage_County_OK
Ottawa_County_OK
Pawnee_County_OK
Payne_County_OK
Pittsburg_County_OK
Pontotoc_County_OK
Pottawatomie_County_OK
Pushmataha_County_OK
Roger_Mills_County_OK
Rogers_County_OK
Seminole_County_OK
Sequoyah_County_OK
Stephens_County_OK
Texas_County_OK
Tillman_County_OK
Tulsa_County_OK
Wagoner_County_OK
Washington_County_OK
Washita_County_OK
Woods_County_OK
Woodward_County_OK
Baker_County_OR
Bend_OR
Benton_County_OR

198

Location
FIPS
Code
40069
40071
40073
40075
40077
40079
40081
40083
40085
40093
40095
40097
40087
40089
40091
40099
40101
40103
40105
40107
40109
40111
40113
40115
40117
40119
40121
40123
40125
40127
40129
40131
40133
40135
40137
40139
40141
40143
40145
40147
40149
40151
40153
41001
41017
41003
continues on next page
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Clackamas_County_OR
Clatsop_County_OR
Columbia_County_OR
Coos_County_OR
Corvallis_OR
Crook_County_OR
Curry_County_OR
Deschutes_County_OR
Douglas_County_OR
Eugene-Springfield_OR
Gilliam_County_OR
Grant_County_OR
Harney_County_OR
Hood_River_County_OR
Jackson_County_OR
Jefferson_County_OR
Josephine_County_OR
Klamath_County_OR
Lake_County_OR
Lane_County_OR
Lincoln_County_OR
Linn_County_OR
Malheur_County_OR
Marion_County_OR
Medford_OR
Morrow_County_OR
Multnomah_County_OR
Polk_County_OR
Sherman_County_OR
Tillamook_County_OR
Umatilla_County_OR
Union_County_OR
Wallowa_County_OR
Wasco_County_OR
Washington_County_OR
Wheeler_County_OR
Yamhill_County_OR
Adams_County_PA
Allegheny_County_PA
Altoona_PA
Armstrong_County_PA
Beaver_County_PA
Bedford_County_PA
Berks_County_PA
Blair_County_PA
Bradford_County_PA

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
41005
41007
41009
41011
41003
41013
41015
41017
41019
41039
41021
41023
41025
41027
41029
41031
41033
41035
41037
41039
41041
41043
41045
41047
41029
41049
41051
41053
41055
41057
41059
41061
41063
41065
41067
41069
41071
42001
42003
42013
42005
42007
42009
42011
42013
42015
continues on next page
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Bucks_County_PA
Butler_County_PA
Cambria_County_PA
Cameron_County_PA
Carbon_County_PA
Centre_County_PA
Chester_County_PA
Clarion_County_PA
Clearfield_County_PA
Clinton_County_PA
Columbia_County_PA
Crawford_County_PA
Cumberland_County_PA
Dauphin_County_PA
Delaware_County_PA
Elk_County_PA
Erie_PA
Erie_County_PA
Fayette_County_PA
Forest_County_PA
Franklin_County_PA
Fulton_County_PA
Greene_County_PA
Huntingdon_County_PA
Indiana_County_PA
Jefferson_County_PA
Johnstown_PA
Juniata_County_PA
Lackawanna_County_PA
Lancaster_PA
Lancaster_County_PA
Lawrence_County_PA
Lebanon_PA
Lebanon_County_PA
Lehigh_County_PA
Luzerne_County_PA
Lycoming_County_PA
McKean_County_PA
Mercer_County_PA
Mifflin_County_PA
Monroe_County_PA
Montgomery_County_PA
Montour_County_PA
Northampton_County_PA
Northumberland_County_PA
Perry_County_PA

200

Location
FIPS
Code
42017
42019
42021
42023
42025
42027
42029
42031
42033
42035
42037
42039
42041
42043
42045
42047
42049
42049
42051
42053
42055
42057
42059
42061
42063
42065
42021
42067
42069
42071
42071
42073
42075
42075
42077
42079
42081
42083
42085
42087
42089
42091
42093
42095
42097
42099
continues on next page
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Philadelphia_County_PA
Pike_County_PA
Potter_County_PA
Reading_PA
Schuylkill_County_PA
Snyder_County_PA
Somerset_County_PA
State_College_PA
Sullivan_County_PA
Susquehanna_County_PA
Tioga_County_PA
Union_County_PA
Venango_County_PA
Warren_County_PA
Washington_County_PA
Wayne_County_PA
Westmoreland_County_PA
Williamsport_PA
Wyoming_County_PA
York-Hanover_PA
York_County_PA
Bristol_County_RI
Kent_County_RI
Newport_County_RI
Providence_County_RI
Washington_County_RI
Abbeville_County_SC
Aiken_County_SC
Allendale_County_SC
Anderson_County_SC
Bamberg_County_SC
Barnwell_County_SC
Beaufort_County_SC
Berkeley_County_SC
Calhoun_County_SC
Charleston_County_SC
Cherokee_County_SC
Chester_County_SC
Chesterfield_County_SC
Clarendon_County_SC
Colleton_County_SC
Darlington_County_SC
Dillon_County_SC
Dorchester_County_SC
Edgefield_County_SC
Fairfield_County_SC

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
42101
42103
42105
42011
42107
42109
42111
42027
42113
42115
42117
42119
42121
42123
42125
42127
42129
42081
42131
42133
42133
44001
44003
44005
44007
44009
45001
45003
45005
45007
45009
45011
45013
45015
45017
45019
45021
45023
45025
45027
45029
45031
45033
45035
45037
45039
continues on next page
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Florence_County_SC
Georgetown_County_SC
Greenville_County_SC
Greenwood_County_SC
Hampton_County_SC
Horry_County_SC
Jasper_County_SC
Kershaw_County_SC
Lancaster_County_SC
Laurens_County_SC
Lee_County_SC
Lexington_County_SC
Marion_County_SC
Marlboro_County_SC
McCormick_County_SC
Newberry_County_SC
Oconee_County_SC
Orangeburg_County_SC
Pickens_County_SC
Richland_County_SC
Saluda_County_SC
Spartanburg_County_SC
Sumter_SC
Sumter_County_SC
Union_County_SC
Williamsburg_County_SC
York_County_SC
Aurora_County_SD
Beadle_County_SD
Bennett_County_SD
Bon_Homme_County_SD
Brookings_County_SD
Brown_County_SD
Brule_County_SD
Buffalo_County_SD
Butte_County_SD
Campbell_County_SD
Charles_Mix_County_SD
Clark_County_SD
Clay_County_SD
Codington_County_SD
Corson_County_SD
Custer_County_SD
Davison_County_SD
Day_County_SD
Deuel_County_SD

202

Location
FIPS
Code
45041
45043
45045
45047
45049
45051
45053
45055
45057
45059
45061
45063
45067
45069
45065
45071
45073
45075
45077
45079
45081
45083
45085
45085
45087
45089
45091
46003
46005
46007
46009
46011
46013
46015
46017
46019
46021
46023
46025
46027
46029
46031
46033
46035
46037
46039
continues on next page
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Dewey_County_SD
Douglas_County_SD
Edmunds_County_SD
Fall_River_County_SD
Faulk_County_SD
Grant_County_SD
Gregory_County_SD
Haakon_County_SD
Hamlin_County_SD
Hand_County_SD
Hanson_County_SD
Harding_County_SD
Hughes_County_SD
Hutchinson_County_SD
Hyde_County_SD
Jackson_County_SD
Jerauld_County_SD
Jones_County_SD
Kingsbury_County_SD
Lake_County_SD
Lawrence_County_SD
Lincoln_County_SD
Lyman_County_SD
Marshall_County_SD
McCook_County_SD
McPherson_County_SD
Meade_County_SD
Mellette_County_SD
Miner_County_SD
Minnehaha_County_SD
Moody_County_SD
Pennington_County_SD
Perkins_County_SD
Potter_County_SD
Roberts_County_SD
Sanborn_County_SD
Shannon_County_SD
Spink_County_SD
Stanley_County_SD
Sully_County_SD
Todd_County_SD
Tripp_County_SD
Turner_County_SD
Union_County_SD
Walworth_County_SD
Yankton_County_SD

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
46041
46043
46045
46047
46049
46051
46053
46055
46057
46059
46061
46063
46065
46067
46069
46071
46073
46075
46077
46079
46081
46083
46085
46091
46087
46089
46093
46095
46097
46099
46101
46103
46105
46107
46109
46111
46113
46115
46117
46119
46121
46123
46125
46127
46129
46135
continues on next page
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Ziebach_County_SD
Anderson_County_TN
Bedford_County_TN
Benton_County_TN
Bledsoe_County_TN
Blount_County_TN
Bradley_County_TN
Campbell_County_TN
Cannon_County_TN
Carroll_County_TN
Carter_County_TN
Cheatham_County_TN
Chester_County_TN
Claiborne_County_TN
Clay_County_TN
Cocke_County_TN
Coffee_County_TN
Crockett_County_TN
Cumberland_County_TN
Davidson_County_TN
DeKalb_County_TN
Decatur_County_TN
Dickson_County_TN
Dyer_County_TN
Fayette_County_TN
Fentress_County_TN
Franklin_County_TN
Gibson_County_TN
Giles_County_TN
Grainger_County_TN
Greene_County_TN
Grundy_County_TN
Hamblen_County_TN
Hamilton_County_TN
Hancock_County_TN
Hardeman_County_TN
Hardin_County_TN
Hawkins_County_TN
Haywood_County_TN
Henderson_County_TN
Henry_County_TN
Hickman_County_TN
Houston_County_TN
Humphreys_County_TN
Jackson_County_TN
Jefferson_County_TN
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Location
FIPS
Code
46137
47001
47003
47005
47007
47009
47011
47013
47015
47017
47019
47021
47023
47025
47027
47029
47031
47033
47035
47037
47041
47039
47043
47045
47047
47049
47051
47053
47055
47057
47059
47061
47063
47065
47067
47069
47071
47073
47075
47077
47079
47081
47083
47085
47087
47089
continues on next page
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Johnson_County_TN
Knox_County_TN
Lake_County_TN
Lauderdale_County_TN
Lawrence_County_TN
Lewis_County_TN
Lincoln_County_TN
Loudon_County_TN
Macon_County_TN
Madison_County_TN
Marion_County_TN
Marshall_County_TN
Maury_County_TN
McMinn_County_TN
McNairy_County_TN
Meigs_County_TN
Monroe_County_TN
Montgomery_County_TN
Moore_County_TN
Morgan_County_TN
Obion_County_TN
Overton_County_TN
Perry_County_TN
Pickett_County_TN
Polk_County_TN
Putnam_County_TN
Rhea_County_TN
Roane_County_TN
Robertson_County_TN
Rutherford_County_TN
Scott_County_TN
Sequatchie_County_TN
Sevier_County_TN
Shelby_County_TN
Smith_County_TN
Stewart_County_TN
Sullivan_County_TN
Sumner_County_TN
Tipton_County_TN
Trousdale_County_TN
Unicoi_County_TN
Union_County_TN
Van_Buren_County_TN
Warren_County_TN
Washington_County_TN
Wayne_County_TN

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
47091
47093
47095
47097
47099
47101
47103
47105
47111
47113
47115
47117
47119
47107
47109
47121
47123
47125
47127
47129
47131
47133
47135
47137
47139
47141
47143
47145
47147
47149
47151
47153
47155
47157
47159
47161
47163
47165
47167
47169
47171
47173
47175
47177
47179
47181
continues on next page
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Weakley_County_TN
White_County_TN
Williamson_County_TN
Wilson_County_TN
Anderson_County_TX
Andrews_County_TX
Angelina_County_TX
Aransas_County_TX
Archer_County_TX
Armstrong_County_TX
Atascosa_County_TX
Austin_County_TX
Bailey_County_TX
Bandera_County_TX
Bastrop_County_TX
Baylor_County_TX
Bee_County_TX
Bell_County_TX
Bexar_County_TX
Blanco_County_TX
Borden_County_TX
Bosque_County_TX
Bowie_County_TX
Brazoria_County_TX
Brazos_County_TX
Brewster_County_TX
Briscoe_County_TX
Brooks_County_TX
Brown_County_TX
Brownsville-Harlingen_TX
Burleson_County_TX
Burnet_County_TX
Caldwell_County_TX
Calhoun_County_TX
Callahan_County_TX
Cameron_County_TX
Camp_County_TX
Carson_County_TX
Cass_County_TX
Castro_County_TX
Chambers_County_TX
Cherokee_County_TX
Childress_County_TX
Clay_County_TX
Cochran_County_TX
Coke_County_TX

206

Location
FIPS
Code
47183
47185
47187
47189
48001
48003
48005
48007
48009
48011
48013
48015
48017
48019
48021
48023
48025
48027
48029
48031
48033
48035
48037
48039
48041
48043
48045
48047
48049
48061
48051
48053
48055
48057
48059
48061
48063
48065
48067
48069
48071
48073
48075
48077
48079
48081
continues on next page
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Coleman_County_TX
Collin_County_TX
Collingsworth_County_TX
Colorado_County_TX
Comal_County_TX
Comanche_County_TX
Concho_County_TX
Cooke_County_TX
Coryell_County_TX
Cottle_County_TX
Crane_County_TX
Crockett_County_TX
Crosby_County_TX
Culberson_County_TX
Dallam_County_TX
Dallas_County_TX
Dawson_County_TX
DeWitt_County_TX
Deaf_Smith_County_TX
Delta_County_TX
Denton_County_TX
Dickens_County_TX
Dimmit_County_TX
Donley_County_TX
Duval_County_TX
Eastland_County_TX
Ector_County_TX
Edwards_County_TX
El_Paso_County_TX
Ellis_County_TX
Erath_County_TX
Falls_County_TX
Fannin_County_TX
Fayette_County_TX
Fisher_County_TX
Floyd_County_TX
Foard_County_TX
Fort_Bend_County_TX
Franklin_County_TX
Freestone_County_TX
Frio_County_TX
Gaines_County_TX
Galveston_County_TX
Garza_County_TX
Gillespie_County_TX
Glasscock_County_TX

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
48083
48085
48087
48089
48091
48093
48095
48097
48099
48101
48103
48105
48107
48109
48111
48113
48115
48123
48117
48119
48121
48125
48127
48129
48131
48133
48135
48137
48141
48139
48143
48145
48147
48149
48151
48153
48155
48157
48159
48161
48163
48165
48167
48169
48171
48173
continues on next page
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Goliad_County_TX
Gonzales_County_TX
Gray_County_TX
Grayson_County_TX
Gregg_County_TX
Grimes_County_TX
Guadalupe_County_TX
Hale_County_TX
Hall_County_TX
Hamilton_County_TX
Hansford_County_TX
Hardeman_County_TX
Hardin_County_TX
Harris_County_TX
Harrison_County_TX
Hartley_County_TX
Haskell_County_TX
Hays_County_TX
Hemphill_County_TX
Henderson_County_TX
Hidalgo_County_TX
Hill_County_TX
Hockley_County_TX
Hood_County_TX
Hopkins_County_TX
Houston_County_TX
Howard_County_TX
Hudspeth_County_TX
Hunt_County_TX
Hutchinson_County_TX
Irion_County_TX
Jack_County_TX
Jackson_County_TX
Jasper_County_TX
Jeff_Davis_County_TX
Jefferson_County_TX
Jim_Hogg_County_TX
Jim_Wells_County_TX
Johnson_County_TX
Jones_County_TX
Karnes_County_TX
Kaufman_County_TX
Kendall_County_TX
Kenedy_County_TX
Kent_County_TX
Kerr_County_TX

208

Location
FIPS
Code
48175
48177
48179
48181
48183
48185
48187
48189
48191
48193
48195
48197
48199
48201
48203
48205
48207
48209
48211
48213
48215
48217
48219
48221
48223
48225
48227
48229
48231
48233
48235
48237
48239
48241
48243
48245
48247
48249
48251
48253
48255
48257
48259
48261
48263
48265
continues on next page
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Kimble_County_TX
King_County_TX
Kinney_County_TX
Kleberg_County_TX
Knox_County_TX
La_Salle_County_TX
Lamar_County_TX
Lamb_County_TX
Lampasas_County_TX
Laredo_TX
Lavaca_County_TX
Lee_County_TX
Leon_County_TX
Liberty_County_TX
Limestone_County_TX
Lipscomb_County_TX
Live_Oak_County_TX
Llano_County_TX
Loving_County_TX
Lubbock_County_TX
Lynn_County_TX
Madison_County_TX
Marion_County_TX
Martin_County_TX
Mason_County_TX
Matagorda_County_TX
Maverick_County_TX
McAllen-Edinburg-Mission_TX
McCulloch_County_TX
McLennan_County_TX
McMullen_County_TX
Medina_County_TX
Menard_County_TX
Midland_County_TX
Milam_County_TX
Mills_County_TX
Mitchell_County_TX
Montague_County_TX
Montgomery_County_TX
Moore_County_TX
Morris_County_TX
Motley_County_TX
Nacogdoches_County_TX
Navarro_County_TX
Newton_County_TX
Nolan_County_TX

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
48267
48269
48271
48273
48275
48283
48277
48279
48281
48479
48285
48287
48289
48291
48293
48295
48297
48299
48301
48303
48305
48313
48315
48317
48319
48321
48323
48215
48307
48309
48311
48325
48327
48329
48331
48333
48335
48337
48339
48341
48343
48345
48347
48349
48351
48353
continues on next page
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Nueces_County_TX
Ochiltree_County_TX
Odessa_TX
Oldham_County_TX
Orange_County_TX
Palo_Pinto_County_TX
Panola_County_TX
Parker_County_TX
Parmer_County_TX
Pecos_County_TX
Polk_County_TX
Potter_County_TX
Presidio_County_TX
Rains_County_TX
Randall_County_TX
Reagan_County_TX
Real_County_TX
Red_River_County_TX
Reeves_County_TX
Refugio_County_TX
Roberts_County_TX
Robertson_County_TX
Rockwall_County_TX
Runnels_County_TX
Rusk_County_TX
Sabine_County_TX
San_Augustine_County_TX
San_Jacinto_County_TX
San_Patricio_County_TX
San_Saba_County_TX
Schleicher_County_TX
Scurry_County_TX
Shackelford_County_TX
Shelby_County_TX
Sherman-Denison_TX
Sherman_County_TX
Smith_County_TX
Somervell_County_TX
Starr_County_TX
Stephens_County_TX
Sterling_County_TX
Stonewall_County_TX
Sutton_County_TX
Swisher_County_TX
Tarrant_County_TX
Taylor_County_TX

210

Location
FIPS
Code
48355
48357
48135
48359
48361
48363
48365
48367
48369
48371
48373
48375
48377
48379
48381
48383
48385
48387
48389
48391
48393
48395
48397
48399
48401
48403
48405
48407
48409
48411
48413
48415
48417
48419
48181
48421
48423
48425
48427
48429
48431
48433
48435
48437
48439
48441
continues on next page
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Terrell_County_TX
Terry_County_TX
Throckmorton_County_TX
Titus_County_TX
Tom_Green_County_TX
Travis_County_TX
Trinity_County_TX
Tyler_TX
Tyler_County_TX
Upshur_County_TX
Upton_County_TX
Uvalde_County_TX
Val_Verde_County_TX
Van_Zandt_County_TX
Victoria_County_TX
Walker_County_TX
Waller_County_TX
Ward_County_TX
Washington_County_TX
Webb_County_TX
Wharton_County_TX
Wheeler_County_TX
Wichita_County_TX
Wilbarger_County_TX
Willacy_County_TX
Williamson_County_TX
Wilson_County_TX
Winkler_County_TX
Wise_County_TX
Wood_County_TX
Yoakum_County_TX
Young_County_TX
Zapata_County_TX
Zavala_County_TX
Beaver_County_UT
Box_Elder_County_UT
Cache_County_UT
Carbon_County_UT
Daggett_County_UT
Davis_County_UT
Duchesne_County_UT
Emery_County_UT
Garfield_County_UT
Grand_County_UT
Iron_County_UT
Juab_County_UT

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
48443
48445
48447
48449
48451
48453
48455
48423
48457
48459
48461
48463
48465
48467
48469
48471
48473
48475
48477
48479
48481
48483
48485
48487
48489
48491
48493
48495
48497
48499
48501
48503
48505
48507
49001
49003
49005
49007
49009
49011
49013
49015
49017
49019
49021
49023
continues on next page
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Kane_County_UT
Millard_County_UT
Morgan_County_UT
Piute_County_UT
Rich_County_UT
Salt_Lake_County_UT
San_Juan_County_UT
Sanpete_County_UT
Sevier_County_UT
St_George_UT
Summit_County_UT
Tooele_County_UT
Uintah_County_UT
Utah_County_UT
Wasatch_County_UT
Washington_County_UT
Wayne_County_UT
Weber_County_UT
Accomack_County_VA
Albemarle_County_VA
Alexandria_VA
Alleghany_County_VA
Amelia_County_VA
Amherst_County_VA
Appomattox_County_VA
Arlington_County_VA
Augusta_County_VA
Bath_County_VA
Bedford_VA
Bedford_County_VA
Bland_County_VA
Botetourt_County_VA
Bristol_VA
Brunswick_County_VA
Buchanan_County_VA
Buckingham_County_VA
Buena_Vista_VA
Campbell_County_VA
Caroline_County_VA
Carroll_County_VA
Charles_City_County_VA
Charlotte_County_VA
Charlottesville_VA
Chesapeake_VA
Chesterfield_County_VA
Clarke_County_VA

212

Location
FIPS
Code
49025
49027
49029
49031
49033
49035
49037
49039
49041
49053
49043
49045
49047
49049
49051
49053
49055
49057
51001
51003
51510
51005
51007
51009
51011
51013
51015
51017
51515
51019
51021
51023
51520
51025
51027
51029
51530
51031
51033
51035
51036
51037
51540
51550
51041
51043
continues on next page
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Colonial_Heights_VA
Covington_VA
Craig_County_VA
Culpeper_County_VA
Cumberland_County_VA
Danville_VA
Dickenson_County_VA
Dinwiddie_County_VA
Emporia_VA
Essex_County_VA
Fairfax_VA
Fairfax_County_VA
Falls_Church_VA
Fauquier_County_VA
Floyd_County_VA
Fluvanna_County_VA
Franklin_VA
Franklin_County_VA
Frederick_County_VA
Fredericksburg_VA
Galax_VA
Giles_County_VA
Gloucester_County_VA
Goochland_County_VA
Grayson_County_VA
Greene_County_VA
Greensville_County_VA
Halifax_County_VA
Hampton_VA
Hanover_County_VA
Harrisonburg_VA
Henrico_County_VA
Henry_County_VA
Highland_County_VA
Hopewell_VA
Isle_of_Wight_County_VA
James_City_County_VA
King_George_County_VA
King_William_County_VA
King_and_Queen_County_VA
Lancaster_County_VA
Lee_County_VA
Lexington_VA
Loudoun_County_VA
Louisa_County_VA
Lunenburg_County_VA

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
51570
51580
51045
51047
51049
51590
51051
51053
51595
51057
51600
51059
51610
51061
51063
51065
51620
51067
51069
51630
51640
51071
51073
51075
51077
51079
51081
51083
51650
51085
51660
51087
51089
51091
51670
51093
51095
51099
51101
51097
51103
51105
51678
51107
51109
51111
continues on next page
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Lynchburg_VA
Madison_County_VA
Manassas_VA
Manassas_Park_VA
Martinsville_VA
Mathews_County_VA
Mecklenburg_County_VA
Middlesex_County_VA
Montgomery_County_VA
Nelson_County_VA
New_Kent_County_VA
Newport_News_VA
Norfolk_VA
Northampton_County_VA
Northumberland_County_VA
Norton_VA
Nottoway_County_VA
Orange_County_VA
Page_County_VA
Patrick_County_VA
Petersburg_VA
Pittsylvania_County_VA
Poquoson_VA
Portsmouth_VA
Powhatan_County_VA
Prince_Edward_County_VA
Prince_George_County_VA
Prince_William_County_VA
Pulaski_County_VA
Radford_VA
Rappahannock_County_VA
Richmond_VA
Richmond_County_VA
Roanoke_VA
Roanoke_County_VA
Rockbridge_County_VA
Rockingham_County_VA
Russell_County_VA
Salem_VA
Scott_County_VA
Shenandoah_County_VA
Smyth_County_VA
Southampton_County_VA
Spotsylvania_County_VA
Stafford_County_VA
Staunton_VA

214

Location
FIPS
Code
51680
51113
51683
51685
51690
51115
51117
51119
51121
51125
51127
51700
51710
51131
51133
51720
51135
51137
51139
51141
51730
51143
51735
51740
51145
51147
51149
51153
51155
51750
51157
51760
51159
51770
51161
51163
51165
51167
51775
51169
51171
51173
51175
51177
51179
51790
continues on next page
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Suffolk_VA
Surry_County_VA
Sussex_County_VA
Tazewell_County_VA
Virginia_Beach_VA
Warren_County_VA
Washington_County_VA
Waynesboro_VA
Westmoreland_County_VA
Williamsburg_VA
Winchester_VA
Wise_County_VA
Wythe_County_VA
York_County_VA
Addison_County_VT
Bennington_County_VT
Caledonia_County_VT
Chittenden_County_VT
Essex_County_VT
Franklin_County_VT
Grand_Isle_County_VT
Lamoille_County_VT
Orange_County_VT
Orleans_County_VT
Rutland_County_VT
Washington_County_VT
Windham_County_VT
Windsor_County_VT
Adams_County_WA
Asotin_County_WA
Bellingham_WA
Benton_County_WA
Bremerton-Silverdale_WA
Chelan_County_WA
Clallam_County_WA
Clark_County_WA
Columbia_County_WA
Cowlitz_County_WA
Douglas_County_WA
Ferry_County_WA
Franklin_County_WA
Garfield_County_WA
Grant_County_WA
Grays_Harbor_County_WA
Island_County_WA
Jefferson_County_WA

1.12. Starts with L

Location
FIPS
Code
51800
51181
51183
51185
51810
51187
51191
51820
51193
51830
51840
51195
51197
51199
50001
50003
50005
50007
50009
50011
50013
50015
50017
50019
50021
50023
50025
50027
53001
53003
53073
53005
53035
53007
53009
53011
53013
53015
53017
53019
53021
53023
53025
53027
53029
53031
continues on next page
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King_County_WA
Kitsap_County_WA
Kittitas_County_WA
Klickitat_County_WA
Lewis_County_WA
Lincoln_County_WA
Longview_WA
Mason_County_WA
Mount_Vernon-Anacortes_WA
Okanogan_County_WA
Olympia_WA
Pacific_County_WA
Pend_Oreille_County_WA
Pierce_County_WA
San_Juan_County_WA
Skagit_County_WA
Skamania_County_WA
Snohomish_County_WA
Spokane_County_WA
Stevens_County_WA
Thurston_County_WA
Wahkiakum_County_WA
Walla_Walla_County_WA
Whatcom_County_WA
Whitman_County_WA
Yakima_WA
Yakima_County_WA
Adams_County_WI
Ashland_County_WI
Barron_County_WI
Bayfield_County_WI
Brown_County_WI
Buffalo_County_WI
Burnett_County_WI
Calumet_County_WI
Chippewa_County_WI
Clark_County_WI
Columbia_County_WI
Crawford_County_WI
Dane_County_WI
Dodge_County_WI
Door_County_WI
Douglas_County_WI
Dunn_County_WI
Eau_Claire_County_WI
Florence_County_WI

216

Location
FIPS
Code
53033
53035
53037
53039
53041
53043
53015
53045
53057
53047
53067
53049
53051
53053
53055
53057
53059
53061
53063
53065
53067
53069
53071
53073
53075
53077
53077
55001
55003
55005
55007
55009
55011
55013
55015
55017
55019
55021
55023
55025
55027
55029
55031
55033
55035
55037
continues on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page
Location Name

Fond_du_Lac_WI
Fond_du_Lac_County_WI
Forest_County_WI
Grant_County_WI
Green_County_WI
Green_Lake_County_WI
Iowa_County_WI
Iron_County_WI
Jackson_County_WI
Janesville_WI
Jefferson_County_WI
Juneau_County_WI
Kenosha_County_WI
Kewaunee_County_WI
La_Crosse_County_WI
Lafayette_County_WI
Langlade_County_WI
Lincoln_County_WI
Manitowoc_County_WI
Marathon_County_WI
Marinette_County_WI
Marquette_County_WI
Menominee_County_WI
Milwaukee_County_WI
Monroe_County_WI
Oconto_County_WI
Oneida_County_WI
Oshkosh-Neenah_WI
Outagamie_County_WI
Ozaukee_County_WI
Pepin_County_WI
Pierce_County_WI
Polk_County_WI
Portage_County_WI
Price_County_WI
Racine_WI
Racine_County_WI
Richland_County_WI
Rock_County_WI
Rusk_County_WI
Sauk_County_WI
Sawyer_County_WI
Shawano_County_WI
Sheboygan_WI
Sheboygan_County_WI
St_Croix_County_WI
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Location
FIPS
Code
55039
55039
55041
55043
55045
55047
55049
55051
55053
55105
55055
55057
55059
55061
55063
55065
55067
55069
55071
55073
55075
55077
55078
55079
55081
55083
55085
55139
55087
55089
55091
55093
55095
55097
55099
55101
55101
55103
55105
55107
55111
55113
55115
55117
55117
55109
continues on next page
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Location Name

Taylor_County_WI
Trempealeau_County_WI
Vernon_County_WI
Vilas_County_WI
Walworth_County_WI
Washburn_County_WI
Washington_County_WI
Waukesha_County_WI
Waupaca_County_WI
Wausau_WI
Waushara_County_WI
Winnebago_County_WI
Wood_County_WI
Barbour_County_WV
Berkeley_County_WV
Boone_County_WV
Braxton_County_WV
Brooke_County_WV
Cabell_County_WV
Calhoun_County_WV
Clay_County_WV
Doddridge_County_WV
Fayette_County_WV
Gilmer_County_WV
Grant_County_WV
Greenbrier_County_WV
Hampshire_County_WV
Hancock_County_WV
Hardy_County_WV
Harrison_County_WV
Jackson_County_WV
Jefferson_County_WV
Kanawha_County_WV
Lewis_County_WV
Lincoln_County_WV
Logan_County_WV
Marion_County_WV
Marshall_County_WV
Mason_County_WV
McDowell_County_WV
Mercer_County_WV
Mineral_County_WV
Mingo_County_WV
Monongalia_County_WV
Monroe_County_WV
Morgan_County_WV
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Location
FIPS
Code
55119
55121
55123
55125
55127
55129
55131
55133
55135
55073
55137
55139
55141
54001
54003
54005
54007
54009
54011
54013
54015
54017
54019
54021
54023
54025
54027
54029
54031
54033
54035
54037
54039
54041
54043
54045
54049
54051
54053
54047
54055
54057
54059
54061
54063
54065
continues on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page
Location Name

Nicholas_County_WV
Ohio_County_WV
Pendleton_County_WV
Pleasants_County_WV
Pocahontas_County_WV
Preston_County_WV
Putnam_County_WV
Raleigh_County_WV
Randolph_County_WV
Ritchie_County_WV
Roane_County_WV
Summers_County_WV
Taylor_County_WV
Tucker_County_WV
Tyler_County_WV
Upshur_County_WV
Wayne_County_WV
Webster_County_WV
Wetzel_County_WV
Wirt_County_WV
Wood_County_WV
Wyoming_County_WV
Albany_County_WY
Big_Horn_County_WY
Campbell_County_WY
Carbon_County_WY
Casper_WY
Cheyenne_WY
Converse_County_WY
Crook_County_WY
Fremont_County_WY
Goshen_County_WY
Hot_Springs_County_WY
Johnson_County_WY
Laramie_County_WY
Lincoln_County_WY
Natrona_County_WY
Niobrara_County_WY
Park_County_WY
Platte_County_WY
Sheridan_County_WY
Sublette_County_WY
Sweetwater_County_WY
Teton_County_WY
Uinta_County_WY
Washakie_County_WY
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Location
FIPS
Code
54067
54069
54071
54073
54075
54077
54079
54081
54083
54085
54087
54089
54091
54093
54095
54097
54099
54101
54103
54105
54107
54109
56001
56003
56005
56007
56025
56021
56009
56011
56013
56015
56017
56019
56021
56023
56025
56027
56029
56031
56033
56035
56037
56039
56041
56043
continues on next page
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Location Name

Location
FIPS
Code
56045

Weston_County_WY

1.12.8 locations
Simulation property that defines where the simulation should occur.
Synopsis
locations = <location1>, <location2>, ...

Description
This simulation property sets the locations where the simulation should occur, and is usually set in a simulation
block. This setting is required.
A location in FRED is defined by the synthetic population, and represents the logical geographic structure within the
associated country. In the United States, the locations are defined by FIPS code and can be specified as country, metro
area (MSA), and state level names. View the locations.txt file in the synthetic population directory for a list of available
location names.
For the individual locations defined within the synthetic population, please ser location_codes.
The specified locations can be a single location name, or multiple location names separated by commas.
Examples
The following sets the location for the simulation to the Pittsburgh Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA).
simulation {
locations = Pittsburgh_PA
state_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Dec-31
days = 0
}
Here is an example of setting the simulation location to three counties.
locations = Allegheny_County_PA, Beaver_County_PA, Jefferson_County_PA
This final example sets the simulation location to the state of Pennsylvania
locations = PA
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Errors
It is an error if the location name is not recognized.
See Also
start_date, end_date, simulation, location_codes

1.12.9 log()
Returns the natural logarithm (base 𝑒) of the provided parameter.
Synopsis
log(x)

Description
Logarithm function using base 𝑒.
Parameters
• x

[numeric-expression] Argument of the logarithm.

Returns
The natural logarithm of x.
See Also
exp()

1.12.10 lognormal()
Agent action that returns a variate of a lognormal distribution.
Synopsis
lognormal(median, dispersion)
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Description
Returns a variate of a lognormal distribution. It is often used to model waiting times.
Parameters
median
The median of the distribution.
dispersion
The dispersion of the distribution.
Returns
Returns a variate of a lognormal distribution.
Examples
The following state will make entering agents collectively wait with a lognormal distribution(median = 5,
dispersion = 2) of individual hourly wait times:
state Test{
wait(lognormal(5, 2))
next(Excluded)
}

See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), negative_binomial(), normal(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.12.11 longitude()
Returns the longitude of the agent’s site for a given place, or the longitude of the agent itself.
Synopsis
longitude()
longitude(place_name)
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Description
If provided a place parameter, this function returns the longitude of the agent’s site for the given place. For example,
latitude(Workplace) returns the latitude of the agent’s specific Workplace site.
If no parameter was provided, this function returns the longitude of the agent itself if no argument is given. Note that
the coordinates of the agent are not updated unless the agent has been moved with the move() action.
Parameters
place_name
The name of a place that the agent can visit.
Returns
With no argument, this returns the longitude of the agent itself as a floating point number.
If place_name is given, then the longitude of the agent’s site for this place is returned.
Examples
This statement returns the longitude of the agent’s school
longitude(School)
The following transition statement sends the agent to an EastCoast state if their longitude is greater than −90.
if (longitude() > -90) then next(EastCoast)

Errors
It is an error if the agent is not a member of the given place.
See Also
elevation(), latitude(), move()

1.12.12 lookup()
Returns a value stored in a table.
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Synopsis
lookup(table_name,key-expression)

Description
This function returns the value stored under the given key in the indicated table.
This function is equivalent to table_name[key-expression].
The key-expression may be a single-valued expression or a list-expression. If it is a list-expression, the function returns
a list of values, one for each key in the list.
Parameters
table_name
The name of a table variable.
key-expression
An expression that evaluates to a number or to a list.
Returns
If the key does not exist, a run-time error occurs unless the table has a defined default_value property, in which case
the default value is returned. In that case, the default value is NOT inserted into the table as the value of the key.
Examples
The following example sets the lookup_value to 3
some_table[40] = 1
some_table[30] = 2
some_table[10] = 3
some_table[20] = 4
erase(some_table,40)
lookup_value = lookup(some_table,5*2)
or
lookup_value = some_table[5*2]

See Also
clear(), erase(), get_keys(), get_values()
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1.12.13 lookup_list()
Returns a list-value stored in a table.
Synopsis
lookup_list(list_table_name, key-expression)

Description
This function returns the list-value stored under the given key in the indicated list_table.
This function is equivalent to list_table_name[key-expression].
Parameters
list_table_name
The name of a table variable.
key-expression
An expression that evaluates to a number.
Returns
Returns the list stored under the indicated key.
If the key does not exist, a run-time error occurs.
Examples
The following example sets the lookup_value to 3
variables {
list_table some_list_table
}
some_list_table[40] = list(1,2,3)
some_list_table[30] = list(4,5,6)
lookup_list_value = lookup(some_list_table,2*20)
# lookup_list_value = list(1,2,3)
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See Also
clear(), erase(), get_keys(), get_values(), table

1.12.14 lt()
the predicate “less than” function
Synopsis
lt(x1, x2)

Description
Numeric comparison equivalent to the infix form x1 < x2.
Parameters
• x1
• x2

[numeric-expression] left-hand argument.
[numeric-expression] right-hand argument.

Returns
Returns 1 if x1 is less than x2, 0 otherwise.
Examples
Agents with an age less than 18 can be filtered into the state Select with the transition rule:
if (lt(age, 18)) then next(Select)
or with the infix form:
if (age<18) then next(Select)

Errors
To use a numeric comparison operator within an expression, you must use the functional version of the operator. For
example:
x = x + lt(age, 10) # adds 1 to x if age < 10
x = x + (age < 10) # will result in a fred_compiler error message.
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See Also
lte(), gt(), gte(), eq(), equal(), neq()

1.12.15 lte()
The predicate “less than or equal to” function.
Synopsis
lte(x1, x2)

Description
Numeric comparison function equivalent to the infix form x1 <= x2.
Parameters
x1
The left-hand argument, a numeric-expression.
x2
The right-hand argument, a numeric-expression.
Returns
Returns 1 if x1 is less than or equal to x2, and 0 otherwise.
Examples
Agents with an age less than or equal to 18 can be filtered into the state Select with the transition rule:
if (lte(age, 18)) then next(Select)
or with the infix form:
if (age<=18) then next(Select)

Errors
To use a numeric comparison operator within an expression, you must use the functional version of the operator. For
example:
x = x + lte(age, 10) # adds 1 to x if age <= 10
x = x + (age <= 10) # will result in a fred_compiler error message.

1.12. Starts with L
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See Also
eq(), equal(), gt(), gte(), lt(), neq()

1.13 Starts with M
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter M.

1.13.1 male
The value of the sex factor for male agents.
Synopsis
male

Description
Text of the value of the sex factor for male agents. The associated numeric value is 1.
Examples
Male agents can be sorted into the state Select with the transition rule
if (sex == Male) then next(Select)
or equivalently with
if (sex == 1) then next(Select)

Errors
male needs to be all lowercase. Uppercase Male causes an error.
See Also
female, sex
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1.13.2 Mar
Three-letter representation of March.
Synopsis
Mar

Description
This is a three-letter representation of March that can be used to specify a date value.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until March 25:
wait(until(Mar,25))
The start date below is set with the month specified by Mar:
start_date = 2020-Mar-10

Errors
Mar must be capitalized; Uncapitalized mar will not work.
See Also
Jan, Feb, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Mar

1.13.3 max()
The maximum of two values, or the maximum value in a list
Synopsis
max(x1, x2)
max(value-list)
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Description
The first form returns the maximum of x1 and x2.
The second form returns the maximum value in the list.
Parameters
x1
A numeric expression.
x2
A numeric expression.
value-list
A list-valued expression.
Returns
Returns a numerical value equal to the maximum value in the argument list.
See Also
min(), floor(), ceil(), round()

1.13.4 max_loops
The maximum number of zero-duration state transitions allowed by a single agent in a given condition
Synopsis
simulation {
max_loops = <value>
}

Description
This simulation property specifies the maximum number of zero-duration state transitions allowed by a single agent
within a given condition. If an agent exceeds this number, a run-time error occurs and the simulation is aborted.
This is meant to detect an infinite loop in which an agent makes state transitions with no wait states.
The default setting for this property is max_loops = 1000000.
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Parameters
value
The maximum number of state transition allowed.
second
End in a period.
Examples
The follow code will trigger a run-time error the first time an agent enters state A:
simulation {
max_loops = 1000000
}
state A {
wait(0)
next(B)
}
state B {
wait(0)
next(A)
}

Errors
The example above would generate a run-time error message something like:
RUN1: FRED ERROR: LOOP DETECTED AFTER 1000000 LOOPS condition FOO day 4 hour 14 person␣
˓→164281596 old_state B new_state A

See Also
simulation

1.13.5 max_size
Place property that sets the maximum number of individuals per site.
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Synopsis
max_size = <integer>

Description
A place property that sets the maximum number of individuals per site for that place. There is no minimum value for
max_size.
Examples
The max number of individuals per site is set to 50 for a newly defined place, MyPlace, with the following:
place MyPlace {
max_size = 50
}

See Also
site sites

1.13.6 May
Three-letter representation of May.
Synopsis
May

Description
This is a three-letter representation of May that can be used to specify a date value.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until May 25:
wait(until(May,25))
The start date below is set with the month specified by May:
start_date = 2020-May-10
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Errors
May must be capitalized; Uncapitalized may will not work.
See Also
Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, May

1.13.7 members()
Returns a list of all agents who share one or more of the Groups with the calling agent, including the calling agent itself.
Synopsis
members(<group>,<group>,..., <group>)

Description
Returns a list of all agents who share one or more of the Groups with the calling agent, including the calling agent itself.
Parameters
<group>
One or more group names to be checked.
Returns
A list of any agents who share one or more of the Groups with the calling calling agent, including the calling agent
itself.
Examples
The following returns a list of all the agents who are in the agent’s Household or Classroom, or both. Each agent appears
at most once in the resulting list. The result is sorted by agent ID numbers.
new_list = members(Household, Classroom)
The following returns a list of all of the agents who are in the agent’s Household
new_list = members(Household)

1.13. Starts with M
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See Also
is_member()

1.13.8 meta_start_state
The start state for the meta agent in a condition
Synopsis
meta_start_state = <state>

Description
This statement sets the initial state for the meta agent in the current condition. The meta agent start state executes before
any agents in the condition, which permits configuration or initialization tasks to be performed. The initial meta agent
state can be different for each condition. The default start state for the meta agent is Excluded. This value must be set
within the condition block, outside of any state blocks.
Examples
The following condition INFLUENZA establishes the meta agent start state ImportAgents for the condition. In this
state, the meta agent selects 10 random agents to be exposed to the condition.
condition INFLUENZA {
start_state = Start`
meta_start_state = ImportAgents
...
state Start {
# initial state for regular agents
}
state ImportAgents{
# Import 10 Influenza cases into this condition
import_count(10)
wait()
next()
}
...
}
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See Also
group_start_state, start_state

1.13.9 min()
The minimum of two values, or the minimum value in a list
Synopsis
min(x1, x2)
min(value-list)

Description
The first form returns the minimum of x1 and x2.
The second form returns the minimum value in the list.
Parameters
x1
A numeric expression.
x2
A numeric expression.
value-list
A list-valued expression.
Returns
Returns a numerical value equal to the minimum value in the argument list.
See Also
max(), floor(), ceil(), round()

1.13.10 Mon
Three-letter code for Monday
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Synopsis
Mon

Description
Three-letter code for Monday. Used for wait rules, and for specifying place, network, and mixing group schedules via
property statements.
Examples
The following rule will make agents wait until the start of Monday:
wait(until(Mon))
A place can be given a property statement to open for 2 hours at 6pm on Monday:
place <place_name> {
...
starts_at_6pm_on_Mon = 2
...
}

See Also
day_of_week, Sun, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat

1.13.11 month
Integer of the current month of the simulation
Synopsis
month

Description
The integer of the current month of the simulation. Jan=``1``, Feb=``2``, . . . , Dec=``12``.
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Examples
If the current simulation day is January 1st, 2021, then
month
returns 1.
See Also
year, hour, today, date, day_of_year, day_of_month, day_of_week

1.13.12 mod()
Modulo operation.
Synopsis
mod(x,y)

Description
Returns the remainder of x divided by y.
Parameters
x
The dividend.
y
The divisor.
Returns
The remainder of x/y.
Errors
A divisor of 0 results in an error.
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Notes
This is the prefix notation of the modulo operation. This operation can also be represented by the infix notation x%y.
See Also
add(), div(), mult(), sub()

1.13.13 move()
Action that moves the agent’s place or the Agent a specified number of meters Eastward and Northward.
Synopsis
move_to_location(<place_name>, <x>, <y>)
move_to_location(<x>, <y>)

Description
Action that moves an agent’s place <x> meters eastward and <y> meters westward. If there are only two arguments,
then the acting agent is moved.
Parameters
• <place_name> :
Name of agent’s place being moved. If omitted, the acting agent will be moved.
• <x>
• <y>

[float] Distance in meters to move East or West. Positive is East, negative is West.
[float] Distance in meters to move North or South. Positive is North, negative is South.

Examples
The following moves the acting agent’s place named Car 100 meters East and 50 meters South.
move_to_location(Car, 100, -50)
The following moves the acting agent 100 meters East and 50 meters South.
move_to_location(100, -50)
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See Also
move_to(), move_to_location()

1.13.14 move_to()
Action that moves a place or the acting agent to another place.
Synopsis
move_to(<place_name_source>, <place_name_target>)
move_to(<place_name_target>)

Description
Action that moves a place to another place. If there is only one argument, then the acting agent is moved to the specified
place.
Parameters
<place_name_source>
Name of agent’s place being moved. If omitted, the acting agent will be moved.
<place_name_target>
Name of place to which the source place is moved.
Examples
The following moves a place named Car to the acting agent’s Household.
move_to(Car, Household)
The following moves the acting agent to Household.
move_to(Household)

See Also
move(), move_to_location()
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1.13.15 move_to_location()
Action that moves a place or the acting agent to a location, specified as latitude and longitude
Synopsis
move_to_location(<place_name>, <latitude>, <longitude>)
move_to_location(<latitude>, <longitude>)

Description
Action that moves a place to a location, specified as latitude and longitude. If there are only two arguments, then the
acting agent is moved to the specified latitude and longitude.
Parameters
• <place_name> :
Name of agent’s place being moved. If omitted, the acting agent will be moved.
• <latitude>
[float] Latitude of target location.
• <longitude>
[float] Longitude of target location.
Examples
The following moves a place named Car to 40.44 -79.96
move_to_location(Car, 40.44, -79.96)
The following moves the acting agent to 40.44 -79.96
move_to_location(40.44, -79.96)

See Also
move_to(), move()

1.13.16 mult()
Returns the product of multiplying two parameter values.
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Synopsis
mult(x, y)

Description
If x and y are single-valued expressions, the function returns the product of the two given values.
If one the arguments is a single-valued expression and the other is a list-expression, then the function returns a list of
values consisting of the product of the single value and each item in the list.
If both arguments are list-expressions, then the function returns a list of values consisting of the product of each value
in the list multiplied by the value at the same index of the corresponding list. In this case, the lists must have the same
number of items.
This function is the prefix notation for the expression x * y.
Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a number or a list.
y
An expression that evaluates to a number or a list.
Returns
The result is a single value if both arguments are single-valued expressions; otherwise the result is a list.
Errors
If both arguments are list-expressions, a run-time error occurs if the lists have different lengths.
Examples
z = mult(10, 2)
z = 10 * 2

# z = 20
# z = 20

my_list = list(1, 2, 3)
new_list = mult(my_list, 4)
new_list = my_list * 4
new_list = 4 * my_list

# new_list = list(4, 8, 12)
# new_list = list(4, 8, 12)
# new_list = list(4, 8, 12)

new_list = my_list * my_list

# new_list = list(1, 4, 9)
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See Also
add(), div(), mod(), sub()

1.13.17 multiple_race
The value of the race factor for agents with multiple races.
Synopsis
multiple_race

Description
Text of the value of the race factor for agents with multiple races. The associated numeric value is 9.
Examples
Agents with multiple races can be sorted into the state Select with the transition rule
if (race == multiple_race) then next(Select)
or with the rule
if (race == 9) then next(Select)

Notes
The default racial codes are as follows:

Racial Numeric Code
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Table 3: Racial Codes
Racial Text Code
not specified
unknown
white
african_american
american_indian
alaska_native
tribal
asian
hawaiian_native
other_race
multiple_race
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See Also
race, unknown_race, white, african_american, american_indian, alaska_native, tribal, asian, hawaiian_native,
other_race

1.14 Starts with N
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter N.

1.14.1 negative_binomial()
Agent action that returns a variate of a negative binomial distribution.
Synopsis
negative_binomial(k, p)

Description
Returns a variate of a negative binomial discrete distribution. This distribution produces random integers where each
value represents the number of successful trials before k unsuccessful trials happen in a sequence of trials, each with a
probability of success equal to p.
Parameters
• k
• p

[integer] Number of unsuccessful trials.
[float] Probability of success of trials.

Returns
Returns a floating point variate according to a negbinomial distribution.
Examples
The following state will make entering agents collectively wait with a negbinomial distribution (k = 5, p = 0.5) of
individual hourly wait times:
state Test{ wait(negative_binomial(5, 0.5)) next(Excluded) }
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See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(), normal(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.14.2 neq()
the predicate “not equal to” function
Synopsis
neq(x1, x2)

Description
Numeric comparison equivalent to the infix form x1 != x2.
Parameters
• x1
• x2

[numeric-expression] left-hand argument.
[numeric-expression] right-hand argument.

Returns
Returns 1 if x1 is not equal to x2, 0 otherwise.
Examples
Agents with an age not equal to 18 can be filtered into the state Select with the transition rule:
if (neq(age, 18)) then next(Select)
or with the infix form:
if (age!=18) then next(Select)

Errors
To use a numeric comparison operator within an expression, you must use the functional version of the operator. For
example:
x = x + neq(age, 10) # adds 1 to x if age != 10
x = x + (age != 10) # will result in a fred_compiler error message.
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See Also
lt(), lte(), gt(), gte(), eq(), equal()

1.14.3 next()
Transition rule that sets a target transition state for the current state.
Synopsis
next()
next(state)

Description
Each agent typically transitions from one state to another after a waiting period. This statement defines a possible
transition from the current state to a new state.
If next() appears with no arguments, it indicates a possible transition to the same state. This is typically used in
situations in which the agent waits indefinitely for an external event or influence to occur.
The next() statement is often qualified with an if predicate to define when to use the assigned transition, and a prob()
qualifier to define a probability for the transition when the predicate is satisfied.
Parameters
state
A valid name of a state within the current condition as the target of the transition.
Examples
This first example shows a portion of a possible INFLUENZA condition.
condition INFLUENZA {
. . .
state Susceptible {
INFLUENZA.sus = 1
wait()
next()
}
state Exposed {
INFLUENZA.sus = 0
wait(24 * lognormal(1.9, 1.23))
next(InfectiousAsymptomatic) with prob(0.33)
default(InfectiousSymptomatic)
}
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

. . .
}
Here are some examples using if predicates taken from the SCHOOL condition in the school-closure example that
is discussed in the FRED Tutorials Documentation.
state Start {
wait(0)
if (is_group_agent(School)) then next(CheckEpidemic)
if (is_member(School)) then next(StudentSchoolOpen)
default(Excluded)
}
state CheckEpidemic {
wait(0)
if (school_closure_policy == LOCAL_CLOSURE) then next(CheckLocalEpidemic)
if (school_closure_policy == GLOBAL_CLOSURE) then next(CheckGlobalEpidemic)
default(CheckCalendar)
}

See Also
default(), if , prob(), then, with

1.14.4 new_agent()
Create a new agent.
Synopsis
new_agent_id = new_agent()

Description
This function creates a new agent and adds the agent to the population and returns the agent ID of the new agent.
The birthdate of the new agent is set to the current simulation day. Otherwise, the agent initally has no properties and
no states in any condition. Typically, a model will set the value of initial properties of the agent after it is created.
To activate a new agent with ID new_agent_id, use the action activate_agent(new_agent_id). When the agent
is activated it is placed in the start_state of each Condition and its cycle of state transitions occurs on the step.
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Parameters
This function has no parameters.
Examples
The following code shows a mother agent generating a child agent:
new_agent_id = new_agent()
# assign a random sex
if (uniform(0,1) < 0.5) then {
tell(new_id, sex, female)
}
else {
tell(new_id, sex, male)
}
# place the child in the mother's household
assign_agent_to_place(Household, new_id)
# start up the child in all conditions
activate_agent(new_id)

See Also
ref
activate_agent(),
ref
assign_agent_to_network(),
ref
assign_agent_to_place(),
ref
give_birth(),
ref
set_age()
ref
tell()

1.14.5 noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop
A category of the household_relationship factor.
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Synopsis
noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pops can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop) then␣
˓→next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandchild, in_law, other_relative, boarder,
housemate, partner, foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop

1.14.6 normal()
Agent action that returns a variate of a normal distribution.
Synopsis
normal(mean, stdev)

Description
Returns a variate of a normal distribution with a given mean and standard deviation. This function is often used to
model waiting times.
Parameters
mean
Mean of the distribution.
stdev
Standard deviation of the distribution.
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Returns
Returns a floating point variate according to a normal distribution.
Examples
The following state will make entering agents collectively wait with a normal distribution (mean = 10, stdev = 2)
of individual hourly wait times:
state Test{
wait(normal(10, 2))
next(Excluded)
}

See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.14.7 Nov
Three-letter representation of November.
Synopsis
Nov

Description
This is a three-letter representation of November that can be used to specify a date value.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until November 25:
wait(until(Nov,25))
The start date below is set with the month specified by Nov:
start_date = 2020-Nov-10
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Errors
Nov must be capitalized; Uncapitalized nov will not work.
See Also
Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Dec

1.14.8 now
the simulation current step (in hours, starting with 0)
Synopsis
now

Description
Simulation factor that returns the current step of the simulation in hours, starting with 0at the start of the simulation.
This value does not reset to 0 during the simulation.
See Also
sim_step(), sim_day, sim_run

1.14.9 not()
Returns opposite of the given expression.
Synopsis
not(boolean-expression)

Description
Returns the opposite of its argument. True if <test> is false, and false if <test> is true.
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Parameters
boolean-expression :
an expression that evaluates to a boolean value
Returns
1 (true) if <test> is false, and 0 (false) if <test> is true.
Examples
All agents except for those who are 18 years old are selected for state Selected with:
state A {
wait(0)
if(not(age==18)) then next(Selected)
default(Excluded)
}

1.14.10 nprob()
A convenience function for computing the probability of a repeated event succeeding.
Synopsis
nprob(p,n)

Description
Returns 1 − (1 − 𝑝) * *(1/𝑛). This gives the probability q such that, when an agent makes n repeated independent
choices with probability of success q, the total probability of success is p.
Parameters
• p
• n

[float] The total probability of success. Between 0 and 1.
[integer] The number of repeated independent choices.
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Returns
1 − (1 − 𝑝) * *(1/𝑛)
Examples
Suppose you want to transition between state A and state B with a total probability 0.5, but it involves repeated decisions
over 10 days.
state A {
wait(24)
next(B) with prob(nprob(0.5, 10))
default(A)
}

Notes
The intuitive but wrong way to break up a probability over several repeated decisions is to use p/n. In the example
above this looks like:
state A {
wait(24)
next(B) with prob(0.5/10)
default(A)
}
This is wrong as it does not account for the decreasing population of agents who pass by the next statement with each
repitition.
nprob() is a simplified syntax for correcting this mistake.
See Also
prob()

1.15 Starts with O
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter O.

1.15.1 Oct
Three-letter representation of October.
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Synopsis
Oct

Description
This is a three-letter representation of October that can be used to specify a date value.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until October 25:
wait(until(Oct,25))
The start date below is set with the month specified by Oct:
start_date = 2020-Oct-10

Errors
Oct must be capitalized; Uncapitalized oct will not work.
See Also
Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Nov, Oct

1.15.2 open_csv()
Opens an output CSV file, allowing for print_csv() to write values to it.
Synopsis
open_csv(out_filename,"col_1",...,"col_n")

Description
This action creates a CSV output file in the FRED results directory.
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Parameters
out_filename
The filename of the CSV to be produced, with its extension.
col_1, ..., col_n
A comma-separate list of header names (in quotes!) to place at the start of the file. Each header name must be a
non-empty string of alphanumeric and underscore characters.
Examples
The following prints the value of the likes_baseball agent variable for every ordinary agent ID defined in a file
called agents.txt to out.txt.
agents.txt
ID,likes_baseball
123,0
456,1
789,1
999,0
main.fred
simulation {
locations = none
default_model = none
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jan-01
}
variables {
agent numeric likes_baseball
}
condition TEST {
start_state = Agent_Start
meta_start_state = Meta_Start
state Meta_Start {
read_agent_file(agents.txt)
open_csv(out.txt,"id","likes_baseball")
wait()
next()
}
state Agent_Start {
print_csv(out.txt,id,likes_baseball)
wait()
next()
}
}
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Errors
It is a run-time error to call open_csv() more than once on the same file.
See Also
open_file(), print_csv()

1.15.3 open_file()
Open a file for printing.
Synopsis
open_file(filename, header1, header2, ...)

Description
This function opens a file for printing, and must be called before the print_file() function can be used. It is an error to
call this function on the same file more than once, so using the function is_file_open() is recommended to verify that
the file is not already open.
The file is opened in a CSV directory within the current RUN directory. That is, if FRED_RESULTS is the location of the FRED results directory, then a file out.csv during Run 1 of Job 17 would be opened as the file
${FRED_RESUltS}/JOB/17/OUT/RUN1/CSV/out.csv.
Parameters
filename
The name of the file to open for printing (no quotes)
header1, header2, ...
A comma-separate list of header names to place at the start of the file. These are written as the first line of
the file separated by commas as the CSV header for the file. Each header name must be a non-empty string of
alphanumeric and underscore characters.
Returns
This function has no return value.
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Examples
Here is a simply program demonstrating the use of this function. The PRINT_CENTENARIANS condition puts any agents
over 99 years old into the PrintAgentData state where basic agent data is printed out during each time step (each
simulation hour).
simulation {
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
start_date = 2022-Jan-01
end_date = 2022-Jan-03
}
condition PRINT_CENTENARIANS {
start_state = Start
state Start {
if (is_file_open(out.csv) == false) then open_file(out.csv, Run, ID, SimDay,␣
˓→Hour, RealAge)
wait(0)
if (age > 99) then next(PrintAgentData)
default(Excluded)
}
state PrintAgentData {
print_file(out.csv, sim_run, id, sim_day, hour, real_age)
wait(1)
next(PrintAgentData)
}
}

Errors
It is a run-time error to call open_file() more than once on the same file.
Notes
This function was originally called open(), which is no deprecated.
See Also
is_file_open(), print_file()
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1.15.4 other_race
The value of the race factor for agents some other racial category.
Synopsis
other_race

Description
Text of the value of the race factor for agents some racial category not in the list of racial categories. The associated
numeric value is 8.
Examples
Agents in some other racial category can be sorted into the state Select with the transition rule
if (race == other_race) then next(Select)
or with the rule
if (race == 8) then next(Select)

Notes
The default racial codes are as follows:

Racial Numeric Code
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Table 4: Racial Codes
Racial Text Code
not specified
unknown
white
african_american
american_indian
alaska_native
tribal
asian
hawaiian_native
other_race
multiple_race
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See Also
race, unknown_race, white, african_american, american_indian, alaska_native, tribal, asian, hawaiian_native, multiple_race

1.15.5 other_non_relative
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
other_non_relative

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
other_non_relatives can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == other_non_relative) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandchild, in_law, other_relative, boarder,
housemate, partner, foster_child, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

1.15.6 other_relative
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
other_relative

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
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Examples
other_relatives can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == other_relative) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandchild, in_law, boarder, housemate, partner,
foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

1.15.7 outlinks()
Get the list of agents that have links from the current agent in a directed network.
Synopsis
outlinks(network_name)

Description
Get the list of agents that have links from the current agent in a directed network.
Parameters
network_name
A valid directed network name.
Returns
Returns a list of agent IDs. The list may be empty.
Errors
A compiler error occurs if the network does not exist or is undirected.
Examples
my_customers = outlinks(my_supply_chain_network)
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See Also
inlinks() links()

1.15.8 output
Whether to output data for the associated variable or condition.
Synopsis
<variable>.output = <value>
condition <condition-name> {
output = <value>
}

Description
The output property indicates the output for a variable or condition should be stored to the FRED results directory.
For the first form, the given <variable> must be a valid variable name, either a global variable, a global list variable,
or a table variable.
If the variable is a single-valued global variable, the output file contains a time series of va;ues for the variable, one for
each simulation day. The time series information is stored in the file FRED.<variable>.csv within each run folder.
If the variable is a global list-variable or a table variable, the output file contains the value of the list or table at the end
of certain simulation days, as determined by the output_interval property of the variable. If no output_interval
is specified, the file is written at the end of the simulation. The date for list or table variable is stored in the file
LIST/<variable>.txt within each run folder.
Generally, this property is set in a variables block. By default, the output for all variables is set to 0.
For the second form above, the property indicates whether to include the daily time series for the gicen condition in the
FRED results directory. The default for conditions is output = 1. It saves time and disk space to set output to 0 for
conditions for which detailed time-series data is not needed.
The <value> is either 0 or 1, where 0 produces no output and 1 produces output.
Examples
Here we define a Prescriptions variable and set it to save time series data at the end of the run.
variables {
global Prescriptions
Prescriptions.output = 1
}
As another example, this code defines a drug_list list variable and sets it to save time series data. List variable output
is stored in the LIST folder within each run directory. In this case, the output_interval is set to 7, meaning that the
time series data is written every 7 days.
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global_list drug_list
drug_list.output = 1
drug_list.output_interval = 7

See Also
condition, global, global_list, output_interval, table ,:ref:variables

1.15.9 output_interval
Defines how often to output an object
Synopsis
output_interval = <days>
<list_variable>.output_interval = <days>
<table_variable>.output_interval = <days>

Description
This settings defines a value in simulation days on which to export data. When set within a network block, this defines
how often to export the network. When set for a global list or table variable, this defines how often to export the contents
of the list or the table.
Options
days
The number of days between exports of the associated output data.
list_variable
The name of a global list variable on which to set an output interval.
table_variable
The name of a table variable on which to set an output interval.
Examples
The following block defines a FRIENDS network that writes an output file for the network every 7 days.
network FRIENDS {
is_directed = 1
has_group_agent = 0
. . .
output_interval = 7
}
In this code, a global list friend_list is defined, and written to the output directory every 30 days.
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global_list friend_list
friend_list.output = 1
friend_list.output_interval = 30

See Also
output

1.16 Starts with P
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter P.

1.16.1 pair-expression
Expression in which “_” represents the current item in an evaluation expression.
Synopsis
Description
Certain actions and functions in FRED and evaluated in pair-context, meaning that the action or function refers to
both the agent performing the action or function and one or more other agents or values, called the other agent or
value. In such actions or functions, the special variable “_” is used as a place-holder representing the other agent or
value. When the action or function is evaluated, any occurrence of the _ symbol is replaced with the other item.
Examples
The following code sets the personal list variable my_household_ages_list to the list of ages of members of the
agent’s household:
my_household_ages_list = apply(members(Household), ask(_,age))
The function members(Household) returns a list of agent IDs. The function ask(_,age) returns the age of one agent
in the list. The apply() function returns the list of values returned when ask(_,age) is evaluated for each agent in the
list, Note that this example could also be accomplished by the following: .. code-block:: fred
my_household_ages_list = ask(members(Household), age)
The next example creates a list with values twice that of the original list.
# After this code executes, y_list = list(2,4,6,8,10)
x_list = list(1,2,3,4,5)
y_list = apply(x_list, 2 * _)
The functions that set the variable “_” are:
apply(list-expression, pair-expression)
filter_agents(agent-list, pair-test1, ..., pair-testN)
index_agents(agent-list, pair-test1, ..., pair-testN)
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The actions that set the variable “_” are:
tell(agent-list, variable, pair-expression)
set_weight_to(network, agent-list, pair-expression)
set_weight_from(network, agent-list, pair-expression)

See Also
apply(), filter_agents(), index_agents(), set_weight_to(), set_weight_from(), tell()

1.16.2 parameters
Override initial variable settings when running a FRED program.
Synopsis
parameters {
# override variable settings
}

Description
The parameters block is used to override variables when running a program. This block is guaranteed to process
after other variable declaration blocks, and therefore will override the settings of any variables defined.
It is an error to set a variable in a parameters block that is not declared elsewhere in the program in a variables
block.
Examples
In this example, the parameters block overrides the variables that are defined elsewhere in the program.
parameters {
g_fever_temperature = 102.5
g_seasonal_factor = 2.1
}

Errors
It is an error to declare a variable or to use any other statement in a parameters block. It is also an error if a given
variable is not already declared in the program.
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See Also
variables, restart_parameters

1.16.3 parent
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
parent

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
parents can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == parent) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, sibling, grandchild, in_law, other_relative, boarder,
housemate, partner, foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

1.16.4 partial_sums()
The partial sums of values in a list.
Synopsis
parial_sums(value-list)

Description
This function returns the list of partial sums of the values in the list. That is, each value in the resulting list consists of
the sum of all items up to an including the current element in the list.
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Parameters
value-list
A list-valued expression.
Returns
Returns a list of values of the partial sums of the values in the argument list.
Examples
x_list = list(1, 2, 3, 4)
y_list = partial_sums(x_list)
# y_list has value (1, 3, 6, 10)

See Also
sum()

1.16.5 partner
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
partner

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
partners can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == partner) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandchild, in_law, other_relative,
boarder, housemate, foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop
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1.16.6 percentile()
Determines the percentile of a value within a list of values
Synopsis
percentile(x, sorted-value-list)

Description
Returns the percentage of values in the sorted-value-list that are less than or equal to x.
If the second argument is not a sorted list of values, the results are unpredictable.
Parameters
x
a numeric expression.
sorted-value-list
a list-valued expression that is sorted in ascending numerical order.
Returns
Returns a value between 0.0 (if x is less than all values the list) and 100.0 (if x is greater than or equal to all values in
the list).
See Also
min(), max(), sort()

1.16.7 poisson()
Agent action that returns a variate of a Poisson distribution.
Synopsis
poisson(mean)
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Description
Returns an integer variate of a Poisson distribution with the given mean parameter.
Parameters
mean
Mean average of the distribution.
Returns
Returns an integer variate according to a Poisson distribution.
Examples
The following state will make entering agents collectively wait with a Poisson distribution (mean = 2) of individual
hourly wait times:
state Test{
wait(poisson(2))
next(Excluded)
}

See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(), normal(), student_t(), uniform(), weibull()

1.16.8 pop()
Remove the last item from a list
Synopsis
pop(list-variable)

Description
Removes the last item from the list. Throws an exception if the list is empty.
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Parameters
list-variable
the name of a list variable.
Examples
A_list = list(1,2,3)
pop(A_list)

# A_list now has the value [1,2]

Errors
It is an error if the list is empty.
See Also
length(), last(), list(), push()

1.16.9 pow()
Returns the base raised to the power of the given exponent parameter.
Synopsis
pow(x,exponent)

Description
This function returns the base x raised to power of the given exponent.
Parameters
x
A numeric expression to use as the base.
exponent
A numeric expression to use as the exponent.
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Returns
Returns a numerical value equal to the base x raised to power of the given exponent.
See Also
exp(), log()

1.16.10 preferential_attachment_network()
Initialize the edges in a network to create a scale-free network
Synopsis
preferential_attachment_network(network-name, trials, samples-per-trial)

Description
This meta-agent action initializes a network to a scale-free network using a preferential attachment process.
The process is to repeatedly select a source node in the network and one outward edge from the source node (one source
node per trial), and then to pick a number of sample nodes as possible destinations for the original edge. The original
edge is replaced by an edge from the source node to the sample node with the largest in-degree, if the in-degree of the
sample if larger than the in-degree of the original destination node.
This “rewiring” procedure has been shown by Barabasi et al. (1999) to result in scale-free networks. The larger the
number of trials, the more the degree distribution tends to a power-law distribution.
This action leaves the mean degree of the network unchanged; that is, the total number of edges in the network does
not change. To set the mean degree distribution, see randomize_network().
This action has no effect if executed by any agent except the meta-agent.
Parameters
network-name
A name of a network defined in the model.
trials
An expression that evaluates to the number of trials in the process.
samples-per-trial
An expression that evaluates to the number of samples to take to
replace the original edge.
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Examples
The following performs 10,000 trials in which a source node is picked at random, and one of its outgoing edges is
changed to one of 100 sampled nodes:
preferential_attachment_network(Some_network, 10000, 100)

See Also
inlinks(), outlinks(), randomize_network()

1.16.11 prev_state()
The previous state of the agent in the given condition
Synopsis
prev_state(condition-name)

Description
This function returns the index of the previous state of agent in the given condition.
Parameters
condition-name
The name of a condition defined in the model.
Returns
This function returns the index of the previous state of agent in the given condition.
The states of each condition are numbered in the order they are defined in the model, with Start always numbered 0
and Excluded always the last state in the condition.
The index of state State in condition COND can be referred to with the notation COND.State, so the value of this
function can be compared for equality with the symbolic names of the states.
If the agent is in the Start state, then the value returned is 0, corresponding to COND.Start.
If the agent is in the Excluded state, then the value returned is the index of the Excluded state. That is, once an agent
reaches the Excluded state, no other history of the agent within the condition is available.
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Examples
if (prev_state(INF) == INF.Exposed) then ...

See Also
current_state()

1.16.12 print()
Write text to the standard output (stdout).
Synopsis
print_file(expr_or_string, ..., expr_or_string)

Description
Invokation of this action prints text to the standard output, as well as a file called stdout file in FRED’s results.
One or more arguments can be passed to the action. If the argument is a string value surrounded with quotes (e.g.
"hello world"), it will be printed literally. If there are no quotes (e.g. my_variable), the argument will be evaluated
instead.
Parameters
expr_or_string
A valid expression that evaluates to a single value, or a literal string surrounded by quotation marks.
Examples
The following prints: Hello world!
simulation {
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jan-01
locations = none
default_model = none
}
condition HELLO_WORLD {
start_state = Excluded
meta_start_state = MetaStart
state MetaStart {
print("Hello, World!")
wait()
next()
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

}
}
The following prints: 1 + 1 is 2
simulation {
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jan-01
locations = none
default_model = none
}
variables {
shared numeric x
x = 1
}
condition SUM_CALCULATOR {
start_state = Excluded
meta_start_state = MetaStart
state MetaStart {
print("1 + ", x, " is ", 1 + x)
wait()
next()
}
}

See Also
print_file() print_csv()

1.16.13 print_csv()
Print out personal agent variables to a specifed CSV file.
Synopsis
print_csv(filename, var_str1, var_str2, ...)
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Description
This function will print out personal agent variables to a specified file in the order they are listed in the arguments.
Important: open_csv() must be called prior to calling print_csv. Also, the var_str arguments need to be surrounded
in double-quotes (").
Parameters
filename
The file to write to.
var_str
The agent personal variable to print
Examples
agents.txt:
ID,age,sex
123,13,0
456,25,1
789,42,1
999,33,0
main.fred:
simulation {
locations = none
default_model = none
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jan-01
}
variables {
shared list new_agents_list
}
condition PrintCSV {
start_state = Agent_Start
meta_start_state = Meta_Start
state Meta_Start {
new_agents_list = read_agent_file(agents.txt)
read_agent_file(agents.txt)
open_csv(out.txt,"id","sex")
wait()
next()
}
state Agent_Start {
print_csv(out.txt,id,sex)
wait()
(continues on next page)
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next()
}
}
The above FRED code prints the following file:
out.txt:
id,sex
123,0
456,1
789,1
999,0

See Also
open_csv() print() print_file() read_agent_file()

1.16.14 print_file()
Write a line to a previously opened file.
Synopsis
print_file(<filename>, <expr>, ...,<expr>)

Description
This will add one line to the named file with the values of the expressions, separated by commas. The filename is static.
The file is written to the directory <path_to_results>/JOB/<id>/OUT/RUN<run_number>/CSV/<filename>.
The file can be retrieved for a local model with the FRED SIMS command fred_get_csv -k <key> -f
<csv_file> -r <run>; or using the fredcli command for a cloud-simulated model. If -r option is omitted in
this fred_get_csv command, then the files for all runs are retrieved. Files are printed to standard output. If files are
retrieved from more than one run, they are separated with a header RUN<run> =====================.
Parameters
• <filename> :
The name of the file that is written in.
• <expr> :
Expression(s) that is written to a line of the file.
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Examples
Here is a simply program demonstrating the use of this function. The PRINT_CENTENARIANS condition puts any agents
over 99 years old into the PrintAgentData state where basic agent data is printed out during each time step (each
simulation hour).
simulation {
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
start_date = 2022-Jan-01
end_date = 2022-Jan-03
}
condition PRINT_CENTENARIANS {
start_state = Start
state Start {
if (is_file_open(out.csv) == false) then open_file(out.csv, Run, ID, SimDay,␣
˓→Hour, RealAge)
wait(0)
if (age > 99) then next(PrintAgentData)
default(Excluded)
}
state PrintAgentData {
print_file(out.csv, sim_run, id, sim_day, hour, real_age)
wait(1)
next(PrintAgentData)
}
}

See Also
is_file_open(), open_file()

1.16.15 prob()
The probability of a state transition.
Synopsis
next(state) with prob(p)
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Description
Parameters
• p

[expression.] The probability of the given state transition.

Examples
Suppose you want to transition between state A and state B with a probability 0.5.
state A {
wait(24)
next(B) with prob(0.5)
default(A)
}

Notes:
For a complete desicussion of probabilistic state transitions, see the FRED User Guide:
https://docs.epistemix.com/projects/lang-guide/en/dev8/chapter12.html#multiple-probabilistic-rules
See Also
default(), with

1.16.16 prod()
The product of values in a list
Synopsis
prod(value-list)

Description
This function returns the product of the values in the list.
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Parameters
value-list
A list-valued expression.
Returns
Returns a numerical value equal to the product of the values in the argument list.
See Also
sum()

1.16.17 push()
Add an item to the end of a list.
Synopsis
push(list-variable, expression)

Description
Appends the value of the expression to the list. If the expression is a list-valued expression, the elements in the expression are all appended to the end of the original list.
Parameters
list-variable
the name of a list variable.
expression
a single-valued-expression or a list-expression
Examples
A_list = list(1,2)
push(A_list, 1+2)
push(A_list, A_list)
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See Also
length(), last(), list(), pop()

1.17 Starts with Q
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter Q.

1.17.1 quit()
An agent leaves membership of a group.
Synopsis
quit(<group_name>)

Description
If the agent belongs to a group of the given type, the agent will leave that group; otherwise, the action has no effect.
Parameters
• <group_name> :
Name of the group or place the agent is quitting.
Examples
If an agent is a member of a School, then the agent will quit the school with:
quit(School)

See Also
join()

1.18 Starts with R
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter R.
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1.18.1 race
The race factor of agents.
Synopsis
race

Description
A factor that is tied to the agents’ races as defined in the synthetic population. The default racial codes are as follows:

Racial Numeric Code
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 5: Racial Codes
Racial Text Code
not specified
unknown
white
african_american
american_indian
alaska_native
tribal
asian
hawaiian_native
other_race
multiple_race

Examples
Asian agents can be sorted into the state Select with the transition rule
if (race == asian) then next(Select)
or with the rule
if (race == 6) then next(Select)

See Also
unknown_race, white, african_american, american_indian, alaska_native, tribal, asian, hawaiian_native, other_race,
multiple_race
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1.18.2 randomize_network()
Initialize the edges in a network to create a random network with a given degree distribution.
Synopsis
randomize_network(network-name, mean_degree, max_degree)

Description
This action must be performed by the meta-agent; otherwise, it will have no effect.
Initializes a network to a randomly connnected network with a given mean-degree and maximum-degree. The new
mean degree of the network is determined by the value of the second argument, and the maximum degree allowed is
determined by the value of the third argument.
All existing edges in the network are deleted.
This action is a randomized process of selecting nodes and creating edges between them. The target number of edges
in the network is equal to the mean_degree * number_of_nodes. Edges are added to randomly selected pairs of
nodes, but no node is permitted to have more than max_degree edges.
The number of edges added may be fewer than the target number of edges if all nodes have the max_degree connections.
Parameters
network-name
A name of a network defined in the model.
mean_degree
An expression that evaluates to the mean-degree target for the network.
max_degree
An expression that evaluates to the maximum degree allowed in the network.
Examples
In the following, edges are added randomly so that the mean degree is 3.5 and no node has more than 10 edges:
randomize_network(Some_network, 3.5, 10)

See Also
inlinks(), outlinks(), preferential_attachment_network()
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1.18.3 range()
Create a list of integers in a specified range.
Synopsis
range(stop)
range(start, stop)
range(start, stop, step)

Description
This function returns a list of integers from start and counting by step up to, but not including, stop.
If two arguments are supplied, then step = 1.
If one argument is supplied, then start = 0 and step = 1.
If step = 0, then a run-time error occurs.
If step > 0 and stop <= start, then the resulting list is empty.
If step < 0 and start <= stop, then the resulting list is empty.
Parameters
start
An expression that evaluates to a number. The value is truncated to an integer value.
stop
An expression that evaluates to a number. The value is truncated to an integer value.
step
An expression that evaluates to a number. The value is truncated to an integer value.
Returns
A list of integer values.
Examples
Each of the following statements sets my_list to list(0, 1, 2):
my_list = range(0,3,1)
my_list = range(0,3)
my_list = range(3)
The following statement sets my_list to list(1, 0, -1):
my_list = range(1,-2,-1)
This example sets index_list to the index values for x_list. The result is that index_list is set to list(0, 1,
2)
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x_list = list(10, 20, 30)
index_list = range(length(x_list))

Errors
It is an error if the value of step is 0.

1.18.4 range_list()
This function is deprecated. Please use range()
See Also
range()

1.18.5 read()
Read a list of values from a file
Synopsis
some_list = read(file-name, column-number)
some_list = read(file-name)

Description
Returns a list of values composed of the values read from one column of a comma-separated file. If the column number
is not specified, the first column (column 0) is used.
Empty lines in the file are ignored.
Lines with a non-numeric value in the first column are ignored.
Parameters
file-name
The name of comma-separated file. The file-name may include the path to the file.
column-number
The index of the column to be read. Columns are indexed starting
with 0. If omitted, 0 is assumed.
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Returns
Returns a list of values.
Examples
some_list = read(some_date.csv, 2)

# read in the values in the third column of the file

Errors
An error occurs if the file is not found, or if the column-number does not exist.
See Also
print_file()

1.18.6 read_agent_file()
Read and internally store a list of agents and their properties from a file.
Synopsis
read_agent_file(filename)

Description
This is an action enables reading and assigning agent properties to individual agents based off of the contents of an
input csv file.
The syntax of the input file is expected to have column headers matching existing agent variables so that the values in
subsequent rows can be assigned. A column with an “ID” column header can be used to specify which specific agents
these properties are to be applied.
If the “ID” header is omitted, the ID field will be generated. There are no guarantees that the generated ID will not
collide with an existing ID.
Parameters
filename
The name of the input file containing agent IDs and any additional properties.
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Returns
Optionally returns a list of agents that were updated.
Examples
agents.txt
sex
0
1
1
0
main.fred
simulation {
locations = none
default_model = none
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jan-01
}
variables {
agent numeric sex
}
condition TEST {
start_state = Agent_Start
meta_start_state = Meta_Start
state Meta_Start {
read_agent_file(agents.txt)
wait()
next()
}
state Agent_Start {
print("ID: ", id, "; SEX: ", sex)
wait()
next()
}
}
Running the above will can produce the following output:
ID:
ID:
ID:
ID:
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Errors
An error occurs if the file is not found.

1.18.7 read_container_file()
Read and internally store a list of places and their containers from a file.
Synopsis
read_container_file(file-name, place-type)

Description
This is an action that reads a csv file that contains lines with the format:
PLACE,CONTAINER
<PLACE-ID>,<CONTAINER-ID>
These two columns may occur in any order; the type of column is determined by the header line.
Any other columns in the file are ignored.
Both the place and the container must be previously defined in the model, for example, by a call to read_place_file().
Any record that contains an unknown PLACE-ID or any unknown CONTAINER-ID is ignored.
Parameters
file-name
The name of comma-separated file. The file-name may include the path to the file.
place-type
The place type of the container.
Errors
An error occurs if the file is not found.

1.18.8 read_group_file()
Read a file to assign agents to specific groups
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Synopsis
read_group_file(file-name)

Description
This is a Meta agent action that reads a CSV file with one entry per line with the following format:
ID, PLACE, ROLE
...
Agents specified in the ID column will join the respective group denoted under the PLACE column with a specified
ROLE value.
All other fields will be ignored.
Parameters
file-name
The name of comma-separated file. The file-name may include the path to the file.
Returns
This function returns a list of agent IDs specified in the group file.
Errors
An error will occur if the specified file cannot be found
See Also
read_agent_file() read_place_file()

1.18.9 read_list_table()
Populates a list-table with key-value pairs from a CSV file where the key is a number and the value is a list of numbers.
Synopsis
read_list_table(list_table_name, filename, key_col, val_col)
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Description
Updates a provided list-table with a series of key-value pairs from the specified filename.
Empty lines in the file are ignored.
Lines with a non-numeric value in the first column are ignored.
The value associated with any key that appears in the key_col is replaced by the list of values for that key in the file.
Other keys are not affected.
Parameters
list_table_name
The list-table to update
filename
The name of comma-separated file. The file-name may include the path to the file.
key_col
The index of the column containing keys
key_val
The index of the column containing values
Returns
This function has no return value.
Examples
# Populates the county_pop_size table using tabulated values from county-pops.csv
read_table(county_pop_size, county-pops.csv, 0, 1)

Errors
An error occurs if the file is not found, or if the column indices do not exist.
See Also
read_table()

1.18.10 read_place_file()
Read and internally store a list of places from a file.
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Synopsis
read_place_file(file-name, place-type)

Description
This is a both Meta agent action and expression that reads a csv file with one line per new place with format:
ID,LAT,LON,ELEV
<ID>,<LAT>,<LON>,<ELEV>
The fields may occur in any order in the file. The type of each column is determined by the header line.
All fields are optional. If the ID field is missing or if a row specifies the ID value as 0, FRED will generate a unique
place ID. If any other field is missing, FRED will assign a value of 0 to that attribute of the place.
Other fields are permitted in the file. If the header for a column correspsonds to a declared agent variable, and if the
place-type has group agents, then the group agent associated with the place is assigned the value of the data field for
the agent variable associated with the field. Otherwise, the column is ignored.
Parameters
file-name
The name of comma-separated file. The file-name may include the path to the file.
place-type
The place type
Examples
In this example there are two files: 1) school.txt and 2) main.fred. The school.txt file contains user specified place
information for a specific place type. On line 20 in main.fred, read_place_file ingests the data in school.txt and
stores the IDs of the newly added places to new_places_list.
school.txt:
ID,LAT,LON,ELEV
314,40.5720110,-80.0287540,360.6687020
159,40.5305140,-80.2202550,352.7627710
265,40.4394250,-80.0530350,340.0347300
main.fred:
1
2
3
4
5
6

simulation {
locations = none
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jan-01
default_model = none
}

7
8
9
10

variables {
global_list new_places_list
new_places_list.output = 1
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
11

}

12
13
14

place School {
}

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

condition TEST {
start_state = Agent_Start
meta_start_state = Meta_Start
state Meta_Start {
new_places_list = read_place_file(school.txt, School)
open_file(id.txt,ID)
wait()
next()
}
state Agent_Start {
wait(1)
next(Agent_End)
}
state Agent_End {
print_file(id.txt,id)
wait()
next()
}
}

Errors
An error occurs if the file is not found.

1.18.11 read_table()
Populates a table with key-value pairs from a CSV file.
Synopsis
read_table(table_name, filename, key_col, val_col)

Description
Updates a provided table with a series of key-value pairs from the specified filename.
Empty lines in the file are ignored.
Lines with a non-numeric value in the first column are ignored.
The value associated with any key that appears in the key_col is replaced by the value in the file. Other keys are not
affected.
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Parameters
table_name
The table to update
filename
The name of comma-separated file. The file-name may include the path to the file.
key_col
The index of the column containing keys
key_val
The index of the column containing values
Examples
# Populates the county_pop_size table using tabulated values from county-pops.csv
read_table(county_pop_size, county-pops.csv, 0, 1)

Errors
An error occurs if the file is not found, or if the column indices do not exist.
See Also
read_list_table()

1.18.12 real_age
The current age of the agent in years, including fractional parts of the year.
This is an alias for age_in_years.
See Also
age_in_years

1.18.13 remove_from_schedule()
Overwrites a range in a place’s schedule with hours that it should be closed.
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Synopsis
remove_from_schedule(place_type, day_string, start_closed_hour, start_closed_minute, end_
˓→closed_hour, end_closed_minute)

Description
Specifies a range of hours for a location to be closed for the given place type.
Parameters
place_type
The type of place for which scheduled closed hours are to be written.
day_string
The days of the week for which scheduled closed hours are to be written. Valid values are:
• Everyday
• Weekdays
• Weekends
• Sun
• Mon
• Tue
• Wed
• Thu
• Fri
• Sat
start_closed_hour
The starting hour for the range in which scheduled closed times are to be written. This can be in form of a range
on a 24 hour clock (0-23), or a 12-hour time string (e.g. 12am, 9pm, etc.)
start_closed_minute
The starting minute for the range in which scheduled closed times are to be written (0-59).
end_closed_hour
The final hour of the range for which closed times are to be written. This can be in form of a range on a 24 hour
clock (0-23), or a 12-hour time string (e.g. 12am, 9pm, etc.)
end_closed_minute
The final minute for the range in which scheduled closed times are to be written (0-59).
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Example
agents.txt
ID
123
main.fred
simulation {
start_date = 2022-Jan-01
end_date = 2022-Jan-03
locations = none
default_model = none
}
startup {
read_agent_file(agents.txt)
add_to_schedule(Work,Everyday,12am,0,3pm,59)
print("-- Work is open from 0000-1559 --")
}
agent_startup {
join(Work)
}
place Work {
site = 555,0,0,0
}
condition IsOpenChecker {
start_state = Start
state Start {
print("Work is open at ", mod(now, 24), "?: ", is_open(Work))
wait(8)
next()
}
}
condition ScheduleAdjuster {
meta_start_state = Start
state Start {
wait(24)
next(OpenLater)
}
state OpenLater {
remove_from_schedule(Work, Everyday, 12am, 00, 1am, 30)
print("-- Work is now open from 0131-1559 --")
wait(24)
next(StayOpenTil6pm)
}
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state StayOpenTil6pm {
add_to_schedule(Work, Everyday, 12, 0, 18, 0)
print("-- Work is now open from 0131-1800 --")
wait()
next(Excluded)
}
}
Executing the above results in the following output:
-- Work
Work is
Work is
Work is
-- Work
Work is
Work is
Work is
-- Work
Work is
Work is
Work is

is open from 0000-1559 -open at 0?: 1
open at 8?: 1
open at 16?: 0
is now open from 0131-1559 -open at 0?: 0
open at 8?: 1
open at 16?: 0
is now open from 0131-1800 -open at 0?: 0
open at 8?: 1
open at 16?: 1

See Also
add_to_schedule() reset_schedule()

1.18.14 reopen()
Open a place
Synopsis
reopen()

Description
A group agent action that opens its associated place.
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Examples
simulation {
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jan-02
locations = none
default_model = none
}
place my_place {
has_group_agent = 1
site = 0, 0, 0, 0
}
startup {
add_to_schedule(my_place,Everyday,2am,0,4am,0)
}
condition TestCondition {
group_start_state = StateA
start_state = Excluded
state StateA {
# Wait until 3am so that my_place is open.
wait(3)
default(StateB)
}
state StateB {
# Closes my_place
close()
wait(0)
default(StateC)
}
state StateC {
# my_place is now open again
reopen()
wait(0)
default()
}
}
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See Also
close() is_open()

1.18.15 reset_schedule()
Resets a schedule for a particular place to the default schedule for its place type.
Synopsis
If called by the meta agent:
reset_schedule(place_type)
If called by a group agent:
reset_schedule()

Description
This action can be called by either a group agent or the meta agent.
If called by the meta agent, all sites of the given place type have their schedules reset to the default schedule for that
place type.
If called by a group agent, the site associated with the group agent has its schedule reset to the default for its place type.
Parameters
place_type
The place type for which the schedules of all sites are to be reset to their default values.
Examples
Called by the meta agent:
state ResetSchedule
{
reset_schedule(Workplace)
wait(0)
default(Excluded)
}
Called by a group agent:
state ResetSchedule
{
reset_schedule()
wait(0)
default(Excluded)
}
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See Also
add_to_schedule(), clear_schedule(), remove_from_schedule()

1.18.16 restart_parameters
Override parameter settings after a restart.
Synopsis
restart_parameters {
# override variable settings
}

Description
The restart_parameters block is used to override global variable settings after a restart. This block is guaranteed
to process after reading the snapshot files that set variables as they were at the end of snapshot job, and therefore will
override the settings of any global variables defined in the snapshot.
It is an error to set a variable in a restart_parameters block that is not declared elsewhere in the program in a
variables block.
Examples
In this example, the restart_parameters block overrides the end_date variable that was defined in a snapshot during
a restart.
restart_parameters {
end_date = 2022-Dec-31
}

Errors
It is an error to declare a variable in a restart_parameters block.
See Also
variables, parameters, snapshots
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1.18.17 round()
Returns the integer nearest to the given value.
Synopsis
round(x)

Description
This is the mathematical rounding function, returning the nearest integer to the given value, rounding halfway cases
away from zero. For example, the rounding 5.3 yields 5, while rounding 5.99 is the integer 6. For the halfway case,
round(5.5) is 6 while round(-5.5) is −6.
Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a number.
Returns
Returns the nearest integer value to x, or the integer further from 0 if x is halfway between two integers.
Examples
The following code evaluates to 100, since the round function of each number evaluates to 20.
round(20) + round(20.14159) + round(20.25) + round(19.5) + round(19.987654)

See Also
ceil(), floor(), int(), min(), max()

1.19 Starts with S
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter S.
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1.19.1 same_age_bias
Mixing group property that influences the tendency of agents of similar age to interact
Synopsis
same_age_bias = <number>

Description
This mixing group property influences the tendency of agents of similar age to interact.
To set the same age bias for a mixing group type, the definition of the type may include the following properties:
place <place-name> {
same_age_bias_prob = <number>
same_age_bias_for_<condition_name> = <number>
}
network <network-name> {
same_age_bias_prob = <number>
same_age_bias_for_<condition_name> = <number>
}
The first property specifies the same_age_bias for all conditions. If a property of the second form occurs, it overrides
the first property for the named Condition.
Negative values for same_age_bias are ignored. A value of 0 results in no age bias. If the place has a positive age-bias,
the bias is computed by the formula:
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 − 𝑎𝑔𝑒 − 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒, 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−(𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑎 𝑔𝑒𝑏 𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝) * (|𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑜 𝑓𝑠 𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 − 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑜 𝑓𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡|))
That is, the probability of transmission decreases with a larger difference in age between the interacting agents.
Parameters
• number
[float] Value of same age bias.
Notes
There is also a simulation property that enables transmission in place to take age-bias into account, and it is enabled
by default:
simulation {
enable_transmission_bias = 1
}
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Examples
The same age bias can be set to 2 for a user-defined place type called Mall with:
place Mall {
same_age_bias = 2
}

See Also
enable_transmission_bias

1.19.2 sample_with_replacement()
Sample items from a list with replacement.
Synopsis
sample_with_replacement(list-expression, expression)
sample_with_replacement(list-expression, expression, weight-list-expression)

Description
This function returns a list of values randomly sampled from the first argument with replacement. The number of
samples is specified by the second argument.
An optional, weight list can be specified in order to set a normalized probability for the correspdonding index in the
sample pool list being drawn. For example, a weight list: list(1, 0, 1) will have a 50% chance that the element
with index 0, will be selected, a 50% chance that the element with index 2 will be selected, and a 0% chance that the
element with index 1 will be selected.
Parameters
list-expression
An expression that evaluates to the list to select from.
expression
An expression that evaluates to the number of samples to return
weight-list-expression
An expression that evaluates to the list of weights to be used in the sampling.
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Returns
The function returns a list. The returned list is empty if the first argument evaluates to an empty list or if the second
argument evaluates to 0.
Examples
Example of an un-weighted sampling:
x_list = list(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
sample_list = sample_with_replacement(x_list, 4)
# possible result: sample_list = list(5, 2, 7, 2)
Example of a weighted sampling:
x_list = list(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)
weight_list = apply(x_list, pow(_, 2))
# weight_list = list(1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100)
sample_list = sample_with_replacement(x_list, 4, weight_list)
# possible result: sample_list = list(10, 9, 7, 9)

Note
Each call to the function returns a distinct random sample.
See Also
list() sample_without_replacement()

1.19.3 sample_without_replacement()
Sample items from a list without replacement.
Synopsis
sample_without_replacement(list-expression, expression)
sample_without_replacement(list-expression, expression, weight-list-expression)
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Description
This action returns a list of values randomly sampled from the first argument without replacement (i.e. without placing
the values selected back in the pool being sampled so that they can be retrieved a second time). The number of samples
is specified by the second argument.
An optional, weight list can be specified in order to set a normalized probability for the correspdonding index in the
sample pool list being drawn. For example, a weight list: list(1, 0, 1) will have a 50% chance that the element
with index 0, will be selected, a 50% chance that the element with index 2 will be selected, and a 0% chance that the
element with index 1 will be selected.
Parameters
list-expression
An expression that evaluates to the list to sample from.
expression
An expression that evaluates to the number of samples to return
weight-list-expression
An expression that evaluates to the list of weights to be used in the sampling.
Returns
The function returns a list. The returned list is empty if the first argument evaluates to an empty list and the second
argument evaluates to 0.
Errors
The function causes a run-time error if the number of samples exceeds the length of the list.
Examples
Example of an un-weighted sampling:
x_list = list(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
sample_list = sample_without_replacement(x_list, 4)
# possible result: sample_list = list(5, 2, 7, 1)
Example of a weighted sampling:
x_list = list(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)
weight_list = apply(x_list, pow(_, 2))
# weight_list = list(1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100)
sample_list = sample_without_replacement(x_list, 4, weight_list)
# possible result: sample_list = list(10, 9, 7, 5)
To sample the same positions in two or more lists, first sample from the list of indexes, and then select the indexes from
the lists, as follows:
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x_list = list(10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15)
y_list = list(20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25)
sample_index_list = sample_without_replacement(range(6), 3)
# possible result: sample_index_list = list(2, 4, 0)
sample_from_x_list = select(x_list, sample_index_list)
# sample_from_x_list = list(12, 14, 10)
sample_from_y_list = select(y_list, sample_index_list)
# sample_from_y_list = list(22, 24, 20)

Note
Each call to the function returns a distinct random sample.
See Also
list() range() sample_with_replacement() select()

1.19.4 Sat
Three-letter code for Saturday
Synopsis
Sat

Description
Three-letter code for Saturday. Used for wait rules, and for specifying place, network, and mixing group schedules via
property statements.
Examples
The following rule will make agents wait until the start of Saturday:
wait(until(Sat))
A place can be given a property statement to open for 2 hours at 6pm on Saturday:
place <place_name> {
...
starts_at_6pm_on_Sat = 2
...
}
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See Also
day_of_week, Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri

1.19.5 seed
Simulation property for setting the random seed for a simulation.
Synopsis
seed = <value>

Description
This property must occur in a simulation block and sets the initial seed for the internal random number generator.
Running the exact same simulation with the same seed value and the same version of FRED should repeatedly produce
the same simulation results. This setting is therefore useful to replicate results from prior simulations, or to confirm
the results from another modeler.
The actual initial seed value used for a simulation run depends both on this seed value and the assigned run number.
Two simulations with the same seed setting and different run numbers will internally use a different initial seed value.
Options
<value>
A numeric value to use as initial seed for random number generation
Examples
The following simulation block sets the initial seed value to 1234567
simulation {
locations = Pittsburgh_PA
state_date = 2020-Jan-01
start_date = 2020-Dec-31
seed = 1234567
}

1.19.6 select()
Select one or more items from a list.
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Synopsis
select(list-expression, expression)
select(list-expression, index-list-expression)
select(list-expression, test)

Description
The select() function has three forms. In all forms, the form argument is a list-expression that evaluates to a list.
In the first form above, the expression is evaluated to produce an index, and the function returns the item from the
list with the selected index.
In the second form above, the second argument evaluates to a list of index values, and the function returns a list
consisting of the items in the first argument list with the selected indexes.
In the third form above, the second argument specifies a true-false expression the function returns a list consisting of
the all items in the first argument list for which the expression returns true. The special variable _ in the test refers to
the list item being evaluated.
Parameters
list-expression
An expression that evaluates to the list to select from.
expression
An expression that evaluates to a number. This is used as an index into the list.
index-list-expression
An expression that evaluates to a list representing the positions of the items to select (the first item has position
0).
test
A true-false expression that us evaluated for each item in the list.
Returns
The first form returns the selected list item or 0.
The second and third forms return a list of items, which may be empty.
Examples
Select the value 2 from the list expression list(1,2,3):
select(list(1,2,3), 1)
This example returns 0 since there is no value at position 3:
select(list(1,2,3), 3)
Select the first member of the given household:
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first_housemate = select(members(Household), 0)
Select the positive numbers from a list:
positives_list = select(x_list, _>0)

Notes
In the first and second form, the index values are truncated to integers.
If X is declared as a list variable, then the parser translates X[string] to select(X,string), so the following are
equivalent:
• select(x_list, index_list) and x_list[index_list]
• select(x_list, _>0) and x_list[_>0] : returns all positive numbers in x_list
• select(x_list, ask(_,age)>18) and x_list[ask(_,age)>18] : returns the list of agents in x_list that
have age > 18.
Errors
In the first and second form, it is a run-time error if an index evaluates to a negative value or a value greater than the
size of the list.
See Also
list() find_index() members()

1.19.7 select_index()
Select one or more items from a list and return the list of indexes of the items.
Synopsis
select_index(list-expression, test)

Description
The first argument specifies a list from which indices are to be selected, while the second argument specifies a true-false
expression.
This action returns a list consisting of the positions of all items in the first argument list for which the expression returns
true. The special variable _ in the test refers to the list item being evaluated.
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Parameters
list-expression
An expression that evaluates to the list to select from.
test
A true-false expression that us evaluated for each item in the list.
Returns
The function returns a list, which may be empty.
Examples
Select the indexes of the positive numbers from a list:
xlist = list(10, 0, -20, 0.5)
positives_index_list = select_index(x_list, _ > 0)
# positives_index_list = list(0, 3)

See Also
list(), find_index(), select()

1.19.8 send()
Transition another agent or list of agents to a given state in a given condition.
Synopsis
send(agent, condition_name, state_name)
send(agent_list, condition_name, state_name)

Description
This function transitions another agent to a new state. The agent or agents are identified by the first parameter as
an expression that evaluates to either an agent ID or a list of agent IDs. The given agent or agents are immediately
transitioned to the given state in the given condition.
If the destination state is the exposed state for the desitination condition, then this is equivalent to an exposure by the
executing agent.
There is no way for an agent or agents to prevent this transition from occurring.
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Parameters
agent
An expression that evaluates to the ID of an agent that represent the target agent.
agent_list
An expression that evaluates to a list of agent ids, who represents the target agents.
condition_name
A valid condition in the simulation where the target agent or agents are impacted.
state_name
A valid state within the given condition that the target agent or agents transition into.
Examples
This examples sends the agent with ID id2 into the Selected state in condition SomeCondition.
send(id2, SomeCondition, Selected)
This next example does the same action, except that two agents are transitioned to the new state.
send(list(id2, id3), SomeCondition, Selected)

See Also
ask()

1.19.9 Sep
Three-letter representation of September.
Synopsis
Sep

Description
This is a three-letter representation of September that can be used to specify a date value.
Examples
This wait rule makes agents wait until September 25:
wait(until(Sep,25))
The start date below is set with the month specified by Sep:
start_date = 2020-Sep-10
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Errors
Sep must be capitalized; Uncapitalized sep will not work.
See Also
Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Oct, Nov, Sep

1.19.10 set()
An action that implements an assignment operation.
Synopsis
set(x,y)
set(x, index, value)
set(x, index-list, value)

Description
This action updates a variable, a list element, or one or more items in a table.
The user usually invokes this function using a shortcut notation, shown below:
x = y
## translates to set(x,y)
Some_list[index] = value
# translates to set(Some_list, index, value)
Some_table[index] = value
# translates to set(Some_table, index, value)
Some_table[index-list] = value # translates to set(Some_table, index-list, value)

Parameters
x
A name of a variable, a list-variable or a table variable.
y
An expression with the same type as x.
index
An expression who value is treated as an index if x is a list-variable an as a key if x is a table variable.
index-list
A list-expression who values are treated as a list of keys if x is a table variable.
value
A expression that evaluates to a numeric value.
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Examples
Give one or more examples of this item.
my_y = x * 2
my_friend_list = some_list_of_agents
my_friend_list[10] = some_agent_id
my_lookup_table = some_other_table
my_lookup_table[some_agent_id] = ask(agent_id, age)

Errors
A compiler error results if the type or number of arguments is not consistent with the type of the first argument.
See Also
list(), table, variables

1.19.11 set_age()
Action to set the agent’s age in years.
Synopsis
set_age(agent-id, age-exprression)

Description
Set the agent’s age in years to the integer part of the expression’s value.
The agent is assigned a randomly selected birth date within the year.
Parameters
• agent-id :
An expression that must evaluate to a valid ordinary agent.
• age-expression :
An expression that must evaluates to a numberic value. to a valid ordinary agent.
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Error
An error occurs of the first argument does not evaluate to a valid agent ID.
Examples
In the following, the new agent is assigned a birthdate between 40 and 41 years prior to the current simulation date.
new_agent_id = new_agent()
set_age(new_agent_id, 40)
In the following, the new agent is ageless, meaning that its age will always be reported as -1.
new_agent_id = new_agent()
set_age(new_agent_id, -1)

See Also
new_agent()

1.19.12 set_difference()
Returns a list of unique items that occur in a first list but not in a second list.
Synopsis
set_difference(list-expression-1, list-expression-2)

Description
Returns a list of unique items that occur in the first list but not in the second list.
Parameters
list-expression-1
First of two lists whose difference is being taken.
list-expression-2
Second of two lists whose difference is being taken.
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Returns
Returns a list of unique items that occur in first list but not in second list, sorted in increasing order.
Examples
The following returns [1,2,3]:
set_difference([1,2,3,4,5],[0,4,5,6])

See Also
union(), intersection()

1.19.13 set_state()
Action to change the acting agent’s state in another condition.
Synopsis
set_state(<condition_name>, <state_name1>, <state_name2>)
set_state(<condition_name>, <state_name>)

Description
set_state(<condition_name>, <state_name1>, <state_name2>)
If the agent is currently in <condition_name>.<state_name1>, then the agent’s current state in <condition_name>
becomes <state_name2>.
set_state(<condition_name>, <state_name>)
The agent’s current state in <condition_name> becomes <state_name>, regardless of the previous state of the agent
in <condition_name>.
Effects of set_state()
A concurrent event may arise as the result of the set_state() action, which immediately chamges the state of an
agent in a different condition. The affected agent may also immediately performs any actions associated with the new
state.
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Parameters
<condition_name> :
Name of the condition being targeted.
<state_name1> :
Name of state being conditionally tested.
<state_name2> :
Name of the state the agent is set to in the conditional syntax.
<state_name> :
Name of the state the agent is set to in the unconditional syntax.
Examples
Consider the following example:
condition COND1 {
...
state A {
set_state(COND2,B,C)
x = 1
wait()
next()
}
...
}
condition COND2 {
...
state B {
wait()
next()
}
state C {
x = 2
wait()
next()
}
...
}
If an agent enters state COND1.A, the final value of x is 1. The order of events for this agent is:
• Agent enters COND1.A
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• Agent runs set_state() action, which:
• Causes the agent to enter COND2.C
• Agent sets x = 2
• Agent waits in state COND2.C
• Agent continues to execute actions in state COND1.A and sets x = 1
As this example show, the set_state() action is not queued. The new state takes effect immediately, and the actions
in the new state are performed before returning to the calling state.
It is considered good modeling practice to avoid assumptions about the order of agents who perform concurrent state
transitions.
See Also
next(), default()

1.19.14 set_sus()
Set the agent’s susceptibility to a condition
Synopsis
<condition-name>.sus = <value>
set_sus(condition-name, value)

Description
This agent action sets the agent’s susceptibility to a condition.
The compiler transforms the first form into the second form.
The first form is preferred.
Parameters
condition-name
The name of a transmissible condition.
value
An expression that evaluates to a numeric value.
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Examples
Both of the following statements set the agent’s susceptibility to COVID19 to 1.0:
COVID19.sus = 1.0
set_sus(COVID19, 1.0)

See Also
set_trans()

1.19.15 set_trans()
Set the transmissibility to a condition.
Synopsis
<condition-name>.trans = <value>
set_trans(condition-name, value)

Description
The effect of this action depends on whether it is executed by an individual agent or by the meta-agent.
If executed by an individual agent, the action sets the agent’s transmissibility to a condition.
If executed by the meta-agent, the action sets the global transmissibility of a condition.
The compiler transforms the first form into the second form.
The first form is preferred.
Parameters
condition-name
The name of a transmissible condition.
value
An expression that evaluates to a numeric value.
Examples
Both of the following statements set the agent’s transmissibility to COVID19 to 1.0:
COVID19.trans = 1.0
set_trans(COVID19, 1.0)
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See Also
set_sus()

1.19.16 set_weight_from()
Set the weight of one or more edges in a network
Synopsis
set_weight_from(network, agent-id, pair-expression)
set_weight_from(network, agent-list, pair-expression)

Description
Set the weight on the edge to the calling agent from the agent-id in the given network. Has no effect if there is not
already an edge between the two agents in the network.
If the second argument is a list of agent IDs, all existing edges to the calling agent from the agents in the list are set.
The pair-expression is evaluated for each target agent to set the weight of the edge, if it exists. All agent properties
in the pair-expression refer to the calling agent, but any occurrence of the special variable “_” refers to the target
agent.
Parameters
network
The name of a network. The network must bedeclared in the model.
agent-id
An expression that evaluates to an agent ID.
agent-list
A list-expression that evaluates to a list of agent IDs.
pair-expression
A pair-expression that evaluates to a number.
Examples
Set the weights in the age-network on edges from members of the agent’s household, with weight equal to the age of
the other agent minus the age of the calling agent:
set_weight_from(age_network, members(Household), ask(_,age) - age)
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See Also
set_weight_to(), pair-expression

1.19.17 set_weight_to()
Set the weight of one or more edges in a network
Synopsis
set_weight_to(network, agent-id, pair-expression)
set_weight_to(network, agent-list, pair-expression)

Description
Set the weight on the edge from the calling agent to the agent-id in the given network. Has no effect if there is not
already an edge between the two agents in the network.
If the second arguments is a list of agent IDs, all existing edges between the calling agent and the agents in the list are
set.
The pair-expression is evaluated for each target agent to set the weight of the edge, if it exists. All agent properties
in the pair-expression refer to the calling agent, but any occurrence of the special variable “_” refers to the target
agent.
Parameters
network
The name of a network. The network must bedeclared in the model.
agent-id
An expression that evaluates to an agent ID.
agent-list
A list-expression that evaluates to a list of agent IDs.
pair-expression
A pair-expression that evaluates to a number.
Examples
Set the weights in the age-network on edges to members of the agent’s household, with weight equal to the age of the
other agent minus the age of the calling agent:
set_weight_to(age_network, members(Household), ask(_,age) - age)
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See Also
pair-expression, set_weight_from()

1.19.18 sex
Returns the gender (sex) of the current agent.
Synopsis
sex

Description
A factor that is tied to each agent’s sex as defined in the synthetic population. The default sexes are female encoded
as 0 and male encoded as 1.
Examples
Female agents can be sorted into the state Select with the transition rule
if (sex == female) then next(Select)
or equivalently with
if (sex == 0) then next(Select)

Errors
Uppercase Female and Male cause an error.
See Also
female, male, race, id, age, household_relationship

1.19.19 shuffle()
Re-order a given list.
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Synopsis
shuffle(list-expression)

Description
This function randomly orders, or shuffles, the given list, and returns this new list.
Parameters
list-expression
An expression that evaluates to a list, which is then shuffled.
Returns
Returns a randomly ordered copy of the given list.
Examples
shuffle([1,2,3,4,5]) will return a shuffled list such as [3,1,4,5,2].
See Also
list(), sort()

1.19.20 sibling
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
sibling

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
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Examples
siblings can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == sibling) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, spouse, child, parent, grandchild, in_law, other_relative, boarder,
housemate, partner, foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

1.19.21 simulation
Defines a simulation block
Synopsis
simulation { ... }

Description
The simulation block defines the core properties of the simulation, including the simulation locations and time frame
(start and end dates). The simulation block is required.
A minimal simulation block defines the locations and start_date for the simulation. The length of the simulation is
specified using either a end_date statement or an explicit number of days.
Additional simulation settings control the random number seed for the simulation and several properties controlling
the output of the simulation. These are described in the FRED Language Guide, or through the See Also references on
this page.
Examples
Here is a basic simulation block defining a single location and a year-long simulation.
simulation {
locations = Pittsburgh_PA
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Dec-31
}
The simulation block can also select the initial seed for the random number generator. The block may also set the
maximum number of transition steps an agent may perform at a given time step, to help avoid infinite loops. These
settings are not usually modified by users, and are shown in the following example.
simulation {
locations = Pittsburgh_PA
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
days = 365
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

seed = 123456
max_loops = 1000000
}

See Also
locations, start_date, end_date, days, seed. max_loops, update_progress

1.19.22 sim_day
the simulation day, starting with day 0
Synopsis
sim_day

Description
Simulation factor that returns the simulation day, starting with day 0.
See Also
sim_step(), now, sim_run

1.19.23 sim_run
Return the simulation run number.
Synopsis
sim_run

Description
This factor returns the simulation run number. In FRED, a job can simulation one or more runs. Typically, runs within
a job are numbered started with 1 and incrementing sequentially based on the number of runs requested. A modeler
can override this value for a particular job.
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See Also
sim_step(), sim_day, now,

1.19.24 sim_step()
Returns the simulation time step corresponding to the given timestamp.
Synopsis
sim_step(year, month, day)
sim_step(year, month, day, hour)

Description
Returns the simulation time step corresponding to the given date and hour. The hour parameter is optional;
sim_step(year, month, day) is equivalent to sim_step(year, month, day, 0)
Parameters
year
The year, as a four digit number.
month
The month, as a two digit number (if less than 10, add a preceeding 0 to make it two digits).
day
The day, as a two digit number (if less than 10, add a preceeding 0 to make it two digits).
hour
The hour, as a two digit number (if less than 10, add a preceeding 0 to make it two digits).
Returns
The integer value of the simulation time step at the given day or hour.
Examples
The following returns the simulation time step corresponding to June 16, 2020 at 7pm:
sim_step(2020, 6, 16, 19)
The following wait command would wait until the simulation time step corresponding to Aug 12 at 2am during the year
represented by the variable Yr:
wait(sim_step(Yr, 8, 12, 2) - now)
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See Also
now, sim_day, sim_run,

1.19.25 sin()
The sine of an argument.
Synopsis
sin(x)

Description
Sine function. Argument is interpreted as radians.
Parameters
x
The argument of the sine function in radians.
Returns
The sine of x.
See Also
sinh(), asin(), asinh(), cos(), cosh(), acos(), acosh(), tan(), tanh(), atan(), atan2(), atanh()

1.19.26 sinh()
The hyperbolic sine of an argument.
Synopsis
sinh(x)
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Description
The hyperbolic sine of x.
Parameters
x
The argument of the hyperbolic sine function.
Returns
The hyperbolic sine of x.
See Also
acos(), acosh(), asin(), asinh(), atan(), atan2(), atanh(), cos(), cosh(), sin(), tan(), tanh()

1.19.27 site
Place property that sets an instance of the place type.
Synopsis
site = <site_id>,<latitude>,<longitude>,<elevation>

Description
A place property that sets an instance of the place type.
Parameters
• <site_id>
[integer] The ID of the site
• <latitude>
[float] The latitude of the site
• <longitude>
[float] The longitude of the site
• <elevation>
[float] The elevation of the site
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Examples
A site can be defined for the place, MyPlace, with the following:
place MyPlace {
site = 0, 40.451164, -79.999803, 230.1
}
Multiple sites are defined with this method by using multiple lines:
place MyPlace {
site = 0, 40.451164, -79.999803, 230.1
site = 0, 40.626449, -79.723195, 240.5
}

See Also
sites

1.19.28 sites
Place property that sets multiple instances of the place type via a csv file.
Synopsis
sites = <sites.csv>

Description
A place property that sets multiple instances of the place type via a csv file. Each row of the file must match the format
for individual definitions of a site, i.e. <site_id>,``<latitude>``,``<longitude>``,``<elevation>``.
Examples
Two sites can be defined for the place, MyPlace, with the following:
place MyPlace {
sites = sites.csv
}
where sites.csv contains the following:
0, 40.451164, -79.999803, 230.1
0, 40.626449, -79.723195, 240.5
This process is equivalent to defining the sites using the site property multiple times:
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place MyPlace {
site = 0, 40.451164, -79.999803, 230.1
site = 0, 40.626449, -79.723195, 240.5
}

See Also
site

1.19.29 size()
The number of members in a group.
Synopsis
size(Population)
size(<group_name>)

Description
The first form returns the number of individual agents in the Population.
The second form returns the number of members in the ordinary agent’s group. If the agent is not a member of the
given group, the function returns 0.
Parameters
<group_name> :
Name of a mixing group or Population
Examples
If an agent is a member of a School, then the agent can find the size the school with:
my_school_size = size(School)

See Also
members() get_size()
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1.19.30 skip()
Directs an agent to no longer visit one or more groups.
Synopsis
skip()
skip(group_name, ..., group_name)

Description
The agent does not attend any of the listed mixing groups while it remains in the current state. If the argument list is
empty, the agent does not attend any group.
The agent resumes normal attendance patterns after leaving the current state.
Parameters
group_name
Name of a mixing group (a place or a network) that the agent should no longer visit
Examples
This example is a possible state to make an agent stay home. While the agent remains in the FeelingSick state, the
agent is skipping all places except their household.
state FeelingSick {
skip()
attend(Household)
wait()
next()
}
The following statement simply makes an agent skip their workplace, if it has any. The agent will continue to visit and
be present in other mixing groups.
skip(Workplace)

See Also
join(), attend(), quit()
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1.19.31 snapshot_date
Property that sets the simulation date for a snapshot to occur
Synopsis
snapshot_date = <date-string>

Description
This simulation property the sets the simulation date for a snapshot to occur.
It is not set by default.
Parameters
<date-string>
A string of the form YYYY-MM-DD, e.g., 2021-03-25
Examples
The following code will produce a snapshot on simulation date March 25, 2021 regardless of any other snapshot
settings:
simulation {
snapshot_date = 2021-03-25
}

See Also
snapshots, snapshot_final, snapshot_interval

1.19.32 snapshot_final
Property that produces a snapshot at the end of a run
Synopsis
snapshot_final = <n>
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Description
If set to 1, a snapshot will be produced at the end of a run.
The default value is 0.
Parameters
<n-string>
A numeric value of 0 or 1.
Examples
The following code will produce a snapshot at the end of a run, regardless of any other snapshot settings:
simulation {
snapshot_final = 1
}

See Also
snapshot_date, snapshot_interval, snapshots

1.19.33 snapshot_interval
The number of simulation days between snapshots
Synopsis
snapshot_interval = <n>

Description
This simulation property determines the number of days between periodic snapshots.
If n > 0, the first snapshot will occur after simulation day n, and then after each subsequent n days.
The default value is 0, which produces no periodic snapshots.
The number of periodic snapshots that are kept is determined by the number of other snapshots that are requested, and
the value of the snapshots property.
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Parameters
<n>
A numeric value interpreted as a number of days between snapshots, or 0 for no periodic snapshots.
Examples
The following code will produce a snapshot every 30 days. The last two will be kept.
simulation {
snapshot_interval = 30
snapshots = 2
}

See Also
snapshot_date, snapshot_final, snapshots

1.19.34 snapshots
Property that determines the number of periodic snapshots for the job
Synopsis
snapshots = <n>

Description
This simulation property determines the number of periodic snapshots that are kept for the job, according to the following rules:
If the property snapshot_final is set, then a final snapshot is always kept.
If the property snapshot_date is set and the simulation reaches the specified simulation date, then the snapshot of
that date is also kept.
If the property snapshot_intervals is greater than 0, then then at least the final periodic snapshot will be kept.
If the snapshots property exceeds the number of snapshots required be the preceding rules, then additional periodic
snapshots will be kept, until the total number of snapshots reaches the value of snapshots, at which point the oldest
periodic snapshot will be deleted.
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Parameters
n
A numeric value.
Examples
The following settings will keep the final two weekly snapshots and the final snapshot:
simulation {
snapshot_final = 1
snapshot_interval = 7
snapshots = 3
}
The following setting will keep the final snapshot, the snapshot on the specifed date, and the final weekly snapshot:
simulation {
snapshot_final = 1
snapshot_date = 2022-05-22
snapshot_interval = 7
}

See Also
snapshot_date, snapshot_final, snapshot_interval

1.19.35 sort()
Sort a given list.
Synopsis
sort(list-expression)

Description
This function returns a sorted copy of the given list parameter.
Parameters
list-expression
An expression that evaluated to a list.
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Returns
Returns a sorted copy of the list.
Examples
The action sort(list(3,1,4,5,2)) will return a sorted list containing 1,2,3,4,5.
See Also
list(), shuffle()

1.19.36 source()
The agent ID of the transmission source for the given condition
Synopsis
source(condition)

Description
This function returns the agent ID of the transmission source for a given condition.
Parameters
condition
A transmissible condition within the model.
Returns
If the agent has been exposed to the given condition, this function returns the agent ID of the agent who transmitted the
condition to the agent. If the agent was exposed through an importation, the function returns the ID of the meta-agent,
-1.
If the agent has not been exposed to the condition, the function returns -1.
Examples
my_source_of_exposure = source(COND)
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See Also
transmissions(), was_exposed_in(), was_exposed_externally()

1.19.37 spouse
A category of the household_relationship factor.
Synopsis
spouse

Description
A category of the household_relationship factor based on census data.
Examples
spouses can be selected and sent to the state Selection with the rule:
if(household_relationship == spouse) then next(Selection)

See Also
household_relationship, householder, child, sibling, parent, grandchild, in_law, other_relative, boarder,
housemate, partner, foster_child, other_non_relative, institutionalized_group_quarters_pop, noninstitutionalized_group_quarters_pop

1.19.38 sqrt()
The square root of a value.
Synopsis
sqrt(x)

Description
Returns the square root of the argument.
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Parameters
x
A numeric expression.
Returns
Returns the square root of the argument.
Errors
A run-time error occurs if the argument evaluates to a negative value.
See Also
pow()

1.19.39 start_date
Simulation property for setting the start date of a simulation.
Synopsis
start_date = <date>

Description
Simulation property for setting the start date of a simulation. Set in a simulation block.
Parameters
• date :
The start date of the simulation. Formatted as YYYY-MM-DD (e.g. 2020-01-01). MM may be switched
with a three digit abbreviation of a month (e.g. 2020-Jan-01). Leading zeros may be left off (e.g.
2020-1-1).
Examples
The following sets the start date of a simulation to January 1st, 2020:
simulation {
locations = Pittsburgh_PA
state_date = 2020-Jan-01
start_date = 2020-Dec-31
}
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See Also
end_date, days

1.19.40 start_state
The start state for regular agents in a condition.
Synopsis
start_state = <state-name>

Options
<state-name>
The name of the first state for each agent.
Description
This statement sets the initial state for regular agents in the current condition. This value can be different for each
condition. If not specified, the first state defined in the condition is used as the start state. This value must be set within
the condition block, outside of any state blocks.
Examples
The following condition SCHOOL_SCHEDULE establishes an initial state Start for agents within the condition.
condition SCHOOL_SCHEDULE {
start_state = Start`
group_start_state = GroupAgentStart
...
state Start {
# initial state for regular agents
}
state GroupAgentStart {
# initial state for group agents
}
...
}
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See Also
add_to_schedule(), group_start_state, is_group_agent(), meta_start_state, remove_from_schedule()

1.19.41 starts_at
Mixing group property that sets the hours of operation of the mixing group during each day of the week
Synopsis
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_<day-of-week> = <number-of-hours-open>
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_weekends = <number-of-hours-open>
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_weekdays = <number-of-hours-open>

Description
These properties are included in the mixing group’s code block to define the times and days that a group is usually
open. These properties apply to all instances of this group type (e.g. all schools).
There can be any number of instances of the starts_at property. If more than one occurs, they accumulate in effect,
and later instance override earlier instances.
The property clear_schedule = 1 causes any previously defined open hours to be cleared.
Each starting time is specified using a 12-hour clock (that is, the time specification must end in am or pm).
The day of the week is one of the values {Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat}.
The right-hand side value must be a positive integer that indicates the number of consecutive hours the mixing group
operates starting at the indicated hour.
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_weekends = <number-of-hours-open>
is equivalent to the following statements:
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_Sat = <number-of-hours-open>
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_Sun = <number-of-hours-open>
Similarly, the property statement
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_weekdays = <number-of-hours-open>
is equivalent to the following statements:
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_Mon
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_Tue
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_Wed
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_Thu
starts_at_<1..12><am|pm>_on_Fri

=
=
=
=
=

<number-of-hours-open>
<number-of-hours-open>
<number-of-hours-open>
<number-of-hours-open>
<number-of-hours-open>

There are no default opening hours for any mixing group. They must be explicitly defined in the model, or no agents
will attend the mixing group.
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Examples
The following defines a schedule for a place type called Mall, which normally opens between 11am and 9pm on
Monday through Friday, between 9am and 9pm on Saturday, and between noon and 8pm on Sunday.
place Mall {
starts_at_11am_on_weekdays = 10
starts_at_9am_on_Sat = 12
starts_at_12pm_on_Sun = 8
}

See Also
attend() clear_schedule() close() has_group_agent() is_at() is_open() is_temporarily_closed() skip()

1.19.42 state
Define a state within a condition.
Synopsis
condition <condition-name> {
...
state <state-name> {
# logic for the state
}
}

Options
<condition-name>
The name of the condition.
<state-name>
The name for the state.
Description
The state block defines a state within a condition. Each agent occupies exactly one state within each condition at any
time, and each condition can define any number of states.
A state block defines three types of statements:
1. The actions an agent performs when it enters the state;
2. The duration of time the agent spends in the state; and
3. The transition rules that determine which state the agent occupies next.
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Examples
Here is an example of a partial INFLUENZA condition with two states defined.
condition INFLUENZA {
. . .
state Susceptible {
INFLUENZA.sus = 1
wait()
next()
}
state Exposed {
INFLUENZA.sus = 0
wait(24 * lognormal(1.9, 1.23))
next(InfectiousAsymptomatic) with prob(0.33)
default(InfectiousSymptomatic)
}
. . .
}

See Also
condition, group_start_state, meta_start_state, start_state

1.19.43 steps_between()
The number of hours between two timestamps.
Synopsis
steps_between(timestamp1, timestamp2)

Description
Returns the number of hours between the given timestamps.
The results are accurate for timestamps between the start_date and end_date defined for the model.
Timestamps outside the simulation period results in arbitrary large values. For example, if timestamp1 occurs prior to
start_date or timestamp2 occurs after end_date, then the function may return a value such as 999999.
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Parameters
timestamp1
Expression that evaluates to a number of the form YYYYMMDDHH or YYYYMMDD.
timestamp2
Expression that evaluates to a number of the form YYYYMMDDHH or YYYYMMDD.
Returns
Returns the number of hours between the two timestamps.
Errors
If either argument represents an invalid timestamp, a run-time error will occur and the simulation will terminate.
Examples
wait(steps_between(2020010100, 2021052813))

See Also
wait()

1.19.44 student_t()
Agent action that returns a variate of a student_t distribution.
Synopsis
student_t(n)

Description
Returns floating point variate of a Student-T distribution with n degrees of freedom. This distribution produces random
numbers as the result of normalizing the values of a relatively small sample (n+1 values) of independent normallydistributed values. As the sample size increases, the distribution approaches a standard normal distribution.
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Parameters
n
Degrees of freedom.
Returns
Returns a floating point variate according to a student_t distribution.
Examples
The following state will make entering agents collectively wait with a student_t distribution (n = 2) of individual
hourly wait times:
state Test{
wait(student_t(2))
next(Excluded)
}

See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(), normal(), poisson(), uniform(), weibull()

1.19.45 sub()
Returns the result of subtracting two values or subtracting a value from each item in a list or subtracting pairwise the
items in two lists.
Synopsis
sub(x, y)

Description
If x and y are single-valued expression, the function returns the difference of the two given values, x - y.
If the first argument is a single-valued expression and the other is a list-expression, then the function returns is a list of
values consisting of the difference of the single value and each item in the list.
If the first argument is a list-valued expression and the other is a single-valued expression, then the function returns is
a list of values consisting of the difference each item in the list and the single value.
If both arguments are list-expressions, then the function returns is a list of values consisting of the difference between
the items in the first list and the corresponding items in the second list. In this case, the lists must have the same number
of items.
This function is the prefix notation for the expression x - y.
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Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a number or a list.
y
An expression that evaluates to a number or a list.
Returns
The result is a single value if both arguments are single-valued expressions; otherwise the result is a list.
Errors
If both arguments are list-expressions, a run-time error occurs if the lists have different lengths.
Examples
z = sub(3, 1)
z = 3 - 1
a_list
new_list =
new_list =
new_list =

# z = 1
# z = 1

= list(1, 2, 3)
sub(a_list, 1) # new_list = list(0, 1, 2)
a_list - 1
# new_list = list(0, 1, 2)
10 - a_list
# new_list = list(9, 8, 7)

a_list = list(10, 20, 30)
b_list = list(1, 2, 3)
new_list = a_list - b_list # new_list = list(9, 18, 27)

See Also
add(), div(), mult(), mod()

1.19.46 sum()
The sum of the values in a list.
Synopsis
sum(value-list)
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Description
This function returns the sum of the values in the list passed as a parameter.
Parameters
value-list
A list-valued expression.
Returns
Returns a numerical value equal to the sum of the values in the argument list.
See Also
max(), min(), prod()

1.19.47 Sun
Three-letter code for Sunday
Synopsis
Sun

Description
Three-letter code for Sunday. Used for wait rules, and for specifying place, network, and mixing group schedules via
property statements.
Examples
The following rule will make agents wait until the start of Sunday:
wait(until(Sun))
A place can be given a property statement to open for 2 hours at 6pm on Sunday:
place <place_name> {
...
starts_at_6pm_on_Sun = 2
...
}
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See Also
day_of_week, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat

1.19.48 sus
Returns or sets the agent’s susceptibility to a condition
Synopsis
<condition-name>.sus = <value>
<variable-name> = <condition-name>.sus

Description
The first form above is an action that sets the agent’s susceptibility to a condition.
If the term occurs in a right-hand-side context such as in the second form above, it returns the value of an individual
agent’s susceptibility to the given condition.
Parameters
condition-name
The name of a transmissible condition.
value
An expression that evaluates to a numeric value.
Examples
The following statement sets the agent’s susceptibility to COVID19 to 1.0:
COVID19.sus = 1.0
The following statement set the variable x to the agent’s susceptibility to COVID19:
x = COVID19.sus

See Also
set_sus(), set_trans()
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1.19.49 sus_list()
Returns a list of agents that are susceptible to a condition.
Synopsis
sus_lists(condition_name)

Description
This function returns the list of agents that are susceptible to the named condition.
Parameters
condition_name
The name of a condition.
Returns
If there are no susceptible agents, the function returns an empty list.

1.20 Starts with T
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter T.

1.20.1 table
Declares one or more table variables for use in the FRED program
Synopsis
table <variable1> <variable2> ...

Description
A table statement declares one or more tables. Tables must be defined within a variables block.
Like dictionaries in python, tables are mutable associative arrays consisting of key-value pairs that can be accessed via
the key of each pair. Each key is paired with a single value.
Both keys and values are real numbers.
A table variable is global and may be accessed or changed by any agent.
Table variables are always initialized as empty lists.
Table items can be set using the action set or by an assignment statement:
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set(table_name, key, value)
table_name[key] = value
Table items can be accessed using the function lookup or by using the notation shown:
my_value = lookup(table_name, key)
my_value = table_name[key]
When looking up values in a table, an error occurs if the key does not exist, unless the table has a default_value
property, in which case the default value is returned as the value of the lookup.
Table items can be erased using the action erase:
erase(table_name, key)
All table items can be erased using the action clear:
clear(table_name)

Options
Table variables are declared with a variables block and may include optional properties output, output_interval,
and default_value.
variables {
table <table_name>
<table_name>.default_value = <value>
<table_name>.output = 0/1
<table_name>.output_interval = <N_days>
}
If the output property is defined, the table is output to a file named <path-to-job-results>/RUN<n>/LIST/
<table_name>.txt (same as global lists).
If the output_interval property is defined, the table is output every N simulation days to a file named
<path-to-job-results>/RUN<n>/LIST/<table_name>-<day>.txt
Table output files are comma-separated key-value pairs, one per line, with a header line "KEY,VALUE". The files are
sorted by keys in ascending order.
Table output files can be retrived using the fred_get_list command.
Examples
The following declares a table variable called lookup_table1 with a default value of -1. The table is output to a file
at the end of a run.
variables {
table lookup_table1
lookup_table1.default_value = -1
lookup_table1.output = 1
}
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See Also
clear(), default_value, erase(), global, global_list, lookup(), set()

1.20.2 tan()
The tangent of an argument.
Synopsis
tan(x)

Description
The tangent of x.
Parameters
x
The argument of the tangent function.
Returns
The tangent of x.
See Also
acos(), acosh(), asin(), asinh(), atan(), atan2(), atanh(), cos(), cosh(), sin(), sinh(), tanh()

1.20.3 tanh()
The hyperbolic tangent of an argument.
Synopsis
tanh(x)
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Description
The hyperbolic tangent of x.
Parameters
x
The argument of the hyperbolic tangent function.
Returns
The hyperbolic tangent of x.
See Also
sin(), sinh(), asin(), asinh(), cos(), cosh(), acos(), acosh(), tan(), atan(), atan2(), atanh()

1.20.4 tell()
Agent action which sets the value of another agent’s variable.
Synopsis
tell(agent-id, variable, pair-expression)
tell(agent-list, variable, pair-expression)

Description
Agent action which sets the given variable for the agent whose ID is the value of the first argument to the value of the
expression in the pair expression.
If the first argument is a list, then the given variable is set for each agent whose ID is in the list.
The pair-expression is evaluated with respect to the agent performing the action, but any occurrence of the special
variable _ is replaced by the ID of the other agent specified by the first argument.
Parameters
agent-id
An expression that evaluates to the ID of the other agent whose variable should be set.
agent-list
An expression that evaluates to a list of agent IDs whose variables should be set.
variable
The name of the variable to assign.
<pair-expression>
The expression to assign to the other agent’s or agents’ variable.
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Examples
If the following action is executed by agent A and the value of agent A’s my_friend variable is the ID of agent B, then
the my_age_diff variable of agent B is set to agent A’s age minus agent B’s age.
tell(my_friend, my_age_diff, age - ask(_,age))
In this case, ask(_,age) evaluates to agent B’s age.
See Also
ask(), pair-expression

1.20.5 then
This keyword is used within an if statement between the predicate and the action or transition.
Synopsis
if (<predicate>) then . . .

Description
See the discussion for the if statement for more discussion and some examples.

1.20.6 Thu
Three-letter code for Thursday
Synopsis
Thu

Description
Three-letter code for Thursday. Used for wait rules, and for specifying place, network, and mixing group schedules via
property statements.
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Examples
The following rule will make agents wait until the start of Thursday:
wait(until(Thu))
A place can be given a property statement to open for 2 hours at 6pm on Thursday:
place <place_name> {
...
starts_at_6pm_on_Thu = 2
...
}

See Also
day_of_week, Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Fri, Sat

1.20.7 today
Returns integer of current day in fred simulation.
Synopsis
today

Description
Same as date. Returns an integer value equal to 10000*year + 100*month + day_of_month to allow comparisons
between dates.
Examples
If the current date in the model is Jan 1st 2021, then the agent will go to the Close state with the following transition
rule:
if (today == 20210101) then next (Close)

See Also
date, day_of_week, day_of_month, day_of_year, month, year
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1.20.8 total_count()
The number of agents that have ever entered the given state
Synopsis
total_count(condition-name.state-name)
total_count(condition-name.state-name, group-name)

Description
This function returns the number of agents that have ever entered the given state. Note that the state is named using the
notation <condition-name>.<state-name>.
The second form restricts the count to the agents who are members of the agent’s group.
Parameters
condition-name
The name of a condition defined in the model.
state-name
The name of a state within the condition.
group-name
The name of a mixing group defined in the model.
Returns
Returns a non-negative integer value.
Examples
my_sick_housemates_total = total_count(INF.Sick, Household)

See Also
current_count(), daily_count()

1.20.9 trans
Returns or sets the transmissibility to a condition
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Synopsis
<condition-name>.trans = <value>
<variable-name> = <condition-name>.trans

Description
The first form above is an action. The effect of this action depends on whether it is executed by an individual agent
or by the meta-agent. If executed by an individual agent, the action sets the agent’s transmissibility to a condition. If
executed by the meta-agent, the action sets the global transmissibility of a condition.
If the term occurs in a right-hand-side context such as in the second form above, it returns the value of an individual
agent’s transmissibility for the given condition.
Parameters
condition-name
The name of a transmissible condition.
value
An expression that evaluates to a numeric value.
Examples
Both of the following statements set the agent’s transmissibility to COVID19 to 1.0:
COVID19.trans = 1.0
set_trans(COVID19, 1.0)
The following statement set the variable x to the agent’s transmissibility to COVID19:
x = COVID19.trans

See Also
set_sus()

1.20.10 transmission_mode
Condition property, necessary for a transmissible condition, that determines how one agent can transmit the condition
to another agent.
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Synopsis
transmission_mode = none | proximity | network | environmental

Description
The transmission mode determines how one agent can transmit the condition to another agent. Transmissible conditions
must have a transmission_mode property. The default is none. The proximity transmission mode means that a
transmissible agent can transmit the condition to a susceptible agent when the two agent occupy the same place at the
same time. The network transmission mode means that a transmissible agent can transmit the condition to a susceptible
agent to which the first agent is connected within an appropriate network. The environmental mode is used when
transmission occurs only from the Meta agent to susceptible agents.
Examples
The following sets the transmission mode of the condition, TEST_CONDITION, to proximity:
condition TEST_CONDITION {
transmission_mode = proximity
...
}

See Also
Transmissibility

1.20.11 transmission_network_name
Transmissible condition property that populates an edge from the transmitter agent to the transmittee agent in a specified
network when one agent in the network infects another agent in that network.
Synopsis
transmission_network_name = <network_name>

Description
Transmissible condition property that populates an edge from the transmitter agent to the transmittee agent in a specified
network when one agent in the network infects another agent in that network. The named transmission network must
also be declared as a network.
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Parameters
• <network_name> :
Name of the network which will be populated with edges by the condition.
Examples
The following would make infection events in the INF condition add corresponding edges to the INFtrans network.
network INFtrans {
...
}
condition INF {
transmission_network_name = INFtrans
...
}

See Also

1.20.12 transmissions()
The number of transmission by the current agent for a given condition
Synopsis
transmissions(condition)

Description
This function returns the number of other agents that have been exposed to the given condition by the current agent.
The result is 0 if the agent has not transmitted the condition.
Parameters
condition
A transmissible condition within the model.
Returns
Returns a non-negative integer value.
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Examples
my_transmissions_to_other_agents = transmissions(COVID19)

See Also
source()

1.20.13 transmit()
Transmits a specified condition from one agent to another
Synopsis
transmit(condition_name, source_agent, dest_agent)
An action that transmits a specified condition from one agent to another. The source_agent and dest_agent parameters can be expressions that evaluate the agent IDs.
Parameters
condition_name
The name of the condition
source_agent
The infected agent
dest_agent
The target agent
See Also
exposed_state was_exposed_in()

1.20.14 tribal
The value of the race factor for tribal agents.
Synopsis
tribal
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Description
Text of the value of the race factor for tribal agents. The associated numeric value is 5.
Examples
Tribal agents can be sorted into the state Select with the transition rule
if (race == tribal) then next(Select)
or with the rule
if (race == 5) then next(Select)

Notes
The default racial codes are as follows:

Racial Numeric Code
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 6: Racial Codes
Racial Text Code
not specified
unknown
white
african_american
american_indian
alaska_native
tribal
asian
hawaiian_native
other_race
multiple_race

See Also
race, unknown_race, white, african_american, american_indian, alaska_native, asian, hawaiian_native, other_race,
multiple_race

1.20.15 Tue
Three-letter code for Tuesday
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Synopsis
Tue

Description
Three-letter code for Tuesday. Used for wait rules, and for specifying place, network, and mixing group schedules via
property statements.
Examples
The following rule will make agents wait until the start of Tuesday:
wait(until(Tue))
A place can be given a property statement to open for 2 hours at 6pm on Tuesday:
place <place_name> {
...
starts_at_6pm_on_Tue = 2
...
}

See Also
day_of_week, Sun, Mon, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat

1.21 Starts with U
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter U.

1.21.1 uniform()
Agent action that returns a variate of a uniform distribution.
Synopsis
uniform(lower, upper)
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Description
Returns a variate of a uniform distribution with range [lower, upper]. This function is often used to model waiting
times.
Parameters
• lower
[float] Lower bound of range.
• upper
[float] Upper bound of range.
Returns
Returns a floating point variate according to a uniform distribution.
Examples
The following state will make entering agents collectively wait with a uniform distribution (lower = 1.1, upper =
4.4) of individual hourly wait times:
state Test{
wait(uniform(1.1, 4.4))
next(Excluded)
}

See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(), normal(), poisson(), student_t(), weibull()

1.21.2 union()
Returns a list of unique items that occur in either of two lists, sorted in increasing order.
Synopsis
union(list-expression-1, list-expression-2)
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Description
Returns a list of unique items that occur in either of two lists, sorted in increasing order.
Parameters
list-expression-1
First of two lists whose union is being taken.
list-expression-2
Second of two lists whose union is being taken.
Returns
Returns a list of unique items that occur in both lists, sorted in increasing order.
Examples
The following returns a list containing 0,1,2,3,4,5,6:
union(list(1,2,3,4,5),list(0,4,5,6))

See Also
intersection(), set_difference()

1.21.3 unique()
Used to retrieve all unique elements in a list.
Synopsis
unique(list-expression)

Description
Returns a sorted list of unique elements that occur in the list parameter.
Parameters
list-expression
The list from which unique elements are to be retrieved.
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Returns
A sorted list of unique elements that occur in the list parameter.
Examples
The following returns a list containing 1,2,3:
unique(list(2, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 1))

See Also
list()

1.21.4 unknown_race
The value of the race factor for agents with an unknown race.
Synopsis
unknown_race

Description
This constant represents the value of the race factor for agents with an unknown race. The associated numeric value
is 0.
Examples
Agents with unknown racial data can be sorted into the state Select with the transition rule
if (race == unknown_race) then next(Select)
or with the rule
if (race == 0) then next(Select)

Notes
The default racial codes are as follows:
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Table 7: Racial Codes
Racial Numeric Code, Racial Text Code
Heading row 1, column 2
-1
not specified
0
unknown_race
1
white
2
african_american
3
american_indian
4
alaska_native
5
tribal
6
asian
7
hawaiian_native
8
other_race
9
multiple_race

See Also
race, white, african_american, american_indian, alaska_native, tribal, asian, hawaiian_native, other_race, multiple_race

1.21.5 until()
Returns the number of hours until the specified date and time.
Synopsis
until(year, month, day-of-month, hour)
until(month, day, hour)
until(month, day)
until(day-of-week, hour)
until(hour)
until(timestamp)
until(datestamp)

Description
Returns the number of hours until the specified date and time.
Parameters
year
Expression that evaluates to a number between 1900 and 2200.
month
Expression that evaluates to a number between 1 and 12 or a
three-letter abbreviation for a month, Jan, Feb, . . . , Dec.
day-of-month
Expression that evaluates to a number between 1 and 31.
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day-of-week
A three-letter abbreviation for a day of the week, that is,
Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, or Sat.
hour
Expression that evaluates to a number between 0 and 23 or a number
followed by am or pm, for example, 2pm (no spaces)
timestamp
Expression that evaluates to a number with format YYYYMMDDHH.
datestamp
Expression that evaluates to a number with format YYYYMMDD.
Options
The function determines the type of the arguments based on the number of arguments.
In the case of two arguments, at least one of the arguments must be an abbreviation for a month, a day of the week, or
an hour.
Returns
Returns the number of hours until the specified date and time.
Errors
If the expression does not evaluate to a valid time and date, a run-time error will occur and the simulation will terminate.
Examples
wait(until(2020,12,31,23))
wait(until(2020, Dec, 31, 11pm))
wait(until(year+1, Jan, 1, 12am)) # wait until next New Year's day
wait(until(Dec, 12, 3pm)
wait(until(Sat, 11pm))
wait(until(Dec, 31)) # wait until 12am on Dec. 31
wait(until(2pm)) # wait until 2pm in the afternoon
my_timestamp = 1000000*year + 10000*month + 100*day_of_month + hour
wait(until(my_timestamp))
my_datestamp = 10000*year + 100*month + day_of_month
wait(until(my_datestamp))
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See Also
wait()

1.21.6 update_progress
The number of seconds between real-time progress reports while a job is running
Synopsis
update_progress = <n>

Description
This simulation control property sets the number of seconds between real-time progress reports while a job is running.
The default value is 60.
If set to a positive value, then a line is appended to the real-time progress report at the end of each simulation day if
the amount of real-time elapsed since the last update was at least n seconds.
The format of the progress report file is shown in the example below.
Commands
The progress file may be retrieved while the job is running, or after it has completed by the following command:
$ fred_get_progress -k <job-key>

Examples
The default value is shown here:
simulation {
update_progress = 60
}
The user can retrieve the progress report as follows:
$ fred_get_progress -k snap1
RUN1: started at 2021-Oct-11 16:05:44
day 12 of 32 (38%) at 2021-Oct-11 16:06:45
day 23 of 32 (72%) at 2021-Oct-11 16:07:46
day 32 of 32 (100%) at 2021-Oct-11 16:08:44
RUN2: started at 2021-Oct-11 16:05:44
day 11 of 32 (34%) at 2021-Oct-11 16:06:44
day 22 of 32 (69%) at 2021-Oct-11 16:07:46
day 32 of 32 (100%) at 2021-Oct-11 16:08:47
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1.22 Starts with V
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter V.

1.22.1 variables
Declare global and personal variables and their initial values.
Synopsis
variables {
# one or more variable definitions
}

Description
FRED supports three kinds of variables: ordinary variables, list variables and table variables. Ordinary variables
contain single numerical values. List variables contain lists of values. Table variables contain key-value pairs.
Variables can be global or personal. Global variables share their value among the agents in the simulation; personal
variables have a value specific to each agent in the simulation.
Table variables are always global.
Variables are declared in a variables block. This block defines the names and initial values of variables. The same
variable can be declared multiple times; only a single instance of the variable is created.
Programs may contain more than one variables blocks, which are combined into a single block by the compiler.
Examples
This example defines a global variable g_fever_temperature and a personal variable my_temperature.
variables {
global g_fever_temperature
g_fever_temperature = 101.5
personal my_temperature
my_temperature = 98.6
}
For personal variables, the expression is evaluated for each agent separately. For the following example, the initialization
will assign each agent a distinct temperature drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of 98.6 and a standard
deviation of 1.0.
variables {
global g_fever_temperature
g_fever_temperature = 101.5
personal my_temperature
my_temperature = normal(98.6, 1.0)
}
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See Also
global_list global parameters table

1.23 Starts with W
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter W.

1.23.1 wait()
Rule that determines how long an agent waits before transitioning to another state.
Synopsis
wait(x)
wait()

Description
A wait rule determines the number of simulation steps before an agent applies its transition rules to determine the next
state.
Wait rules are evaluated immediately after the agent performs its actions upon entering the state.
The argument is evaluated and rounded to the nearest integer. If the argument is omitted, it is equivalent to
wait(999999), a functionally indefinite wait of more than a century.
If the argument evaluates to 0, the state is a transient state and the transition rules are applied immediately. Transient states with zero wait times are often useful, since they can cause effects that change the agent’s other conditions,
or they can serve as decision points for moving into different states.
If the argument evaluates to a negative value, then no transition rules are evaluated, and the state becomes an absorbing
state.
If a state contains multiple wait rules, the first rule that applies to the agent is used.
Parameters
x
An expression that evaluates to a number of simulation steps. The value is rounded to the nearest integer.
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Examples
Give one or more examples of this item.
wait(1)
#
wait(0)
#
wait()
#
wait(-1)
#
wait(1.6)
#
˓→integer.
wait(0.4)
#
˓→nearest integer.
wait(until(2pm)) #

Wait 1 hour
Apply transition rules immediately
Wait indefinitely.
Wait indefinitely with any negative value.
Wait 2 hours. The value of the expression is rounded to the nearest␣
Same as wait(0). The value of the expression is rounded to the␣
wait until the next occurrence of 2pm

Errors
Each state must have at least one unconditional wait rule, or a compiler error will result and the program will not
execute. Given how wait rules are evaluated, any wait rule after the first unconditional wait rule will be ignored.
See Also
now, steps_between(), until()

1.23.2 was_exposed_externally()
Determine whether the agent was exposed to a given condition by an importation event or as part of the simulation.
Synopsis
was_exposed_externally(condition)

Description
This predicate returns 1 (true) if the current agent was exposed to the given condition by an importation event, typically
by the meta agent. Otherwise, this returns 0 (false).
Parameters
condition
A transmissible condition within the model.
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Returns
True (1 or true) if the agent was exposed to the given condition by an importation event, and false (0 or false)
otherwise.
Examples
This example checks if the current agent was exposed to a transmissible condition Flu externally, and if so sends them
to a ImportedAgent state.
if (was_exposed_externally(Flu)) then next(ImportedAgent)

See Also
exposed_state, Transmissibility, transmission_mode, was_exposed_in()

1.23.3 was_exposed_in()
Determine whether the agent was exposed to the given condition in the given group.
Synopsis
was_exposed_in(condition, group)

Description
This predicate returns 1 (true) if the current agent was exposed to the given condition within the given group. Otherwise, this returns 0 (false). For example, this function could be used to determine in the current agent contracted a
FLU condition within a school.
Parameters
condition
A transmissible condition within the model.
group>
A group name.
Returns
True (1 or true) if the agent was exposed to the given condition within the given group, and false (0 or false)
otherwise.
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Examples
The following example directs the agent to the next state depending on where the agent contracted a FLU condition.
if (was_exposed_in(FLU, School)) then next(SchoolInfection)
if (was_exposed_in(FLU, Workplace)) then next(WorkInfection)
default(OtherInfection)

See Also
Transmissibility transmission_mode exposed_state

1.23.4 Wed
Three-letter code for Wednesday
Synopsis
Wed

Description
Three-letter code for Wednesday. Used for wait rules, and for specifying place, network, and mixing group schedules
via property statements.
Examples
The following rule will make agents wait until the start of Wednesday:
wait(until(Wed))
A place can be given a property statement to open for 2 hours at 6pm on Wednesday:
place <place_name> {
...
starts_at_6pm_on_Wed = 2
...
}

See Also
day_of_week, Sun, Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri, Sat
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1.23.5 weekly_data
Sets the weekly data output property
Synopsis
weekly_data = <n>

Description
If this simulation property is set, then the outfile includes weekly data in addition to daily data. The property is not set
by default.
Parameters
n
The value 0 or 1.
Examples
The following code sets the weekly data property:
simulation {
weekly_data = 1
}

See Also
simulation

1.23.6 weibull()
Agent action that returns a variate of a weibull distribution.
Synopsis
weibull(a, b)
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Description
Returns a floating point variate according to a 2-parameter Weibull distribution. This distribution produces random
numbers where each value can be interpreted -in terms of population- as the lifetime for which the death probability is
proportional to the a-th power of time. Parameter b scales the process.
Parameters
• a
• b

[float] shape
[float] scale

Returns
Returns a floating point variate according to a weibull distribution.
Examples
The following state will make entering agents collectively wait with a weibull distribution (a = 5, b = 1) of individual
hourly wait times:
state Test{
wait(weibull(5, 1))
next(Excluded)
}

See Also
bernoulli(), binomial(), cauchy(), chi_squared(), extreme_value(), fisher_f(), gamma(), gompertz(), lognormal(), negative_binomial(), normal(), poisson(), student_t(), uniform()

1.23.7 white
The value of the race factor for White agents.
Synopsis
white
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Description
Text of the value of the race factor for White agents. The associated numeric value is 1.
Examples
White agents can be sorted into the state Select with the transition rule
if (race == white) then next(Select)
or with the rule
if (race == 1) then next(Select)

Notes
The default racial codes are as follows:

Racial Numeric Code
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 8: Racial Codes
Racial Text Code
not specified
unknown
white
african_american
american_indian
alaska_native
tribal
asian
hawaiian_native
other_race
multiple_race

See Also
race, unknown_race, african_american, american_indian, alaska_native, tribal, asian, hawaiian_native, other_race,
multiple_race

1.23.8 with
This keyword is used as part of a next() function to link a probability assigned with prob().
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Synopsis
next(state-name) with prob(x)
if (<predicate>) then next(state-name) with prob(x)

Description
See the reference pages for the next() and prob() functions for more discussion and some examples using with.

1.24 Starts with Y
This page provides a list of FRED Modeling Language elements that start with the letter Y.

1.24.1 year
4-digit current year of the simulation
Synopsis
year

Description
The current year of the simulation.
Examples
If the current simulation day is January 1st, 2021, then
year
returns 2021.
See Also
month, hour, today, date, day_of_year, day_of_month, day_of_week
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